
 
 

U.S. Department of Justice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C. 20535 

 
September 1, 2021 

 
MR. JASON LEOPOLD 
BUZZFEED NEWS 
7TH FLOOR 
1630 CONNECTICUT AVENUE NW 
WASHINGTON, DC 20009 

FOIPA Request No.: 1432673-000 
Civil Action No.: 19-cv-01278 
Subject: All 302’s of individuals who were 
questioned/interviewed by FBI Agents working for the 
Office of Special Counsel Robert Mueller 
 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
 

The enclosed documents were reviewed under the Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA), Title 5, 
United States Code, Section 552/552a.  Below you will find checked boxes under applicable statutes for the 
exemptions asserted to protect information exempt from disclosure.  The appropriate exemptions are noted on the 
processed pages next to redacted information.  In addition, a deleted page information sheet was inserted to indicate 
where pages were withheld entirely pursuant to applicable exemptions.  An Explanation of Exemptions is enclosed to 
further explain justification for withheld information. 

 
Section 552  Section 552a 

(b)(1)  (b)(7)(A)  
 (d)(5)  

(b)(2)  (b)(7)(B)  
 (j)(2)  

(b)(3)  (b)(7)(C)  
 (k)(1)  

Federal Rules of (b)(7)(D)  
 (k)(2)  

Criminal Procedure 6(e) (b)(7)(E)  
 (k)(3)  

50 U.S.C § 3024(i)(1) (b)(7)(F)  
 (k)(4)  

(b)(4)  
(b)(8)  

 (k)(5)  
(b)(5)  (b)(9)  

 (k)(6)  
(b)(6)  

  (k)(7)  
 

359 pages were reviewed and 359 pages are being released. 
 

 Deletions were made by the Department of Commerce and the Department of State. 
 
Please see the paragraphs below for relevant information specific to your request and the enclosed FBI 

FOIPA Addendum for standard responses applicable to all requests.  
 

 Document(s) were located which originated with, or contained information concerning, other 
Government Agency (ies) [OGA].  

 
 This information has been referred to the OGA(s) for review and direct response to you. 
 We are consulting with another agency.  The FBI will correspond with you regarding this information 

when the consultation is completed. 
 
 
 
 



 

Please refer to the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for additional standard responses applicable to your 
request.  “Part 1” of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests.  “Part 2” includes 
additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records on individuals.  “Part 3” includes general 
information about FBI records that you may find useful.  Also enclosed is our Explanation of Exemptions.   
 

Although your request is in litigation, we are required by law to provide you the following information:  
 

If you are not satisfied with the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s determination in response to this request, 
you may administratively appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United States 
Department of Justice, 441 G Street, NW, 6th Floor, Washington, D.C. 20530, or you may submit an appeal through 
OIP's FOIA STAR portal by creating an account following the instructions on OIP’s website: 
https://www.justice.gov/oip/submit-and-track-request-or-appeal.  Your appeal must be postmarked or electronically 
transmitted within ninety (90) days of the date of my response to your request.  If you submit your appeal by mail, 
both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Act Appeal."  Please cite the 
FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 
 

You may seek dispute resolution services by contacting the Office of Government Information Services 
(OGIS).  The contact information for OGIS is as follows: Office of Government Information Services, National 
Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001, e-mail at 
ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at 202-741-5769.  Alternatively, 
you may contact the FBI’s FOIA Public Liaison by emailing foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  If you submit your dispute 
resolution correspondence by email, the subject heading should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services.”  Please 
also cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 
 

Please direct any further inquiries about this case to the Attorney representing the Government in this 
matter.  Please use the FOIPA Request Number and/or Civil Action Number in all correspondence or inquiries 
concerning your request. 

 

 See additional information which follows. 
  

 
 

Sincerely,                                                                     
                 

 
Michael G. Seidel 
Section Chief  
Record/Information 
  Dissemination Section 
Information Management Division 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enclosures 
Additional Information: 
 

In response to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, enclosed is a processed copy of 
Bates Stamped documents, FBI (19-cv-1278). The enclosed documents represent the seventeenth interim release of 
information responsive to your request.  

https://www.justice.gov/oip/submit-and-track-request-or-appeal
mailto:foipaquestions@ic.fbi.gov


 
FBI FOIPA Addendum 

 
As referenced in our letter responding to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, the FBI FOIPA Addendum 
includes information applicable to your request.  Part 1 of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all 
requests.  Part 2 includes additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records on individuals.  Part 3 includes 
general information about FBI records.  For questions regarding Parts 1, 2, or 3, visit the www.fbi.gov/foia website under 
“Contact Us.”  Previously mentioned appeal and dispute resolution services are also available at the web address.   
 

 
Part 1: The standard responses below apply to all requests: 
 

(i) 5 U.S.C. § 552(c).  Congress excluded three categories of law enforcement and national security records from the 
requirements of the FOIA [5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010)].  FBI responses are limited to those records 
subject to the requirements of the FOIA.  Additional information about the FBI and the FOIPA can be found on the 
www.fbi.gov/foia website. 
 

(ii) National Security/Intelligence Records.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of national security and 
foreign intelligence records pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(1), (b)(3), and PA exemption (j)(2) as applicable to requests 
for records about individuals [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(1), (b)(3), and (j)(2); 50 U.S.C § 3024(i)(1)].  The mere 
acknowledgment of the existence or nonexistence of such records is itself a classified fact protected by FOIA exemption 
(b)(1) and/or would reveal intelligence sources, methods, or activities protected by exemption (b)(3) [50 USC § 
3024(i)(1)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that national security or foreign intelligence 
records do or do not exist.   
 

Part 2: The standard responses below apply to all requests for records on individuals:   
 

(i) Requests for Records about any Individual—Watch Lists.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of 
any individual’s name on a watch list pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 
552/552a (b)(7)(E), (j)(2)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that watch list records do or 
do not exist.  
 

(ii) Requests for Records for Incarcerated Individuals.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of records 
which could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any incarcerated individual pursuant to 
FOIA exemptions (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and (j)(2)].  
This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that such records do or do not exist.  

 
Part 3: General Information:    

 
(i) Record Searches. The Record/Information Dissemination Section (RIDS) searches for reasonably described records by 

searching those systems or locations where responsive records would reasonably be found.  A reasonable search 
normally consists of a search for main files in the Central Records System (CRS), an extensive system of records 
consisting of applicant, investigative, intelligence, personnel, administrative, and general files compiled and maintained by 
the FBI in the course of fulfilling law enforcement, intelligence, and administrative functions.  The CRS spans the entire FBI 
organization and encompasses the records of FBI Headquarters (FBIHQ), FBI Field Offices, and FBI Legal Attaché Offices 
(Legats) worldwide and includes Electronic Surveillance (ELSUR) records.  For additional information about our record 
searches visit www.fbi.gov/services/information-management/foipa/requesting-fbi-records. 
 

(ii) FBI Records.  Founded in 1908, the FBI carries out a dual law enforcement and national security mission.  As part of this 
dual mission, the FBI creates and maintains records on various subjects; however, the FBI does not maintain records on 
every person, subject, or entity. 
 

(iii) Requests for Criminal History Records or Rap Sheets.  The Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division 
provides Identity History Summary Checks – often referred to as a criminal history record or rap sheets.  These criminal 
history records are not the same as material in an investigative “FBI file.”  An Identity History Summary Check is a 
listing of information taken from fingerprint cards and documents submitted to the FBI in connection with arrests, federal 
employment, naturalization, or military service.  For a fee, individuals can request a copy of their Identity History 
Summary Check.  Forms and directions can be accessed at www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks.  
Additionally, requests can be submitted electronically at www.edo.cjis.gov.  For additional information, please contact 
CJIS directly at (304) 625-5590.   
 

(iv) The National Name Check Program (NNCP).  The mission of NNCP is to analyze and report information in response to 
name check requests received from federal agencies, for the purpose of protecting the United States from foreign and 
domestic threats to national security.  Please be advised that this is a service provided to other federal agencies.  Private 
citizens cannot request a name check. 

  

http://www.fbi.gov/foia
http://www.fbi.gov/foia
file:///%5C%5Cfbinet.fbi%5CUserData%5CHQRD%5CCommon_W%5CRMD%5CRIDS-PLANS-POLICY-TASK-TRACKER%5CFDPS%5CFDPS%204.0%20Letters%5CFY19%20Letters%5C1_FY19%20Letter%20Templates-CURRENT%5C0_Production%20Copies_09.19.2019%20(Do%20not%20edit%20these)%5Cwww.fbi.gov%5Cservices%5Cinformation-management%5Cfoipa%5Crequesting-fbi-records
http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks
http://www.edo.cjis.gov/


 
EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 

 
SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 

 
(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 
 
(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 
 
(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters 

be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers 
to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 
(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 
 
(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 
 
(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy; 
 
(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or 

information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a fair 
trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy, ( D ) could 
reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private 
institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 
enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 
individual; 

 
(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 
 
(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 
 
(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 
 
(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control,  or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 
 
(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, 

for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 
 
(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege 

under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be 
held in confidence; 

 
(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant to 

the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 
 
(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 
 
(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 
information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 
(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service the 

release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 
 
(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who 

furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 
FBI/DOJ 
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Gates said around this tine Kellyanne Convay (Convay) and Stephen
Samnon. (samen) were appointed So the canpaidn and there vere
conversations behind he seenes about bringing people on to Bolster
Vanatort.

Gates said there was a strategy to defend Hanafort by attacking
Podesta, The idea was that Podesta had bagoage as well, Gates said it was
unfortunate the information aid not come out in tine to defend Hamafort
from his uitinate departure fron the campaign (Agent Note: on 08/15/2016,
Manators resigned from the campaign-
october 4, 2016

weHe

ostaber 7, 2016
Gates said that on 10/07/2016 he was not in New York and was likely in

ot this tine were ras Pascale (Farscale)- =He
Gates advised he wasn't given a heads up on the Access Hollywood tape

(the tape), but subsequently talked to members of the carpaion,specifically Farscale, avout it. Gates recalled the Farscale conversation
being retrospective occursing on of about 10/08/2016. Parscale had told
Gates he was. in the Toon when the tape nas outed. Parscale described this
as a difficult time. Gates said a reporter had reached out to ___Jto
Give a heads up that the tape would be made public. Gates said Here vas a
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION oe

omeotemy 06/12/2010
Richard Gates was interviewed at 395 £ Stzest SW, Washington, D.C. in the

presence of his attomey, fon Green. Present for the interview weze Supervisory bE
Speciar gent (35) oo] spaciar Agent (8[oosenior B70
Aasistant Special ComEeT TERED) Andrew Coidstein, and SASS Grey Amare. After
being advised of the official identities of the interviewing parties and the
natute of the intesview, Gates provided the following information:
Actes the 2016 Presidential election, Gates spent November 10 - Novenber 13, 2016
at Trump Tonez. on Novesbes 13, Gates became the Deputy Chaiznan for the
Inauguration and went to Hashington, D.C. to work on the presidential

In the transition pesiod, Gates had less contact with Flynn than he had during the
campaign period. Gates estimated he had a handful of calls with Flyan and that
they discussed potential cabinet officials, special assistant positions, ho many
people Fiyan wanted to imvite to the insuguation, and other logistics matters.
Gates had a Little more contact with KI NeFariand than he did with Flymn. He had
gotten to know her on the canpaion and thought they had good chemisty. Gates
Thought of HeFaziand as one of a feu people capable of breaking down things 50
that. (then-candsdate] Donsid Trump could understand. McFarland sat thzowgh a tot
of pezaonnel decisions and interviews.

vsEN
we

wots 01/15/2015 u Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Fersom
vees oweamies 05/15/2018 ve
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Gates head that after Sessions recused hinsei fron the Russia investigation,
Zrusp was "on the warpath" and said he would fize Sessions, but that Trump did not
follow through. Gates heard was that the zecusal had been done by Don Heahn and
Session and Trump had not been Consulted Gates heard about Tranprs reaction
fronL] hick beasborn, and Gates said sone people thought Trump ve
would have been okay with the recusal if he had been notified in advance. x

Prior to Sessions recusal, Gates had not had conversations with anyone shout
secusal issues. After the recusal, he zecalled conversations where people offezed
theiz opinion that had Rudy Giuliani been Attorney General, he would not have
recused hinsel<. Gates knew Giuliani had beon the first choice for Attorney
Generals but turned it down because he wanted to be Seccetacy of State instead.
Gates had no fizsthand axazeness of Trump's views on James Coney. Neither Gates
[nad conversations with Trump about Comey's termination. Gates was
TETTIoed Trump actually fired Coney, since Gates did not think Trump followed
through with firing people. Gates thought Trump was LZUBLZaed with a lot of
Anenidese tec ust the Departmen of Justice and Bio Loeftoid Gates he heard BE
ceo] and Pricbus that Trump said things needed (0 Be Taiz and equal and that Bi
it WITT £aix no one was looking at Hiliasy Clinton

In general, Trump's view of the Russia investigation was that it attacked the
legitimacy of his win.

se
boa
re

Discussions of Pasdons:
The posaibility of pasdons case up a couple of nonths after Gates'
indictment. There were stories about the FBI and DOJ being corrupt and Manafort
201d he was having conversations with (then Counsel to the President) John Dowds
as was Mamatori's lawyer

FBI(19cv1278)-506
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In october ox Novenbe: of 2017, Gates and Manafozt had a conversation in which
Manatost indicated they would “get through it," that the chazges were trumped up
and "BS" and they would figure it out and there was more to come. Gates had the
Sense Manafort was saying to ates not to plead. Mamafort told Gates the Nunes
Zeport would come out soon and there would be sone bombshells in it. Manafort
325d he talked to Dowd and they had taiked about starting a legal defense
fund. Manafort did mot say whether Dowd brought up Nunes.

In Januscy 2018, CON lesked that a plea agzeement had been reached, and Manafort
told Gates people were worzied it was true. Gates called Manafort and told hin it
was not Live. Manafort told Gates that he (Hanafort) had called Dowd and also
fold Dowd it was not true that Gates had reached a plea ageeement. Wanafort said
something ike, " talked to Dowd. I've covered you at the White House" and added
that a legal defense fund was coming and they were going to "take care of
us." Mamafort told Gates there were two funds out there. The first was called
“Patriot Defense Funds® and it Govered White House staff. The other fund would
cover anyone outside of the White House and Manafort and Gates would be "#1 and £2
on that List.

Manatost told Gates it was stupid to plead and that he would get a bette: deal
down the oad. Manafost said he had been in touch with Dowd and zepeated they
Should "sit Light* and "we'll be taken care of." Manafort neve: explicitly
mentioned pardons. Gates asked ManaZort outright if anyone mentioned pardons and
Manatozt said no one used that word.
In February 2018, the day before Gates entered his plea, Manafort called Gates and
and his tone was that Gates should "stick to yous guns, we'll get through
this." Manafort told Gates that he had been on the phone with Dowd and his
attorney when Trump appazently walked into the zoom with Dowd and said to Manafost
wozds to the effect of “stay Strong.” Manafort told Gates that Kushner had sent
him emails of support and that he could show the emails to Gates if they were
together. Gates had the sense the emails Manafot mentioned were recent. Gates
had no basis to trust Hanafot and thousht Lhe conversation was designed to
convince Gates not to plead guilty. By then, Gates had already made his
decision. Gates added that Manafort talked 4 big game, but Gates had no
confidence what he said was true. Gates thought 1 b6
——Jiistened to the telephone call between NETOTT SRA GTES CET ITT bre
ToT Wamazost others listened to the call.

“he day of Gates’ plea, Manafort called again and went through a last minute
appeal that Gates not plea. Manafort mentioned the legal defense fund in that call
35 well. That was the last tine Gates spoke to Manafort, but they have
Communicated by text; Manafort sent Cates a text message congratulating him for
getting £id of his GPS monitor at one point.
In one of the calls with Manafort, Manafort told Gates that Trump was "watching
thes case.” Gates aiso noted that the media asked Trump about Gates at one point
and Trump had no zesponse. Gates thought that was sucpsising and that Trump would
have gone ater hin.

FBI(19cv1278)-507
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION oo

Duron 03/13/2018

Richard William Gates III, previously identified, was interviewed b
187 spaniel mers Supervisory Special Meme] pe
Forensic Accountant] Special Counsel Prosecutors Amaren wre
Weissmann and Greg SITET. FTSSert with Gates were his attorneys, Thomas

Green,[Torsidley Austin LLe. After being
advised of The Taentitics of The Interviewing parties and the nature of
the interview, Gates provided the following informations

Gates was provided with a Proffer Agreement which he signed and
acknowledged understanding. Gates was advised that his participation in
this interview was voluntary and if he chose to answer questions, he
needed to do so truthfully as lying to a federal agent could constitute a

Gates’ Taxes
Gates received income from overseas in 2010 through at least 2013 which

was not reported on his ta returns.

»e
Bre

Seragon Holdings was an entity originally created for the Pericles
investment with Oleg Deripaska. Seragon Holdings and four other entities
were opened in Cyprus as "Special Purpose Vehicles" (SPVs). Each entity
was for a different investment involving Deripaska. Gates was not sure,
but believed Seragon Holdings may have received some funds related to the
Deripaska-Pericles deal before that deal dissolved.

In 2008, when Deripaska pulled funding, the SPUs were transitioned and
used to receive funds from Davis Manafort Partners’ (DMP) political
consulting work for the Party of Regions (PoR) in Ukraine.

PoR did not have its own budget or a political action committee (PAC)
fund Like political parties in the US have. Instead, they engaged a series

wotpsonsn 01/25/2018 3 Washington, District Of Columbis, United States (fn Fersomstonpa Om rete Ree ke
Fes sans 01/29/2015 pre

wrew
idectionottenof FfptyoPoees 2cotprime.
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ETAT
Gates, at Manatort's direction and with the assistance of]
[set up the Cyprus accounts. As a general Tale, beETT WIT ToT T Bittorent compaion, ror exible, these was on| bie

Sittarent entities vas that she veriove peymesters 41d nor necesseriny get

a re anit

The various Cypriot entities were "shelf companies”which Jfirm pg

Gates used funds fron the Cyprus entities to bring fncome nto the

BTIogJeg ue
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be
T7073, GatesT 95d mot report Ris Slam WIR went BC

To CYPTIOr SSSI through his HSBC UK accounts before coming to the US.

Not only did Gates not report his income which went from Cyprus to UK,
he also did not report the existence of his UK accounts to his tax
preparers. Gates never disclosed the existence of his UK accounts to
either of his tax preparers, or on any of his tax returns despite the fact
that at least one of the accounts had a balance over $10,000.

bs
we

In addition to Gates’ HSBC UK account[J Gates also had an
HSBC UK account[—————Juhich was mot reported to his tax
preparers or disclosed on his far returns. Gates indicated that this be
account was only open from approximately February 2010 through June wre
2010.

Gates diverted income earned for his work for DMP in Ukraine from
Cypriot accounts tohis[Jaccount at HSC UK. Gates did not bE
report this income on his tax returns. we

In 2012 and 2013, there was a banking crisis in Cyprus and it was
difficult to send large suns of money out of the Cypriot accounts. For
that reason, rather than send large sums of money to DUP's account in the
US and then use those funds to pay operational expenses, funds were paid
directly out of the Cypriot accounts for expenses. Some of these expenses
Were not run through DME's books as expenses.

Gates explained that in 2012 and 2013, Gates paid various DMP expenses
personally. Gates vas reimbursed for these expenditures by DUP. Gates
Sent an expense reimbursement sheet to DMP listing these amounts, but not
all of the expense reimbursements were captured on DUP's books. Gates
Stated that even though DUP could receive a tax benefit by writing off the
expenses, they did not do so. Gates thought DMP could mot write off
expenses when they were paid out of a foreign account. Usually, DUP
brought money into the US first and then paid expenses from the US
account.
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Beginning in 2014, DMP paid Gates’ expenses directly. Gates submitted
his information to DMP's bookkeeper, 0.

Manatort Taxes

Manafort delegated tasks down to Gates. When Gates started working for
DMP in 2007, he had no authority. Beginning in 2008, Gates became more
involved in financial matters related to DU, including answering
questions about DMP's tax returns. Over time, Gates gained more
authority, to include getting involved in Manafort's personal finances and
tax returns.

sanatorts cen,[7] had created a structure to do Manafort's pe
corporate taxes. Gates’ role was to pull documents together and answer ic
questions for[Jana other ceas at|____Jcea fim, Kic. Generally,
KHC sent a 1isT oF questions about Manafort's and/or Manafort's entities’
taxes twice per year. Gates "took the first pass" at answering these
questions and then reviewed whichever questions he could not answer with
Manafort. Some questions only Manafort knew the answers to. Gates then
provided his and Manafort's answers back to KAC.

KHC prepared Manafort's and/or Manafort's entities! tates and then
provided a one page summary for each return. Gates reviewed that one page
summary, which contained Manafort's and/or the entity's tax liability.

Gates was aware that Manafort was not claiming all of his income on his
tax returns. Gates was also aware that Manafort was not disclosing his
foreign accounts to KHC or on his tax returns.

Gates recalled the first time KWC asked Gates if Manafort had foreign
accounts was in or around 2011 or 2012. Gates spoke with Manafort about
the issue. Manafort asked Gates if Manafort was the signatory on the
accounts. Gates told Manafort he was mot. Manafort told Gates to tell
KIC he did not have any foreign accounts. Gates relayed this to
KiC. Gates knew the accounts should have been disclosed on Manafort's tax
returns and that he provided KAC with false information on Manafort's
benalt.

Gates considered all of the Cypriot accounts to be controlled by
Manafort. Gates set up the accounts with iow irm and Gates' name» CJ ; wewas on many of the accounts. However, Gates REVET went to or spoke with ve
the banks in Cyprus directly. [firm was a "one stop shop" which
handled everything from establishing The entities, to opening the
accounts, to executing transactions.
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In addition to Manafort's foreign accounts not being disclosed,
Manafort's income from Cyprus was also not disclosed on his tax
returns. Manafort's tases were complex. For the most part, Manafort's 6
accountants at KiC andtracked all funds coming into bre
DMP. However, when Gates got involved in Manafort's finances and tax
preparation, he realized the funds Manafort directed from overseas bank
accounts to pay various vendors, family members, or to other Manafort
related entities were not being disclosed as income. For example,
Manafort would direct payments from Cypriot accounts to pay for clothing,
transfers to family members, or transfers to other third
parties. Manafort was not disclosing these funds on his tax
returns. Since the funds were not flowing through DMP or Manafort's US
accounts, they weren't getting recorded by KHC or [———]

Gates was aware of the direct third party payments because many times,
Manafort would give Gates a list of payments to make from the Cypriot
accounts to these third parties. Gates specifically recalled payments for
Manafort's landscaper. Gates was the person who contacted—— Joffice bg
and authorized these payments from the Cypriot accounts. Sometimes, sc
Manafort would tell Gates that was aware of the payments, but

payments directly from overseas accounts:

Manafort did not distinguish between accounts: if there was money in an
account, he would use it. For example, at times, Manafort used Cypriot
accounts to pay a vendor for clothing. Other times, Manafort paid this
same vendor from US accounts. Manafort used whichever account had money
in it.

Aside from third party vendor payments described above, Manafort also
brought undisclosed income from overseas bank accounts into various
entities he controlled in the form of loans. Manafort had an elaborate
set of loans between his various entities. Manafort moved money back and
forth between entities in this manner regularly.

The system of loans began before Gates started working for
Manafort. Gates never questioned this system. be
re beGates assumed KAC was asking the right questions as

They were the experts.

Manafort was supposed to repay all of the loans. Occasionally,
Manafort would say he needed to repay the loans, but he did not always do
50. Gates thought Manafort would repay some of the loans when he had
money. Gates explained that Manafort would simply move the money back
from one account to another.
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At some point, Jro1d Hanafort. he needed to pay off some of thepoint, [1] pay veLoans to get them SFE TTS books lanafort repaid some of the smaller ss
ones, but not the bigger ones.

Some of the loans had documentation, but most of the loans did
not. Gates recalled at somepoint, Jasked about a number of loans be
on Manafort and/or DME's books whieh GTI Tot have any documentation. wre

Some of the loans were from parties unrelated to Manafort. For
example, an entity called Telmar which was owned and controlled by 2
Paymaster oligarch nade a loan to Manafort. However, mest of the loans
Vere made £xom Manafort controlled entities to Manafort controlled
entitics, Either way, the loans vere not disclosed as income om
Manafort's tax returns.

Gates did not think the accountants at KIC were avare that the loans
came from Manafort controlled entities. Gates belleved the accountants at
HC thought the loans were all coning From unaffiliated third
parties.  KWC believed this because Manafort and Gates never told KIC
that the Cypriot entities from which the loans came were Manafort
controlled entities. Gates believed if KHC had known the loans came from
Manafort controlled entities, they Likely would have treated the funds
ditterently.

Gates initially thought the system of loans was a legitimate way to
deter income: be

Se

ve
ie

be
Gates we
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assumed[had created this structure as it was already in place when be
Gates started working for Manafort. bic

By uay of example, Gates recalled a conversation

bs
be

KWC knew about the Cypriot entities because Manafort and/or DHP
received funds from these entities. Gates did not believe KWC knew the
Cypriot entities were actually Manafort and/or DHP entities.

bs
bic

56
<a

bs
be

Corey Lewandowski

Gates jokingly referred to Lewandowski as his "best friend”. Gates did
not know Lewandowski prior to working on the Trump Campaign. When
Manafort was hired by the Trump Campaign, Gates became his
deputy. Manafort's first meetings were with Trump, Hope Hicks and
Lewandowski in Mar a Lago. Shortly after this, Manafort had meetings at
Trump Tower in New York to get organized. Gates met Lewandowski sometime
during this first week.

Thomas Barrack and Roger Stone acted as liaisons between Manafort and
the Trump Campaign prior to Manafort's hiring. Trump had just lost the
primary in Wisconsin and then won the primary in Louisiana, but the
delegates refused to support him. Trump did not understand the mechanics
of delegates and the way the system worked. Barrack and Stone had been
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Lobbying for Trump to hire Manafort for some time and it wasn't until
after the Wisconsin and Louisiana primaries that Trump agreed. Barrack
wen th Gozo Wo 9%, GB HeTaTerv Tiron Tema WEEh Tres Fiore wd
Lewandowski in Mar a Lago:

Gates attended a mesting with Lewandowski in Washington OC. Also
greouns vere Soft Sessions nd Rio Dearborn. This was the week after the
National Security Coalition was appointed. At this point, Manafort was
only hized to run the convention. However, Manafort was alreasy
Trgieneriang vinatedy Tor FeRp vo win Ae Tenwining
primaries. Manafort's plans shaped how the primaries were
handled. Specifically, Manaort inplenented ground games, advertising
i Tt SITRTL. Soraschs Hiraige fad Pore BAIA Tr Hh
understand strategy very well and felt threatened by Manafort.

It becane clear to Donald Trump Jr., Jared Kushner and the rest of the
Tus Tamiiy Ves Hamsoms Se woh Yr van dri. Wren Tet vor $0
primaries in April 2016 and Cruz dropped out in early May 2016, tension
Tore bowwesn Mamaturt ane Levandovehe. Ultimately, Merarors and
EAARsag ly
stated that Lewandowski's ego was the problem and if Lewandowski had just
“at back and let Manafort do his thing, he could have remained Campaign
Vanager.

Gates had minimal one-on-one tine with Lewandowski, but spent some time
With im 1m How Yous art Tr Liwardowelil, had 34330 erpeioss reming
games Te mn om of Gu Ei GTS 28 Joi Bre Son wt 1a. 0
both loyal and protective of Trump. Levandowski wanted to keep the Trumpvom see

Ultimately, Manafort was made Campaign Manager, Gates became his
doputy. During this Line, Wanafort had one buses for the prinaries and
FA GA ASA olge
advertising, polling and other political operations while Lewandowski
Handled advances, fundraisers, payroll and other operational
arr Marae Sager TH weal Sigel ShveToue ae ET Gres
it. Gates believed Levandowski was fine with this arrangement Both
teams could hire people, but any major hires had to be approved by Kushner
at
he canpaign cro was[oversaw ail of the ve

financial decisions and DUGGeTs on Both WARafort™s and Lewandowski's be
priosontogrsugh oghunieleomitfuglnnig

baring a conversation within or around Hay 2016, Gates we
sestrad soat nsartonshs, want SOE TE Thanoins wounts sor weil veltod
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materials such as hats and shirts. Gates recalled that Levandouskl had
Coent 55 per item when comparables shoved tnat the actual cost was 3 per
(Ten. The Funds had been atiscared to a company in Colorado cailed Wie
Sans uhich provided direct mais services on ves as snivees hats and other
paraphernatia.

Gates and Hanafort tried to get to the bottom of the matter as they
nected to mderotand share. the badder vas and how much they nad seit [] 2%,
Test mane unrecaiiod (Li, the omer of a Company called hed Curves WATER
Speciatizes in campaign budgets served as the Treasurer for Trurprs
campaign. [jana]JNU conducted an investigation and concluded
Chat. TovandS ITT STeTapenT Tot these items. Gates aid not believe there
vas. ver any evidence. ot Lovandovsrs tecetving a Kickmace from hese
evate—-

Levandovski. was fired from the carpaign in June 2016. Gates did not
knoe 4 thts nas alrece. result of the imestigation (ato the svorpetments.

"A

wN=

cr] i.

Gates was suave of another allegation involving Leusndousk
us

cates leszned about this Eig paige meeting ui ors ns
sanatort. [Jum, Gates andlassistant [JT TERR inte 7
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the matter and learned that not only was the vendor Lewandowski's
neighbor, but they were also on the campaign payroll.

Rick Dearborn

Dearborn was one of the first people Manafort interviewed after getting
hired by the campaign. Dearborn wanted to run the policy shops for the
campaign. At the time, the campaign did not need policy shops. However,
Dearborn had connections in the House and the Senate so Manafort told him
he could run DC Operations. Ultimately, Dearborn's role was expanded to
include creating and running the policy shops.

Dearborn was "a good foot soldier” and was close to a number of people
on the Hill. Dearborn was close with Kushner and eventually became the
Executive Director of the Transition Team. During the campaign, Gates'
relationship with Dearborn was good, but during the transition, Gates'
role was marginalized and he wasn't as close to Dearborn.

Dearborn was responsible for the National Security Coalition which
included George Papadopoulus, JD Gordon, Walid Phares, Carter Page and
others. There was no vetting process in place during the time this
coalition was formed. Sessions ended up taking a lot of heat for people
Dearborn had put in place who had issues.

Sessions and Bannon led the charge to create round two of the National
Security Coalition. Gates and Dearborn assisted in the this effort.

Allegations in the media that Manafort changed the platform at the
Republican National Convention are false. Hanafort wasn't even at the
Convention. Manafort was in Los Angeles helping] se
[1 vearborn was the person handling this at the Convention. 1c

Manafort's Resignation from the Campaign

When Manafort resigned from the Trump Campaign, Gates continued to work
for the campaign as the liaison to the Republican National
Committee. Gates believed he was not asked to leave when Manafort left
because Trump and Kushner liked Gates. Gates said he "dodged a bullet"
and his good rapport with Trump, Kushner, Kellyanne Conway, KT McFarland,
Steve Miller, Sessions, Keith Kellogg and Dearborn kept him on the
campaign. Also, at the time, Gates was not being linked to Manafort's
issues in the media.

Gates believed Manafort should have fought the media accusations at the
time. Gates called the accusations a "hit piece from Ukraine".
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Manatort had three or four projects he had started before he
resigned. After his resignation, there was an initial "data dump" of
Infomation to peuple still working on the campaign. In addition
Hanatort maintained some Contact with Steve Bammer. and others throughout
the campaign. A times, Gates updated Nanafors on what was happening, but
they 916 mot talk daily.

Manatort+s projects were taken over by Bamon, to include the National
Security Councils Rational Economie Mviscey Council and outreach vo
Crangenical Groups and Labor Groups. Manafort was Gradually less and less
Sroived in these masters.
Michael Flynn and KT McFarland

lyon and Hofariand vere more experienced in national security matters
than dates. Gates had no enperience in this sector.

Gates met Flynn and NoFarland for the first tine while working on the
canpaign. Bric Trump introduced Gates to NeFarland. Gates and Horariand
Rad many conversations about Trump's talking points especially as it
related to rational security.  Heerland became Gatess point of contact
for anything related to national security, After the stection, Hofariand
also assisted Barrack in finding potential positions uithin the Trump
Administration.

Gates and Flynn travelled together regularly. Post-inauguration, Gates
and Fiywwe selasionnip ves short 11ved besause Fly was Fired.
Haid shares

Ehaxes was a brought to the Trump Campaign by Dearborn. Gates nag been
to10 by Sither Since Prichus or Hanafort that Phares nes a 2s

Loeates did not know what information Pricbus or ManaToTT eT we
TUTTI wien thoy made shat statement. Gltinately, Phases ves rersssed
from the. campaign
swear

a break vas taken from appronimately 3:05 to approximately 3:10 PH.
Loan Fraud

Gates was ausre that Manafort applied for multiple bank loans in
2016. Gates enplained that Manafort's income from DNF had diminished
Greatly starting in 2014 and continuing inte 2015.
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bswe
Stes TrTed To warn VamaEort Sgalet working

TTR Joecaus|___a a "sortia” past. Manafort told Gates the waythe paTERBLanip vas TERGtured, Manafort had control.

vsFe

bewe

vsSe

Gates uas aware that at least tuo of Manafort's properties were
purchased vith funds from Cyprus. At Manafort's direction, Gates ordered
the wire transfer for at least one of these purchases. Gates was mot
sure, but believed this as for the property on Union St.

Gates was asked if he knew Manafort provided false information to the
various financial institutions on his loan application, Profit and loss
statements (Pils), schedules of real estate owned (REF), and other
documents. Gates stated he did not kiow at the time that Manafort nade
false representations to the banks in order to obtain loans. Gates did
not "cover for Manafort to banks So Manafort could obtain loans.

bsSe
Citizens Bank 29 Howard Street Loan

Gates assisted Wanafort in gathering documents and providing
information to Citizens Bank for the loan against 29 Hovara st.[| be

anaassisted in this manner as well. we
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Gates spoke with at vanatort's request. be
He

Gates 41d not independently recall the conversation with but we
has revieued documentation provided by the government in this FATESI which bag

|

nese

5sSe

ab 12

5sSe

beSe
Tab 13

5sSe

ab 14

1s
Se
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vs
je

bs
1c

Tab 18

v6
bie

Gates stated that he recalled asking] cor information. ve

Break

A break was taken from approximately 3:45 until approximately 3:50 PM.

b6
wc

v6
wie

Manafort never asked Gates to "doctor" a document. bs
1c

bs
vic

b6
je
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bete

ve
Fe

be
we

Cypriot accounts

bs
Be

Gates considered the Peranova entity, like all of the Cyprus entities,
a DUP entity. Gates considered Manafort and DWP the actual beneficial
owners of the accounts even though Gates" name was listed on the
accounts. Gates considered the money in the accounts to be Hanafort and
Dies money.

Gates vas asked why [fim referred to the accounts as the "Rick
Gates Group accounts. Gates stated that|]fim was instructed to beg
remove Manafort's name from the accounts in TOIT. Gates vas reminded that
his name was on the Cypriot accounts prior to 2012.

rr] -
At some point, the Cypriot accounts were moved to St. Vincent and

Grenadines because of a banking crisis in cyprus. [recommended the ne
move to St. Vincent and Grenadines as a way of protecting the money. b7C

beSe
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Gates Location
Gates physically worked from his home in Richmond, Virginia. Gates

also worked in New York at times and in Washington D.C.
cccasionally. Gates did not have an office in Washington D.C. Gates
sometines worked out of the Trump Hotel lobby.

Toward the end of 2016, Gates rented an apartment in Washington D.C.,
but he was rarely there because he started working for Barrack and had to
travel between New York and Los Angeles. Barrack had offices in both New
York and Los Angeles.
Falsitied pis

Gates was asked if he falsified Pils for anafort. Gates stated that
ne waa cota [Jona ne coma do Bika on an acer basa. Gates pg
created a 2016 [PTTTSE bu which included accrued income, namely the $2.4 Bc
million DMP vas oved, but had not received.

Gates stated that the $2.4 million was earned in 2014. Gates thought
approsinately $1 million of it was eventually received by DWP. Gates
added this amount to a Pil indicating it had been carned in 2016.
ab 29

Gates was shown an enail dated March 16, 2016 between Gates and
"cates was directed to his enail which read, "Can you send me ue.

The Word Document version of the 2015 Pil for DHE Inti before 1100am EST?
Fac wate ma to aa The WnCronl mevere Which wa have nob Teveived yet in
order to send to Bank of California. I have the BDF version you sent but
it is slanted and not completely clear." Gates vas also directed to his
email which read, "We have §2.6m in acorued revenue that he wants added to
DMP 2015 income. Can you nake the adjustments on your end and then Just
ser me & new seared version[?]"

»ebe

vsre
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Gates was asked how he thought he could add accrued revenue to a
previous year's books when it was clear the funds had not been received in
Trt gous Gana valet Lnat, fu van Saying oo acd Wg GEER] Sewn 00
the 2016 Bit. Gates was reminded that he was askingfro adjust
the 2015 P&L. we

Tab 33
Gates was shown an enail dated March 16, 2016 from Gates to] b6

[Jat Banc of California. Attached to the email was a 2015 BEL For we
Es
tes seat thn be aaiees he 2015 oe eu as proves 12 to] | pe

and Banc of California for Manafort's loan. x.
Gates was asked if he altered the original 2015 DUP PEL or created a

new document to include the additional income. Gates believed he used
[Jrormat ana created a new page showing additional income from
PeTaTIons and additional net income (see page 64 of 415). Gates then z,
Stated that he could not recall for sure if he edited origina:
oration ve crested a wa GET.

Gates was asked why he added more than $4 million, instead of the 52.4
million he clained DUP had earned, but mot yet received. Gates stated
that $2.4 million was from funds earned by DWP for Ukrainian political
consulting. Gates could not recall where the remaining $1.6 million was
from. Gates stated that he added $4 million for a reason and the amount
vas "justified by amounts earned by DUP.

Gates then stated that he knew he was creating an inaccurate
document. Gates was told by abanker, Jtnat opts 2015 3
income needed to be close to the 2014 income. The $4 million added by we
Gates to the 2015 Pil got DUP's 2015 income close to DUP's 2014 income.

Gates understood that the reason DMP's 2015 income needed to be close
to DME's 2014 income was because DHP's revenue needed to be sufficient to
handle payments to Manafort for income. In addition, DVP needed to show
atari Sanings ver Sime. Gates wnierstood hah Hetort weald ml fave
been able to qualify for his loans without showing VP's 2015 income
higher than it actually vas.

Gates co fen[fisectly on this issue, as ell ss pe
yanafort. and re

Manafort was aware that Gates falsified the 2015 VP Pil. Gates sent
the falsified document to Manafort to review before Gates sent it to the
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sa catesantsso eaeshothm of te he doeni Sn ee fliessre ne gre of ree tefee »
[Co Jrorusea to atver the document. we
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ToFunketeenes accesstothethesinian preston, reerlin ra ntenienes secession uimsinian prosesierToren a Tamersoffise, Wiionihses maton ”s srnsiatorSr i ne eteem ee
1 <

oes askedstySonator sa 51 + prenantici eh heht meeJo pee hy iainsprensabeoner er amenGatesstad nator nenmsssonssry
ates as ot res inetievedKant metSerpe Shiones 0 res ibeidatet etsnesseries Sess

Deripaska's "people". Specifically, Kilimnik had a close relationship

uith Viktor Bovarkin, Deripaska's head of security, and | bs
C1 ve
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returning to Ukraine and running for office again. Yanukovych wanted
Hanafort to Tun his cenpaign. Hanafort declined the offer.

w<8w

wA-

‘The Last tine Gates spoke with Kilimnik ves Hay 2016 at this
necting. Gates nay have received a congratulatory text from Kilimnik
Steer the election in November 2016.

sker 40 20s Wey Viks 18 90 SUTIDIRREISR YATATOLE RY HAUS hod
vith Kilimnik in 2016 after the May 2016 meeting.

he only visits to the US by Kilinnik in 2016 that Gates was avare of
were in March and May 2016.

Gates was not awaze of any other meetings Manafort had with Deripaska
or Deripasta associates in 2016 or 2017,  oates believed Hanafortrs lest
Contact with Deripaska vas in 2008 When they had a falling out because
Deripaska refused to Fund Pericles as promised.

Gates was avare that Nanafort traveled to Greece and Italy with Barrack
in or around July 2016 after Nanafort left the Trump Carpaidn. Gates
believed this vas a last minute trip for approximately 10 days. Gates
Sao hears Hanafore traveled to China after Leaving the Trump Campaign.

Gates did not have frequent contact with Manafort after Manafort left
the Trump Carpaion. During she nauguzation, Manafore reached out to
CEi 47 he outa ger tickets to the ineusaration, but he BS
did not reach out to Gates directly. we

Gates was not aware of Manafort reaching out to Nefarland or Flymn
atter the stection.
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happened. Gates attended a "Family Meeting" every Monday morning with
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION oe

omens _ 03/13/2010

Richard Millian Gates III, previously identified, was interviewed by
FBI Special Agent Supervisory Special Agent[1] be
Forensic Accountant and Special Counsel Prosecutors Andrew b1C
Weissmann and Greg AIS. FIeset for Gates vere Thomas Green, [——]

or Sidley Austin Lie. After being advised oF The
TaentIETes of The Tetvieuing parties and the nature of the interview,
Gates provided the following information:

Gates signed and acknowledged understanding the proffer agreement and
vas reminded that the interview was voluntary, but if he chose to answer
questions he needed to be truthful in his responses.

Gates was told about an email received by the Special Counsel's Office
from Gates’ counsel of record,[Jand] regarding the bs
Special Counsel's Office's communication with Gates' counsel Green. Gates be
vas advised that the government was willing to deal with any counsel Gates
chose for the purpose of his proffers. Gates vas advised that he could
choose any counsel he wished. Gates acknosledged understanding
this. Gates indicated that he wanted Green to represent him for his
profiers with the government.
Foreign Entities

Gates answered questions regarding foreign entities and foreign
accounts while referring to a chart given to him by his former counsel,

3 ute
Generally, each entity had a US dollar account and a Euro account

because different oligarchs had accounts in different currencies and this
vas a way to save on the conversion of currency.
Actinet Trading Limited

Gates was shown documentation related to a Cyprus entity called Actinet
Trading Linited (Tax Tab 4)

motions GL/31/2010 4 Washington, District of Golumbin, United states (in Ferson)
]— pa 02/01/2010 BSEa

Ww0000000000000 m=
isecoeestoroPO seetoFoteyotmatots
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Gates stated Actinet Trading Limited (Actinet) was an entity opened in
2011 for the purpose of DMP receiving payments for work done on the
parliamentary elections in Ukraine. Gates thought Actinet may also have
received payments for DME's work on local elections in Ukraine as
well. The client for DP's work was the Party of Regions (POR).

The PoR did not have a budget of its own. Oligarchs who supported FoR
served as "paymasters” for fees owed by FoR to DWP. The paymasters used
for DMP's work in Ukraine were The be

funds may have come to From other people, but Gates pic
did not know for sure.
[hac a numer of different entities which they bs

used To transfer payments to DMP accounts in Cyprus. [_____ usually bie
used Telnar, but [had many different entities he used.

Actinet account was funded by wires from an account controlled by]
[Juno vas one of Jpeople. All payments received into 15
Retinet were for political consulting services rendered by DWP. Although
Some of the wire remittances may say the wires vere for "computers" or
"metals", this was not the case.

Gates believed DWP's initial contract with PoR was agreed to in or
around 2005 or 2006. After that time, Manafort would work with] be
[Jodetermine how mich was owed to DMP on each new bre
lection or campaign. Generally, DMP received between $9-311 million for
a presidential campaign and $3-55 million for other campaigns. Gates did
not believe there were any written contracts after the initial agreement
in 2005 or 2006.

Konstantin Kilinnik facilitated payments for DME. bs
a
wre

The Invoices were
Tor services rendered by THE To FoR

Gates was asked about wires from Taunton Holdings Limited (Taunton)
which referenced "computers”. Initially, Gates stated he did not know why
the wire remittances referenced these items. Gates then stated that
Cyprus tax law treated goods and services differently as it related to
VAT. If a payment was for goods, there was no VAT. If a payment was for
services, VAT payment was required. The oligarchs did mot want to pay VAT
50 they characterized the wires to DMP as goods rather than services.
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not zererence goods. Gates believed wives were. for gosder ve
but[Jwere not because TT4 not really care about BTA
pari

Gates recalled the media reporting on a document found in DHE's Ukraine

Shettiin ventures Limited

Sletiita ventures Limited (as Tab 5).

was funding primarily by] bs

controlled by Ukrainianoligarchs be

Groban Highuay Limited
Gates was shown documentation related to a Cyprus entity called Global

the intention of sing for ihe Bericles deal with oles beripesta

Gates was told that GH was funded by wires from Tauntan, Novirex and bc

art of] "Empire". bs
me: BIC

Lucicle consultants Limited
Gates was shown documentation related to a Cyprus entity called Tucicle

Decemner soney 5
Lucicle was set up to receive DMP payments for political consulting BTA
services rendered to PoR. bis
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Payments into Lucicle from Mistaro came from[______ Jand payments

oligarchs who were associated with him to include, [——————] bs

because thelr isinesses mould benefic. depending on the outcome of the
Clections. in addition, Gates assumed tre oligarons henetiried prom

agrend to fund DHPIs contracts. in ehchunde for something once the candidate

ws

erected =—Toenetited Tron funding goverment officials’ election
campaigns BE coneraiiy,Bd
Ciection campaigns would be rerasded Hin positions in the cabinets oF

was mot. Permitted to do so. Hanafort was aid weil for his poiitical

Gates believed there were between 30-50 different oligarchs who
“chipped in" to pay for items necessitated by PoR. [————] bs
[were the oligarchs primarily responsible Tor paying Die. Gates BIC
Was Tor aware what, if any, specific benefit

ue
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meetings with oligarchs. Gates attended some meetings with
regarding a micro-targeting campaign DP was doing in UkraineT be

a
bre

Marziola Holdings Limited
Gates was shown docunentation related to a Cyprus entity called

Marziola Holdings Limited (Tax Tab 11).

Marziols Holdings Limited (arsiols) was set up in March 2012 be
a
F<

Vamafort controlled the account

bs
wre

and Manafort hada be
falling out. Gates did not know if continued to help fund DMP's we

contracts for work in Ukraine, but Gates believed [was among the
oligarchs who provided funding through Lyovochkin.

Manatort looked toto see if he was interested in investing,
but declined. Wamafort sought funding from a US investor group
a3 well, But Gates did not know who. Manafort, [and bs
[were all looking for investors for the New York deal. bc

introduced bs
Manafort to rc

Olivenia Trading Limited
Gates was shown documentation related to a Cyprus entity called

Olivenia Trading Limited (Tax Tab 12).
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hak whom Bogan believed this comtrect was selseioel? mat. Toe
Group. Gates thought] funded Olivenia. bs

Peranova Holdings Limited

political advisory work and was funded primarily by[|Teinar bs

seragem Rokttogn tumtves

Rolotngs Lintves tour Tom 301.

Soins porstionl sommuraing work sor Fone Guten betieout sppeotimatery 51

The nanagenent fees vere used to pay various people who worked on the
Pericles deal. 3

serpoto Linited

Pompeo Limited (Fonpolo) was set up because DUEYs US accounts vere

RgaAIAAAA
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Gates was aware that wires from Cyprus were a red flag even when sent
to the Ukraine. Gates, Manafort and—Jspoke about how to avoid the bs
account shut downs. [—]told Gates and Manafort to open accounts in the 7c
UK as the UK was less suspicious of Cyprus wires. In addition, Gates and
Manafort could send wires from the UK to the US without raising any red
flags.

Gates thought Pompolo was only open for a few months before being
closed by HSBC UK for receiving a wire from Telmar.

[Jintroduced Manafort to UBS where she had bs
relationships. Manafort told Gates he met with UBS accountmanagers[J BIC
last name unrecalled (LN) and LU in Los Angeles. Manafort told
Gates he explained to the nature of his work in Ukraine and
how he was paid for that work from foreign countries. [told
Manafort they were fine with this.

St. Vincent and Grenadines Accounts

[Jha relationships at a St. Vincent and Grenadines bank which had bs
vramas in Gypren. o)cpened Global Emisavor and Jovaet GeToWnts at BIC
this bank. These accounts worked the same way as the Cyprus accounts in
that Gates would provide instructions to[would handle the
transactions. Manafort may have provided some instructions toJas
well.

Bs
BA
ES

Early on In The relationship with he
Tay have Teached out To Mamafort to confirm the transaction, but over
time, these confirmations diminished.—

Gates did not have any interaction with the St. Vincent and Grenadines
bank.

—/ oebic
Gates was shown an email from[to Gates dates[1]

[vith the subject line, "TAX OESTIONS™ (Tax Tab 25).

Gates stated that he filed amended returns with[Jwhen asked by
[Jif he had any foreign assets or bank accounts in 2013 or 2014, Gates
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told he did not, but with a caveat. The caveat Gates provided to bs
Tome from atest former attomey,[1] wre

When Gates originally filed his 2013 tax returns, he told his tax
preparer, [that he did not have any foreign accounts bs
because Gates thought these accounts were closed. However, when Gates wie

filed his amended returns, he told[Jabout the Cypriot and UK bank
accounts.

Gates never told[Jabout the existence of any foreign bs
accounts. Gates wasn't sure [—Jever asked about foreign assets or BIC
bank accounts. Gates reviewed his returns and signed them. Gates stated
there was no specific reason he did not disclose the foreign accounts to

Gates was asked why his 2013 amended tax returns still indicated that
he did not have any foreign assets or bank accounts. Gates stated that he BS
was not sure when the accounts were closed. When Gates first met with b1C

[J hetold[Je did not have any foreign accounts. Gates
Setimated this was In early 2017. However, later in 2017, when Gates
learned about the status of his UK accounts, he told [J he had foreign
accounts.

Gates was asked why his 2013 amended tax returns indicated he did not
have any foreign accounts if he told he dia have foreign bs
accounts. Gates stated that when he told he had foreign bank 1c

accounts, he also provided with a written caveat. On the advice of
counsel, [] Gates had Include the caveat with his amended returns.

Gates was asked again why he did not indicate he had foreign bank
accounts on his 2013 amended tax returns. Gates stated that there was no
specific reason he was not disclosing his foreign accounts on his tax
return.

Gates was asked if his lack of disclosure of foreign accounts was
related to his lack of disclose of income derived from those
accounts. Gates stated that this was not the reason he did not disclose
his foreign accounts on his tax returns. Gates then stated that he
thought if he disclosed the foreign accounts, there would be questions
about funds coming from those accounts, which he was not claiming as

Tax Returns

2010
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be
te

At one point, Gates* monthly salary from DUP was increased, however bs
this increase was not reported on Gates' W2 and was not reported to pC
[Jor KHC in preparation of DMP's tax returns. The reason the
Trcrease vas not reported was so Gates could avoid paying tases on this
ences amount.

Gates was asked if he and Manafort ever coordinated on what to report
and what not to report to[ and/or KiC. Gates stated that he only be
recalled one conversation with Manafort about this matter. b7C

201
Gates was shown his 2011 tax returns (Tax Tab 29).
Gates stated that his Schedule B falsely indicated no foreign accounts,

but he did indeed have foreign bank accounts in 2011 which he aid not
report. Gates’ reported income in 2011 came from a Wa from DP and a 1033
from Eyelock.

Gates was shown a series of wire transfers totaling approxinately
$145,000 from Cypriot entities to Gates in 2011 (Tax Tab 30)-

Gates indicated these wires were for bonuses” he received from be
DMP. These bonuses were not reported as income on his tax returns. Gates bc
believed 348,500 of this amount was for "legitinate business expenses he
incurred such as, meals, travel and entertaiment. Gates was able to
track this amount to hi% statements for that tine
period, Gates used hisL JEor Both Busnes and personal
cxpenditures. Gates thought some of the $48,500 he characterized as
Wlegitinate business expenses may have really been personal expenses.
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when [——]paid Gates' expenses directly. Prior to this, Gates did not bs
break down The etpenses paid from his [——Jaccount in detail. b1C

dividend 15 GBP 54,000.00 and was deposited into his HSEC account ending

41 nox mow 4h the. Fumda were hatacterised on 8 raividendn.  Gabes was

hen Gates obtained his mortgage refinances in 2011/2012 and 2015,
Payments. Gates did mot repay these loans. There was no documentation BTC
for these loans. One of the loans was[but not

In 2011/2012, Gates nesded additional funds in order to close his
mortgage refinance. These funds came in the form of 7] be
and were not repaid. Gates believed the amount was approximately be
C1] Gates did not notify the bank that the closing funds came from
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In 2015, Gates similarly needed additional funds in order to close his
mortgage refinance. These funds also came in the form of] bs

and were not repaid. Gates believed the amount was approwimately bc
Gates did not notify the bank that the closing funds came from

Gates had Manafort b6

|— to weSetaniioh Gates” increase in income. For a peried of Tine, Gates’ WE
Showed the increase in salary.
2012

Gates was shown his 2012 tax return (Tax Tab 31).
Gates stated that his Schedule B falsely indicated no foreign accounts,

but he did indeed have foreign bank accounts in 2012 which he did not
report. Gates' reported income in 2012 came from a W2 from DMP and] bE
pe te

Gates was shown a series of wires to his accounts in 2012 totaling
approximately $651,000 (Tax Tab 32).

Gates was asked about a memo from Pericles LP regarding a wire to
Gates® HSBC UK account for $100,000 which read, "Please allow this letter
Co serve as notification that Richard W. Gates has received a proceed of
$100,000 USD into his UK bank account on 09/01/2012 from one of our
holding companies, Global Highway Limited.”

Gates stated that when he was obtaining his mortgage refinance in 2012,
he needed to explain to HSEC the purpose of certain deposits. The actual
purpose of the $100,000 wire was income to Gates which was not reported on
his tax returns.

Gates was asked why this memo and the previously shown memo were from
Pericles Lo when the wiring entities vere Peranova and Global
Highiay. Gates stated that he represented to the bank that he worked for
a private equity fund called Pericles LP. Pericles LP was still
Technically an active entity at this tine, but it vas not conducting any
business. Gates believed telling the bank he worked for a private equity
fund Galied Pericles sounded better than saying, "I work for Ukrainian
oigarchsn.

In 2012, Gates' income increased from er pay period to bEtron [per pay p Coeper pay period. Some of the funds wired TER fbrict accounts to S3CET
accounts in the UK represented this increase. The remainder of the funds
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wired from the Cypriot accounts to Gates! accounts in the UK during 2012
were amounts Gates added to cover his living expenses. ALL of the funds
wired from the Cypriot accounts to Gates accounts in the UK in 2012 were
income which was not reported on his tax returns.

Gates used a portion of these funds to pay for renovations to his house
AVivrinia, to wove his kids" pravete sowed tuition and PAY be
for other living expenses. »7C

2013
Gates was shown his 2013 tax returns (Tax Tab 33).
Gates stated that his Schedule B falsely indicated no foreign accounts,

but he did indeed have foreign bank accounts in 2013 which he did not
report. Gates’ reported income in 2013 came from a W2 from DMP and] 6— te

Gates was shown various wires sent in 2013 to accounts controlled by
him which totaled over $1 million. Gates stated that the funds
transferred to nin in 2013 represented Looms which was not reported on
EE  —| be
— ve

The $250,000 wire from Pompolo to Gates was a "bonus" which Gates be
received[1]This income vas not >reported. Th Wires T GatesT Jemina wosownt were also income which was
not reported. Gates submitted invoices from Jemina indicating he
payments were for various reasons. Gates only submitted these invoices
from Jemina because documentation was required by the banks in Cyprus in
order to release the funds. Jemina Gid not do any work for DVP and the
descriptions listed on the invoices were made up by Gates:

Gates received some payments fron[ directly. When the banking be
crisis occurred in Cyprus in 2013, some of the banks shut down and there pC
were limited accounts available. [suggested that DMP consolidate
their various entity accounts inte Ris "client account”. Manafort agreed
to Unis and Funds wore tagitured Trem The various DUP enbity sveouts 06
[—Jclient account. —Jmanaged the client account on behalf of
DWE. Rs with the previous DVF accounts in Cyprus, Gates still provided
[Juwith instructions for transactions.

Gates was shown an email and attachments from his current tax preparer,
[Jto cates dated————TJuitn the subject line, "2013" bs
(Tax Tab 23). Gates was asked about the attached ledger for Jemina which be
showed a capital contribution from him. Gates was asked why these funds
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wie Vivted 98 & Apoa conbelinnion Snes Terins when the Sindy sans fem
Smythson and were then distributed to Gates:

Seton stated that ts S04 nok have debatis whan he wan swsnting hie 23S
S31 Bovine. thn don SEEb n FoTaeere Ti Wi TARPS? Hh TOY
records he had in 2017. Gates had not maintained a ledger for Jemina, but
rather created it in 2017.
2014

Gates was shown his 2014 tax returns (Tax Tab 35).
tes Shanes Bat Hiv Sestaie B dndiested 2h orion uses. Ty

2014, Gates: accounts in the UK nad been closed. Gates did not consider
ltAA TR ag
tvs oad Wimvlain ou es 1s THOT Bh meSOd or Turigt sium oh Blt
Tax returns. Therefore, Gates did not believe his answer of "mon to the
question of whether he had foreign assets or bank accounts on his 2014 ta
AAAAAping Toni
aw fron ove ana wc

ns

TO ——
Gates in 2014 (Tax Tab 36). Gates indicated all of these wires
Serevent frame Foto was 0G TePoTIed wn hia SU14 ta Tera:
tos sevabret TUBI0E oh 5 Yeni wd SUSU 49 Ssene Leen Thus

Sndeavor. Gates to1df—Fhe 5120:000 nas distributions he earned from bE
an investment in b1C

Re Grtearer and Fiuneh yore Vim JAsh STRES pened These
accatnte vere fended by Ukrainian oligetehs and vers ured to reserve
sors To Sr Lat. Sar varios tn Sr Co
believed]ere the primary funders of these bs
accounts. In 2014, DMP's work for PoR was primarily a micro-targeting 7a

ve

Gates was involved inl investment. vs=
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[Gates was paid out approximately[Jin 2013 or 2014 bs
from this investment. The funds were paid into his BADE account. ws

Gates was shown his ledgers for BADE (Tax Tab 21) which showed a
[5 ie $120,000 crease sor Gates 6
was told that the $125,000 credit into BADE came from be
account. Gates was asked why he indicated this was a credit fron]
[Jon his ledger. Gates stated he was "guessing" about the
Burose Tor various deposits he saw into his BADE account.

Gates believed the[ from MP's SunTrust account was sent to vs
BADE when the SunTrust SCCOURE closed. Gates used of this to[]  *™®

land the remainin Was income toGates. Gates was fold That he did not use
 m— Gates then stated he was not sure what he 91d with the

Gates created a consultancy agreement between Jemina and Global
Endeavor. Jemina did not actually provide any consultancy services to
Global Endeavor, but Gates created this agreement to justify the transfers
from Global Endeavor to Jemina.

Gates created invoices from BADE to Global Endeavor for professional
services. BADE did mot actually provide professional services to Global
Endeavor, but Gates created these invoices to justify transfers from
Global Endeavor to BADE.

Gates reiterated that [Jtold him to create agreements and/or bs
invoices to justify to the bank the reason for the transfers. We

2013 Amended Return
Gates was shoun his 2013 amended tax return (Tax Tab 37).

bs
Gates did mot amend nis Schedule B to declare his foreign bank bc

accounts in the UK. Gates did not amend his income to include income
received by his UK accounts. Gates stated he did not amend his Schedule B
or his income because he did not have records for his UK accounts at the
time he was amending this return. Gates was only able to see the funds
which came from his UK accounts into his US accounts.

Gates was asked why he did not include the funds which came from his UK
accounts to his US accounts as income on the amended return. Gates stated
he believed he included all of this income when he amended his
return. Gates was reminded that he received well over $1 million in
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unreported income in 2013 which was transferred from his UK accounts to
his US accounts. Gates stated he did mot know why this was not included
in his amended 2013 return.

Communication Methods

Gates has used the following email accounts: bs
on

Gates also used a account Ld

between 2012 and 2014 for the "Anti Crisis® project in Ukraine. Gates,
wanatore,[na]

Een

Gates uses a DropBox account to store documents for personal and
business purposes. On occasion, Gates moves items out of DropBox.

There were other email accounts set up throughout the years, but not
used for extended periods of time. The use of multiple emails and the
change in email address was to avoid getting hacked.

Manafort, Gates,[used Hushmail to bs
communicate. Specifically, draft messages were created in Hushmail and b7A

shared with the other participants. The purpose was to avoid sending the bc
information over servers to reduce the possibility of getting hacked. The
information shared via Hushmail pertained to DUE's work in
Ukraine. Hushmail may also have been used to deal with communications
related to the Skadden Report and FTI consulting. It was [idea
to start using Hushmail and draft documents to communicate.

Manafort maintained a laptop computer which he used in Ukraine, but did
not connect to the internet while overseas.

Viber was an application used to message while in Ukraine. The bs
precursor to Viber was Threema. Both applications were introduced to 7a
Gates and Manafortby[and were widely used in Ukraine. 1c

Proton Mail was an account maintained by Gates under the account,
[7 his account was opened approximately 2 years bs
ago, but Gates did not use it frequently. Gates did not use Proton Mail ic

for DUP related matters.

Whatsapp was used to communicate with[CT] various bs
Ukrainians working on POR campaign matters and others related fo the ba
ECFMU. Gates' Whatsapp account was identified by his cell phone number, wie
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silent Phone and silent Circle were secure telephone

OF Siient Thane. Silent Gixcre wes used while Gates was vorking on che

maintained by Gates, Manafort[——] Manafort required new phone b5
numbers to be issued after MF was Packed one vine. The bat phones vere [4rorma Ehores oat pad at£forent phone members.
communicatfon with Kilimnix During the Trump Campaign

cates communicated with Kilimik via Mhatsapp. At Hanafort's
direction, Gates sent Kilimnik the polling data and other updates on the

io a Former colleague of catest From %.
lives and works in[Jand isl 7

yanafort sirst toe Gates to sens Filisnit polling dota fn Fpril, ofcarly vay 2016. Gores continued sending RELimmik this information

Gates 65d not know why Hanafor. wanted hin to send Kilimnik the polling
pecphe in Drcaine as a way oF shoeing the sevens of Hasafort's position
Ce compton,

Corn ro CiaS Seb eT Cas oe ies
ere Limon some documents related to gorsing peid for THES werk for

Deleted pocuments
Gates! former attorney, [J imaged Gates’ hard drive when the Special be

Comers investigation bouTT Sates ves advised net to detece anything. we
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over to his former counsel, [—] These documents included bank be.

emails and documents deleted by Gates were mostly communications with []
CesCC

.
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Turkish leader, and the former Italian Prime Minister Romano Prodi were
identified to be a part of Project Hapsburg.

Manafort told Gates that Yanukovych agreed to the project and assigned
[Jas the paymaster. [Jas responsible for approving the bs
budget and wiring the funds to DMP accounts in Cyprus and St. Vincent and bre
Grenadines. DMP then handled the costs associated with the project. The
fact that PoR funded Project Hapsburg was not disclosed.

Most of the work done by these former leaders was in Europe. They met
with other government officials, gave speeches, wrote op-eds, and
generally used their positions to have private conversations with other
leaders to bolster support for Ukraine. Some work was done in the US as
well. By way of example, Gates recalled Vishnevsky spoke at the Atlantic
Council and met with various US government officials the following day.

Bs

CC }

ES

Gates was shown a document title "CONFIDENTIAL: EYES ONLY" and referred
to a "SUPER VIP GROUP OF FORMER EUROPEAN HEADS OF GOVERNMENTS AND VIP
OFFICIALS TO ENGAGE IN PROMOTION OF VR ELECTION RESULTS AND UKRAINE
INTEGRATION INTO EUROPEY. Gates stated Manafort created this
document. The document contained a list of key participants, some of
whom, Like[J did not end up being involved. The document bs
referenced a budget of $1.5 million, but in actuality, the budget was BC
higher than that. This document accurately described how Project Hapsburg
operated. The reference to an independent NGO being created in "Stage 2
was not a reference to the ECEMU, but rather to another NGO. Ultimately,
another NGO was not created.

Gates was shown a document titled "Washington, DC Visit Alfred
Gusenbauer June 4th - June 7th, 2013". Gates helped the Podesta Group
(RDG) and Mercury Clark & Weinstock (MCW) set up the meetings for
Gusenbauer in the US. Gates did not independently recall doing this, but
various emails show that he did indeed assist with this. Gates did not
recall if Gusenbauer ended up coming to the US or not. Gates though Prodi
may have come to the US in Gusenbauer's stead.

Generally, Gates was tasked by Manafort and [_Jwith assisting PDG Bs
and MCW with arranging the Project Hapsburg meetings in the US. be
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project. Yanukovych agreed to the program in late 2011 or early 2012 and

directed Manafort to work with [to inplement it. be

[Jha already created the ECR for his own purposes. bs
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sores _oaprerme

and Special Counsel Prosecutors Andrew Weissmann and Greg Andres. Present ed

Tor Gates were Thomas Cream a SE IErer
Rustin Lie.  Ater beingediTEST ST TRE TORTEIEIST STIR Toservioving
Parties and the nature of the interview, Gates provided he foltoring

Gates signed and acknowledged understanding the proffer agreement and

a

(£ARA) vas. in 2007. AL that Cine, Gaves and DUE were working in Ukraine
and necting with the 05 Ambassador regarding that work. Gates was

intlaencing Legkolation of badder bills, of meeting with a Us Government

Sierts. arias molird be TuwRRE = bs
lobbyists who previously worked for Black, Manafort, Stone and Kelly. we

reuest. Wanafors had asked Gates to. seach out to a FATA attorney about

File § Dwcdmtcd 02/07/2018 bE
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the issue relating to contact with the US Ambassador in Ukraine. This
email was Gates' overview of what he had learned. Gates initially stated
that the portion of the email with the FARA statute was cut and pasted
from information provided by an attorney at Akin Gump.

Gates was directed to the portion of the email which indicated he had
not yet met with an attorney at Akin Gump. Gates stated he must have cut
and pasted the information from the internet. Gates believed he obtained
the information from the US Department of Justice (DOJ) EARA website, but
he was not sure.

Gates was asked why he thought FARA was only triggered if he was making
direct contact with a government official when this email clearly showed
that FARA was triggered when one "engages directly or indirectly" in
lobbying or public relations (BR) in the US.

Gates stated that he was indirectly engaged in the Podesta Group (PDG)
and Mercury/Clark & Weinstock (MCW) lobbying and PR efforts for the
government of Ukraine. Gates understood now that his indirect engagement
would trigger FARA. Gates explained that when he prepared this email in
2007, he did so in the context of work in the Ukraine. In addition, Gates
did not review every section and he was not sure he even read every
section which was cut and pasted from the internet.

Gates was asked about another section of his email which referred to
collecting or soliciting payment in the US. Gates was asked if his role
paying PDG and MCW for their work with the government of Ukraine fell into
this category. Gates stated that he believed it did.

Gates was asked why his role influencing legislation as it related to
the Durbin and Inhofe Amendments, Kaptur Resolution and other Senate and
/or House resolutions did not trigger FARA. Gates stated he did not
directly contact anyone in an attempt to influence these amendments or
resolutions, but rather, he directed PDG and MCW to do so.

In 2007, Manafort asked Gates to research FARA because this was a new
issue for DMP and Manafort wanted to know if the Ambassador contacts
triggered FARA. At this time, the McCain campaign was going on and there
were a number of articles in the newspaper about lobbyists and their
relationship to McCain.

Gates found information on the internet and provided the email analysis
to Manafort. Gates also spoke with counsel at Akin Gump about the matter
and it was determined that DMP did not need to file FARA.
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Prior to 2012, HP had not been involved in a US based Lobbying effort
on behalf of Okeaine.  DHovs work was only in Okcaine.

Gates then stated that Lt was possible that Manatort [Jiobbyea 6
McCain prior to 2012, but he was not sure. Gates believed WoGaTn may have ST
been lobbied as it related vo Nentenedro. Gates knew Hecain traveied to
Honkonegzo and net people ther cates was not
more LE this nad anyehing to as TER UT FoTISy, ToT TCA ves a U8
Senator at the tine:

Gates also thought DHE may have done some US outreach on behalf of
Ukraine. through Edelnan prion to 2012, but he was not sure.

Gates was asked why, when the US based Lobbying effort began in 2012,
he id not revisit the’ Lasve of FARA. Gates stated he selies on POG and
HCH" process. In Gates minds POG and HCH were doing the outreach.

Gates was asked why he did not contact counsel on the matter, of sinply
Look on the. internet 1ike he had before. Gates stated ne. mahewid haven
Looked inte its bus. he did not because he was not directly
Lowbying. Gates was sold this aid not make sonee and that he had no basis
Co believe SARA nas only triggered by direct contact. Gates sas Told ne
had access to the anovers at his fingertips and had shown the ability to
Tecate those. answers before.

Gates then stated that the work with FOG and CW "wasn't a major deal
for DHE" and DUP was nok doing the lobbying. Gates did not even
Contemplate reaching out vo counsel about the matrer.
Congressman Dana Rohrabacher

Gates believed the meeting between Hanafort and Rohrabacher required
DHE to register wider the TARA. AT the Tine, Namafort fora cates thar the
Pectin 41d not require DHE to registor under FARA because Manafort and
Rohrabacher had a long standing friendship. Manafort said their 25+ year 6
relationship allowed Manafort to "circumvent" registering under FARA. be

In addition, after the meeting, both and Manatort told Gates that
they did not talk about the Drcatne. TS TEiage Urtainen strategy was
the. intended topic of conversation Lith Reheapacner, but they ended up not
Catking about this. According tdand Manafort, Rohrabacher went off
on a tangent and talked about ChE IT Rassia during the meeting.
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"="amerg others, dates Jer Farther TaentiEiea byET—

— 5
Paul 4s meeting with the President on Monday of next week. We need to put
Together a quarterly report with all of we highlights. I need you Sure
‘to prepare the draft report by COB Friday. The report should include key

progress made, ali relevent mectings. (Stace, Rebrbecher (sio], ete). We
Tees to shavaate whan ve have dome in the Tass 3 nemtna. iets inciude as
mach as possible and then we can edit down.

Gates was asked why he Listed the meeting with Rohrabacher as a
nrelovant meeting hich needed to be. includes in a report to sanskouych
$f Ukraine was not aiscussed. Gates stated na though mamafort amiloe—"] 6
tried to talk to Rohrabacher about Ukraine. Rohrabacher held an important XR

position which was a fasge of the Engage Okraine straveqy. Geves aid net
Frou 12 any subscantive conversations about Ukraine occurred during the
necting with Roheanacner. and Hanafort, but thought it nas possible there

When Manafort said his 25+ year relationship with Rohrabacher could be
used vo meircumvent Togistering under FARA Gates understoed that this
wana wgrey atean in tne FARA stavute. Gates believed someone sald
Manafort was mialking tho Line of the FARA statute. Gates 4id met recall
Th 501d nis. Gates understood Hanatort was Looking for a wlecpnoler, of
vat vo avoid Tegievering wer FARA.

"
Manafore 1 Hanafort ATTTSMAabaches were such long-time friends. dates
Stated that the meeting with Roneabacher ves PALt of the lobbying outreach
ne Sheretorele randied the arrangement:

Gates was asked why Hanafort vas present at the meeting with
Rohrabacher. Gates stated that in addition to having an established "
relationship with Rohrabacher, Manafort also had the ability to b1C

elon cote Settermeniad vanatort. attend the nesting
To help bulla the relatiqeETETG get Ronzabacher non board with the
ERrT,mma,WAI AASAA Po
meetings, but Menafort GT TST do alt of them.

HP had no intention of registering under FARA.
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The Trump Campaign
In January 2016, Gates was working mostlyon] 6

film project. Gates was also doing some work on Films with] Be
looking for new DUP clients, and helping Manafort pull material Together
to pitch Donald Trump on becoming campaign manager. Roger Stone and Tom
Barrack were acting as liaisons between Manafort and Trump in an effort to
get Manafort hired by the campaign. Barrack had a good relationship with
Ivanka Trump.

During this time, Gates was paid his normal salary by DMP. Gates also
nade some money doing Film projects Withincluding receiving be
payment for a Swiss documentary in which he invested in 2015. Finally, »e
Gates received the proceeds of an investment in ID Watchdog (IDW) in 2016.

Manafort had few US political relationships at the time and other than
working to help Manafort with his pitch to Trump, Gates was not doing mich
for DUP.

In March 2016, Manafort went to Mar a Lago to meet with Trump, Hope
Hicks and Corey Lewandowski. After this meeting, Manafort told Gates
“we're on board". The following week, Manafort and Gates went to New York
to meet with others from the Trump Campaign.

Gates and Manafort talked about what it would mean for Manafort to be
hired by the Trump Campaign. Manafort told Gates it would be "good for
business” and a potential way for DMP to be made whole for work done in
Ukraine for which they were not paid. Manafort thought being hired by the
Trump Campaign would get him back on his feet and help develop future

FBI(19cv1278)-1801
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Gates was shown an email between Gates and Kilimnik dated March 20,
2016 and four letters which were attached to this email. Gates stated he
was the person who drafted the letters on Manafort's behalf. Manafort
reviewed and approved the letters.

Manafort wanted Gates to draft letters announcing he had joined the
Trump Campaign. Manafort thought the letters would help DMP get paid by
OB and possibly help confirm that Deripaska had dropped his lawsuit
against Manafort. Manafort wanted Kilimnik to let Deripaska know he had
been hired by Trump and he needed to make sure there were no lawsuits
against hin.

Gates was asked why Manafort could not have employed counsel to find
out if the Deripaska lawsuit had been dropped. Gates stated Manafort
wanted to send Deripaska a personal note and to get a direct answer from
Deripaska. Gates also thought this letter was a bit of "bravado" on
Manafort's part.

Gates was asked if the purpose of the letter to Deripaska was to
determine if the lawsuit had been dropped, why didn't the letter mention
the lawsuit. Gates stated that Manafort did not want to put anything
about the lawsuit in writing. Manafort discussed the idea of getting
Deripaska to drop the lawsuit with Kilimnik verbally.

Gates was shown an email between Manafort and Kilimnik dated April 8,
2016, on which Gates was copied. Gates explained that at Manafort's
direction, he reached out to Kilimnik to find out information on
OB. Manafort wanted to know if there was a future for Manafort in Ukraine
if the work with Trump did not work out.

Gates was asked if he and Manafort ever discussed the optics of
Manafort as Convention Manager making these contacts in an effort to
monetize his position. Gates stated he "surmised" these contacts would be
made known. Gates believed everyone was trying to monetize their position
carly on in the campaign. Had Trump not won the nomination, the
opportunity to monetize the position would have passed. That said, Gates
and Manafort never talked about how these contacts would be viewed.
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Gates was shown an email thread between Kilimnik to Jeurcell at the B
US State Department dated April 26, 2016 through May 4, 2016. Gates was beCAREERSA ,
atignes witn na Lyovochiin.  Boyko had assets in the gas industry BEEe =ST
A.RTI
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and Kellyanne Conway's polls. Internal polling data was confidential
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Gates was asked why confidential polling data derived from internal
polls vas released to Kilinnik. Gates stated that the internal poliingGata 31d not differ from the externa polling data very mich and it nas
Used mostly to confirm she expernal Poriing resales.
Post. Manafort Resignation

w*-

"
Gates explained That in a

ETT TTT To CSET TTRESTIS hystent of people loyal to hin
inside Pole Nanatort did the same thing in the Tramp Canpaign with
Pascale thorn and others. anafort maintained
there. conmeTtToms We Te Tate the canpaion
the’ campaign after Manafort eft, but Eatacalsy TEREST Fr
Stayed on the canpaisn.

Gates believed Hanafort also had some contact with Kushner about
strategy after Nanafort Lefe. Gates Knew Maafort sent strategy memos to
Rusnnes prior to the election.

i.Gates had mininal contact with Hanafort ater Wanatort left.
eter aes TaTieT Ts TamaTert et

TESTI ST UVEITIS Llanes srestdent Poresmeno ves bering
the media canpaion to "omeacw Hanafore. Manafort said Poroshenko nad
Faeicated the "olac ledgecn and was supporting Hilasy Clinton.

Manafort asked Gates to reach out to Jue had a vs
relationship with the Ukrainian Ambassador. Manafort offered to assist pic
The. Anbassasor in repairing relationsmips Foroshenss hed damaged. ates
vas aware that Poreshenko had been trying to set. up meetings with Trump at
Trung Rover. Manafort seid the Ambassador needed 10 get involved in those

2017
In dansary 2017, Hanafort reached out to Gates through] se

[cates heard Manatort was doing business in China and Sou on
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look at a telecommunications company. se

out to ask Gates about Trump's policies in Cuba. Manafort had work in »e
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sar Special Agent] Suphrisory Special Agent Lo] bs
and Special Counsel Prosecutors Andrew Weissmann, Greg Andres, Jeannie bd
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After reviewing the initial list of RSVPs, it was determined that the
National Press Club was too small of a venue. Gates believed the National
brass Club only sat 120 people and the RSVP list showed 110
confirmed. For this reason, the venue changed to the Mayflower Hotel at
The Lowt mtniee Thats seen etn oc Tore Cine Ymete sonetdered blr
settling on the Mayflower Hotel. Ultimately, it was decided that the
location needed to be in the same area as the National Press Club. There
vere no discussions about using the Trump flotel as it was mot yet open:

Gates may have tried to obtain additional space at the National Press
Club, fut beyond that, Gates did not play a role as if related to this
venue. The campaign's Advance Team, Which was 1dby Jand bs
on] vere the people responsible for looking ST Vemsen wre

DocuENT 1
Gates was shown an enail from Manafort to Kushner and others dated

April 19, 2016 and farther identified by bates number NOSC0005959-
NOSC00005960 which read, "Rick Gates will be the internal point of contact
for us. He and our Comm Dix will then interact with the National Press
clus.

Gates served as the campaign's internal point of contact for the
event. Gates helped Sines organize the event and introduced Sines to the
campaign's Advance Team.

The decision to move the venue from the National Press Club to the
Mayflower Hotel was made by Kushner and Manafort based upon information
Gates relayed fron the Advance Team. Gates could have made the decision
on his oun, bUC he did not. Gates ran it by Manafort and Kushner because
this was the first policy speech and Lt was inportant o get it rights

The belief was that the original location could not fit the number of
attendees. Also, the initial plan was to offer a Lunch and that
definitely would not have been feasible in the National Press Club space.

The List of invitees from Sines was circulated by Gates to Manafort and
Kushner. Additions were made to the list and sent back to Gates. The
issue of who needed to handle foreign attendees arose. It was decided
that Jett Sessions, Kushner and Rick Dearborn would handle any outreach
and communication with foreign attendecs, such as ambassadors:

Gates indicated the goal vas to get as many ambassadors as possible to
attend. Simes took the nfirst passe at reaching out to
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[J ushner and Ivanka Trump cane separately from the motorcade. bs
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originally, the plan vas to have a VIF Line or reception, but it neve
raterialised Due bo the tong list of F128 in attendance, Lt was going £0
Toto SitFicult so accommodmee a VI Line, The sectsion vas made. 10
PAAAY

The Layout of the venue was a stage which looked out onto the
lta actin fo Ton WALT Se tah sheet 5 eating Linen
wt hen. evi sim seage There an Gers SALE BacHTege Sten. Thee
as not 4 hot room behing the stage Like in mest venues. Linking the
eatveage mma the other acm ve 3 160 TeLivar.

When Gates entered the venue with Trump, he remained with Trump until
Samp soon whe Tioga:  FiLiers Demtborn wensEor Bevamiovii, mechs and
[were ail waiting benind the stage with Trump prior to the bs
speech. There were no "outsiders" behind the stage with Trump prior to b1C

The mpeecn,
The 20-30 nimstes prior to Trump taring the stage yas gUIt vith Trang

preparing to speak Manafort checyed the podium snlJehecked the be
sound. This was the first time Trump was using a teleprompter so people bc
vere making sure that ves HOTKING Droperly. Sone of the carpaidn eam
Tee The packetage aves and took seat in ihe fires tuo tors of the
rte or SS D8 pa So the SEE eae

There was a section of seating blocked off for the ambassadors. Gates
410 nok see any of the ambassadors meet with Tramp. Geves afd mot recall
anymestings patween Tremp and anyone. outaide the campaign tem prior 10
The specch. However, at one point, Gates left the sackstage area to check
wemening, Gates emimated he Aas’ gone. ot T0-16 mimes and when be
Terutned, Trump vas still backstage with only carpaign state.

Typically, Trump would do a "meet and greet prior to the event, but
that aia not. happen at the Hagtlorer Hotel. It was possible there Has a

BgI AEE
soca +

Gates was shown an email from Rushmer to Gates, Nansfort, evandovsil,
Kidlar, and Hicks dated APELL 27, 2016 and further identified by bares
mer KORCO00L5315, Gates was directed to the portion of the smeil which
Toad "He worked though some. cursevalls, But by communicating and
3usting as a team we made it happen. Gates was asked what Kushner
meant. by vearvebalian:
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they had to be "all or nothing", rather than partial like they were under
the Obama Administration. Gates also believed in sending more NATO
Trace on The Teen amt BALlaing oF Tareer Srberaetioel Freveney in
the area to keep Russia in check.

Host people on the National Security Council favored sanctions against
Russia.

Gates was asked how sanctions on Russia or anyone else for the invasion
of Grimes would have inpacted howe oligarchs wie owed Manafort
noney. Gates stated that the conflict in Crimea had affected the
Ukrainian oligarchs "very badly". Crimea was Ukraine's resource base and
much of Ukraine's industry vas located there. Resources were getting
looted, industry vas being stifled and generally Ukrainian businesses were
profoundly inpacted by the conflict.

Gates was not aware of any outreach fron[ Jo be
assist in a resolution to the conflict or the sanctions. Gates then ad

States tha nce or twice. The first
sine vie v MITTEE

Gates was mot aware of any other contact from
Sates thought it may have happened had Manafort

Tor To iohed OTE Tha carpal.
Gates was asked if Manafort tried to use his position and/or influence be

within the Trump Campaign to bc

Sete Stated That WaraFort meer Tod Gates
This. Gates way ware of Mamatort's
[7but Hanafort never mentioned this to
ates. WanAore G13 mot talk about sanctions because i was "taboos

Gates was asked why he referred to the topic of sanctions as
"taboo". Gates stated that the National Security Coalition took the
position that Tramp needed to deal with Russia and the issue of sanctions
in an effort to repair the US/Russian relationship. As a result, sanctions
became a "key word" on the campaign. The constant question was whether
Trunp supported the continuation of sanctions or not. Some advisors
advocated for a less stringent approach and some advocated for a more
stringent approach.

Ultimately, Trump had to revisit the sanctions against Russia because
they were inplemented by Obama. Trump's stance was that Obama had screwed
up the relationship with Russia and Trump was going to fix it. In order
to do this, the topic of sanctions had to be revisited. The logical
answer seemed to be to lessen sanctions.
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Gates was asked again why he referred to the topic of sanctions as
"taboo". Gates stated that "internally" the word sanctions was avoided
because it inplied a connection to Russia. The experienced members of the
campaign staff realized sanctions had to be discussed.

Gates did not recall if the Mayflower Hotel speech dealt with the topic
of sanctions. Gates believed the concept of repairing the relationship
with Russia vas conveyed. Gates recalled talking points relating to
extending an olive branch to Russia and bringing them to the table.

Gates did not know for sure, but speculated that Manafort was pro-
sanctions because Manafort understood the optics involved. Specifically,
Manafort understood that he was seen as connected to Russia because of his
work for Yanukovych. This frustrated Manafort because the media assumed be
Manafort's work for PoR was inherently pro-Russian. Gates explained that be
some PoR were not pro-Russian, such as Lyovochkin. That said, Manafort
was probably very conscious of not seeming sympathetic to Russia. Gates
never specifically asked Manafort what his view on this matter was, but he
based his speculation on many discussions related to this topic. If
Manafort were to have discussed policy with anyone, it would have been
willer.

Manafort alluded to Gates that his position within the Trump Canpaign
and, if Trump won, his connection to President Trump could be used to make
Manafort money. Manafort thought he could go back to Ukraine and run the
0B campaigns. Gates believed OB would want Manafort because they thought
Manafort had access to Trump. However, Manafort did not influence policy
to his financial benefit while working on the campaign. Manafort's idea
was to leverage Trump's win in order to get other jobs.

Manafort and Gates talked about what they would do after a Trump
win. Gates intended to work for the administration while Manafort
intended to work Mad Trump lost, Gates still ve
believed he would mot Fave gore] nen vanatore phe
loft the canpaign, Gates stayed Bocuse Te Ter]
 ——OANA ry ry rrr
Through:

Gates was asked why Manatort ata not]
fror leaving the Trump coFESTGRCITETSSECIINTET TRAY 5ssre

TRA S19, TanaTort 313 Tot Fave The SbIIity To Teverase
Ts work WIE Trump because he was fired.
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Gates and Manafort never talked about how to leverage the Trump
Le —
Rpril 2016 was because he knew Trump might not got the nomination and then
he would have no leverage. Bs

sa
bie

Cates speculated

Gates did not know ifManafort[arte april Bs
2016. Gates didn't understand how Manafort was going to get paid while Li
working on the campaign. Gates asked Manafort this question and Manafort
said he was going to talk to the campaign attorney about the matter.

Gates was asked if in light of the June 2016 Trump Tower meeting with
Russians and the Simes Russian Policy memo, there were discussions among
campaign staff about the Clintons and Russia. Gates stated he did not
recall receiving Simes' email or memo. As for the Trump Tower meeting,
Gates recalled Manafort's reaction to the meeting was "don't put too mich
Stock in it". Manafort only attended the Trump Tower meeting because he
felt obligated to since Donald Trump Jr. had arranged it and invited
Manafort.

In Gates’ opinion, the Clintons were "politically savvy" and "masters"
at covering their tracks and dealing with the media. In contrast, the
Trump Campaign was inexperienced and not politically savvy.

There was an extreme lack of experience on the campaign when Manafort
and Gates first joined. Gates believed this inexperience caused people to
focus on the Clinton/Russia issue. The more experienced people on the
campaign did not focus on this issue.

A lot of information came to the campaign about the Clintons’
connection to Russia, but nothing ever materialized from this
information. Gates stated that "9 times out of 10% there was no proof,
such as documents. Even if there had been documents, they could have been
forged. People didn't understand how Easter Europe worked and how easily
documents could be falsified. People also didn't "consider the source" of
the information. For example, if it was a random person or someone inside
the Clinton Canpaign. Ultimately, the Trump Campaign was interested in
any opposition research or intelligence which could be used to sway the
polls.

Gates was asked what he meant when he said, "9 times out of 10" there
was no proof. Gates was asked what the 10th time was. Gates stated that
the DOJ Investigation into the Clinton Foundation was the 10th time.
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Kellyanne Conway and Cambridge Analytica's polling teams. [_______] bs
worked for Cambridge Analytica and was brought in to represent their b7C

were issue-specific. Generally, they dealt with issues which were

Berkowitz,[1] Fabrizio and others from the RNC participated in 7

Srtcer, Lo eve Walters icke, Poonana math. Shore among
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Gates was asked if he was sure the meeting he attended with Konstantin
Kilimnik was at the Havana restaurant in New York on 5th Avenue. Gates
stated he was sure that's where the meeting took place.

Gates was told that the meeting with Manafort and Kilimnik at the
Havana restaurant actually took place on August 2, 2016. Gates stated he
was sure he was at this meeting and when he previously said the meeting
vas in May, he may have gotten his dates confused. Gates recalled that
earlier that same day, Manafort asked Gates to join the meeting. Manafort
either texted or emailed Gates saying Kilimnik was in New York and they
were meeting for dinner. Manafort asked Gates to join for part of their
meeting.

Gates arrived at the Havana restaurant after Manafort and Kilimnik had
already sat down to eat in the dining room. Gates estimated he was
present for approzimately 45 minutes of the meeting. Gates was not sure
of the time he arrived, but believed it was sometime between 8:00 and 9:00
BM and he left sometime close to 9:45 BM.

When Gates joined the meeting, Manafort asked Kilimnik to bring Gates
up to speed. Kilimnik told Manafort Viktor Yanukovych had reached out to
Kilimnik through an intermediary to say he wanted Manafort to run his come-
back campaign in Ukraine. Manafort laughed and declined the
offer. Manafort said it was not the right time given the media focus on
his work in Ukraine.

At this time, Yanukovych vas still in Russia. Gates was not sure who
the intermediary was. Gates knew Yanukovych had two circles of people:
the "Family Faction" and the "Political Faction". The Family Faction
consisted of the Donetsk Clan and the Political Faction consisted of
[Jrinat Aktmetov and others who had been with Yanukovych Be
Since The beginning of his political career. Gates speculated that the 1
intermediary vas Sergiy Lyovochkin, but he was not sure.

Kilimnik told Manafort he was required to deliver Yanukovych's message
to Manafort in person and he was also tasked with relaying Manafort's
response in person. Kilimnik asked Manafort if he could meet with
Yanukovych in Burope, but Manafort said he could not because of the Trump
Campaign.

Manafort was somewhat upset with Yanukovych after Yanukovych fled
Ukraine. Manafort had worked very hard to get Yanukovych accepted by the pg
vest and he was frustrated at how things developed. Additionall I=
J Rever reached out to Manafort after he fled. 1c
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Gates, Kilimnik and Manafort also talked about the Trump
Campaign. Specifically, they talked about Manafort's plan for the
primaries. Gates was reminded that this meeting was in August
2016. Gates stated they must have talked about the delegate issue and
Manafort's plan to get Trump enough delegates to win the
nomination. There were many states which were refusing the give their
delegates to Trump even though he had won the primary. Gates was reminded
again that the meeting was in August 2016 and Trump had already secured
the nomination.

Gates corrected himself and stated that he, Kilimnik and Manafort
discussed the battleground states. Specifically, they discussed
Manafort's strategy for winning certain battleground states. Manafort
told Kilimnik he was focusing on blue collar states which had
traditionally been Democratic. Manafort walked Kilimnik through his
strategy to win these states and their electoral votes by focusing on
labor and immigration issues. The states Manafort highlighted were
Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania and Minnesota.

Gates, Kilimnik and Manafort also talked about the Oleg Deripaska
lawsuit and how it had been dismissed. Kilimnik said he was trying to
obtain documentation showing the dismissal. Gates did not know why such a
long period of time lapsed between the end of Manafort and Deripaska's
deal in 2008 and the lawsuit which was filed in 2014. Gates thought
Manafort and Deripaska resolved the issue in 2009. Manafort and Deripaska
did not have much contact between 2009 and 2014 that Gates is aware
of. Gates heard Manafort had sporadic meetings with Deripaska between
2009 and 2014 about things unrelated to the investment deal, but Gates was
not sure.

Gates was asked why the battleground states and campaign strategy were
discussed with Kilimnik. Gates stated Manafort and Kilimnik had a "close
relationship". Gates believed Manafort was bragging a bit and doing a
"ictory lap" because Trump had won the nomination. Manafort was bragging
about his strategy.

FBI(190v1278)-2289
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By way of background, Steve Bannon and Kellyanne Conway had different
strategies on how to obtain sufficient electoral votes. Neither of their
strategies involved flipping the battleground states Manafort identified.

Gates believed Manafort was telling Kilimnik about his strategy as a
way of showing how successful he was in US politics. Manafort saw this as
a way to get more international clients after the election. Manafort
believed if he could get Trump elected, foreign politicians would hire him
for their campaigns. Maafort never specifically said this to Gates, but
Gates was aware that this was Manafort's strategy to make a lot of money
like he had before. Manafort had said if Trump wins, "we're going to make
a lot of money". Gates then said that Manafort never said this as overtly
as that statement, but this was generally what Manafort said over time in
various discussions.

Gates was asked why Manafort would brag to Kilimnik about this. Gates
believed Manafort was bragging to Kilimnik because Manafort was trying to
get Lyovochkin and Akhmetov to pay DUP what they owed. Gates believed
this because Manafort sent an email to Gates and Kilimnik specifically
saying he was going to use his potential success with the Trump Campaign
as a means to get repaid by OB.

Gates explained that Manafort was using the "perception of his
position” to get paid. Success in the US election would translate to
success in Manafort's business ventures. Manafort had no desire to work
in the Trump Administration. Rather, Manafort wanted to use his success
to make money with future business. Success in the Trump Campaign would
improve Manafort's image. In addition, Manafort's connections to the
Trump Administration would "open doors" for Manafort's potential future
clients.

Gates| beBA
bic
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could not win New York without spending $100 million, which Trump was not
willing to do.
Wikileaks

Gates" only information on Wikileaks vas from news articles. Stone
never talked about Wikileaks to Gates. Gates was not aware of Stone
talking about Wikileaks to Manafort-
Gucifer

Gates’ only information on Guolfer was from new articles.
ohn Podesta

Tn or around May 2016, information came out in the media that John
Podesta be

te

Gates heard John Podesta be
John Podesta's ad

Te To TIT or Toe Th Tare To Tle Sree Tr
Tesemron so it was run through the committees
[Jat the Republican National Committee was in charge of be- : . wreopposition Research. [is the person who uncovered information on

fusion Gps. []told Gates that most of his information vas from open

John Podesta’s emails were leaked and there was conversation as to how
this occurred. Gates recalled implications that the Russians hacked his
emails or they were released by someone inside the Democratic National
Committee. The main focus for the Trump Campaign was the content of the
emails, not vere they came from. Negative information on Hilary Clinton
and her campaign vers gleaned rom the hacked emails and used, Gates
recalled one of the pieces of negative information was that Hilary Clinton
had access to debate questions prior to the debate. Other negative pieces
of information were related to Fusion GPS and Uraniumone.

Gates did not know who hacked John Podesta’s emails. Gates stated the
Trunp Campaign vas not sophisticated enough So accomplish this. There
were die Teeter wd Els on the wide dain Heit own reser:
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Gates stated Cambridge Analytica had its roots in the UK and there were
allegations about possible foreign connections. Specifically, Gates heard
questions about Bannon's role in Cambridge Analytica and his financial
stake in the Cayman Islands.

Data Trust was a separate company which performed the same function as
Canbridge Analytica. Cambridge Analytica's model captured large groups of
people who were "on the fence™ or undecided about their vote. Data Trust
captured smaller groups, but had more detail on their views.

Bank Fraud

Gates was asked about the purchase of Manafort's property at 377 Union
St., Brooklyn. Gates believed Manafort asked him to initiate a wire
transfer from the Actinet Trading account for the purchase of this
property. Gates believed he wired the money to a title company. Gates
understood these funds were being used to buy property.

Gates was asked about the purchase of Manafort's property at 29 Howard
St., New York. Gates did not believe he wired the funds from Peranova or
Yiakora for this property's purchase. Gates said it was possible Manafort
asked him to initiate these wires, but he did not recall it.

cates
bs
ic

Gates did not start managing the Cyprus accounts until 2008. Gates
opened the accounts in August 2007, but he wasn't transacting on be
Manafort's behalf until 2008. wc

Gates
bs
wc

cates| bs
wc

Gates thought it was "odd" that Manafort was using foreign funds to
purchase real estate in cash. When Manafort wired funds directly from

FBI(190v1278)-2297
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Cyprus to third parties, he often characterized the wires as 3
minvestments". Gates knew Manafort was wiring the funds directly to avoid be
paying taxes on the income. Manafort never specifically sald this was why
Fe wired money directly from —

nsoa
ve

Gates nsoa
ve

Gates most likely used his erat ve
accounts to communicate Gates may also have used his bre
account asiTT 2017 Wien that actount was closed. Gates
TRowgRT Te was possible he used his acopunt on eccasion

Gates, Manafort, Kilimnik and two "private equity people” located in
Ukraine had] email accounts. Thess accounts were cbtained bs
from] bc

Genesis Capital
Gates was shown an email from Manafort to Gates, ne

ldated December 22, 2015 with the subject bic

Te
Gates believed this email was a request for and Gates bEfe
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Manafort had previously I
Vanafort tasked Gates with helping manage ve

In late 2015 and 2016, be
bic

bs
B1C

Gates did not have much information regardin
Manafort told

Gates he vas] who bs
bc

bs
B1C

asked Manafort for help with bsbc

bs
B1C
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arate nse Gases to seach aut toro adscens an seme ot
ihother foara Se. was treated as a socolT TRE or a rental properey on
Nanafortrs taxes. Gates Kner Howard St. was a rental property and rot a 6,
A ATAEA SS
Hone 50. he could obtain & better interest rate from the bank. Gates
believed he had a specific conversation with Hanafort about the Fact that
2 second hone would remit in a better Interest sate and the mmarimem
Penefien to Manafort.

1TT ws "
STTOSTITE TR Fact that Rovara St. was a second home aVT FE In %
Investment property. Gates ecalled seme conversation about reciassifying
How Howard St. and Manafort's other properties were treated on Manaforts
Cares. The Purpose of reclassifying hich property was designated as his
prinasy Teatdence ana Which Proputeien vere. second homes of semtal
SRAAIA

”

Gates dtd reach outto"cates explained
that Manafort needea Howard SETS De STassTEIeT 35 3 Tecoma none pecasae
he was trying to get the maximum benefit from the loan. Gates did not b6

Colll chat Howard St. was a rental property.[op ©

yanatort ans "=

Gates was shown a series of emails related to his communication with pg

Gates stated that he knew he vas sending Citizens Bank false
information about 377 Union St. so that Manafort could obtain a 0

1 "
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Gates was asked if he recalled his conversation with] Gates bE

initially stated that he did not recall a conversation with] but wre
the emails show he relayed Hanafort's instructions to Trees then
stated To Tealind sbi ve provide dwmartetToT TOL ¥77 Gin
oe aang to the Hota TIT Mish. Gutse She wih Sieh Shun van
ndevicus™ and did not understand the inplications of providing the old
asimilmgeghurioy

Gates was asked why be sent[ia documentation for 17
Union St. which showed the propSTEy TEST TAT clear, but characterized it Sg
i watan Sb TYEiRRR Chet ho at
peluglmtogugegioe Sut he dia not
understand exactly why.  Mamafort did mot alvays STVE GATES the full
Ti ons SOE Gs Be Sh RR SEE on Th ves Tn SLB
SLED Vie aston ave Vos SHaTRE oF HaAAEAth SEWING CHAR G0 ToL

om board, asking Gates to dhtain old inssrance seclezations from
re an Sots a iA Sct at Soe A.

Gates understood Manafort was having trouble getting the[J
S000 Ivete At et baat StEiTIS Seg worn TTT 1
nn tn Hime Maat HOASAD 48 te with Sheets ot Be 0% neh ToAES
Manafort needed To show he had less debt as well, Gates understood why
aaa ween Tvl 25 Tet AE ee Bn or aS 1h entre os For
os ares tue Sin 44 Son

Gates then stated he knew Nanafort needed to show TJenat he
had Ioss dent than he actuatly did. Tn fact, Namafort ESTT GIST be be
needed to show the least amount of debt possible. Manafort had to show bc
prepetiuiondnrirephupitalisnd groper

Gates was asked again about his communication with] Gates
stated he Kner there was a mortgage on 377 Union St. STFS Few Manatort
en ain Fo = rts TAD CRO) Priel TIER Lad, Bt Sorkin oh
$77 Onion St. At Manafortrs request, Gates asked for that ve
document. Gates then sent that document to to mislead them rc

sean atti Stee wth un methine on 475 SETTE
Manatort did not have cash to pay off his loans so he was trying to payHE Tan pene in SE RR Tt OME dp Th HEAR heat

Sorin "ous Stee Taw" Su Rg VEE SHAT Sih.
nm,

=
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Gates was geked why Manafort continued to pursue bank loans after the
lean. Gates stated Hanafort was unable to obtain some of .
The Tom Fe pursued. | Manafort needed money to pay for his business 5
operations and nis Lifestyle:
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Dorey 11/07/2010

on or around 10/10/2018, sa] sa ue
Assistant United States Attorney] Teal Artorney je
—Jeron bos"s CounterinteTTTgence Sd Eport Control Sectism and
Tpecial Counsel Prosecutor Andrew Weissmann interviewed RICK GATES at the
offices of his counsel, Tom Greene. Greene was present for the interview.
After providing the identities of the interview team, GATES provided the
following information:

becall wien) ve
Someone at Mercury had suggested that the company get an opinion fron]

regarding the decision on whether or not to file FARA] v6wre

be
src

The goal in talking vol 77ac this 8
time, Mercury was leaning Toward not registering under FARA. BIC

Prior to the call with GATES had indicated td]
ve
bre

TS TTRe, the TIERS CTTeRt vas CTearTy Cour ECTMU was Rot Jet 3 TOPTT
of discussion.
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EX 108

GATES did not recall seeing Podesta Group's LDA filing - he would not have
looked at the LDA anyway. There was no discussion of how to respond to any
questions on the filing.

Ex155

ECEMU did not charge any membership dues.
be
bic

[Fis 355 ell on the shoulders of
Wercury and Podesta Group, and They Took over prepping for interviews and
correcting statements.

EX 20 PDGO0045623 ve

] }
6
BTA
BIC

Information about the financial backing of ECEMU was known to be an issue.
bE
1c

At around this time, Ukrainian politicians were coming over to push
Ukraine policy. Podesta and Mercury were taking direction from GATES. pe

rr 1 ”
EX 156
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It could be true that POR did not technically fund ECPMU. That statement
Would not be a lie, but it vould be misleading. It would have been more of
a clear lie if it had said the GoU did not fund ECPMU.

EX 30 PDO001876

In or around September there were rumors about the Durbin Resolution.

Directions related to the Durbin Resolution came straight from YANUKOVICH. 36ec
GATES was— +d] but gio not. ed

EX 49 PD0000016

The Ukrainians were able to get information through their embassy before
MANAFORT, GATES and the other lobbyists. In this instance, the embassy had
been notified by the Department of State.

bs
be

»
»6
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reAt the time of this document, it was known to PODESTA that NAVAFORT was a

Consultant to the POR. It was likewise knownthatl 1]
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cn or around cetaver 10, 2018, sn Jeal Jen[] we
2und bepartment of Justice THOS TESTRSYs James Tam Micole bo
TSSTRATE, and Ayan Ellersick interviewed RICHARD GATES 111 at the offices
C2 Sidley in Hasnington BC. Present for the intervie, was GRIEG counsels
Thomas Greene. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing
parties, GATES provided the folioring informations
Introduction toJand work in Gabon
GATES naa been introduced to a
fotect in cabon. In tate 2017 ssne

Iey
Tete nities inoratmiaen ve ve TELE ..

EERSTE TT hintster of Energy for Gabon wes close to 5
ue and gould Likely take TTJ TESTE A i
to reach asolution. [——]Jwas trying To eT JOSEPH BIDEN to reach out to
the president.
GATES was brought in to help for his contacts on congressional foreion
relations committee, including BOB CORKER and others. offered a bEs chers. [J tiSignificant success fee to lear the issue bat would TST FRY unless GATES
Tat suceessrat.
GATES tried but there vas not a lot that he could do. GATES tried to set
Cb a necting with the US anbassador to Gabon and also brought the issue £0. pg
CE ot BIDEN Involved. GATES realized if woule be a difficult ie:
seer
— ve=
—
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eeIn sune 2016, +4

antessarithey spoke for approximately 36
20 minutes. Ze met i, in Seer. DC two weeks later. At that time bic

The canpaign set up approsimately twelve finance vice chairs with be
ls the lead finance chair. he

[Jnew steve mwcnnv. (vo further information (FD) ve
teInauguration

The Trump Canpaign's fundraisers received tickets for the inauguration
BEse gm the amon OF money They brown in: ue
[land would have kept a list of every event. Tater, oe
Tron The RIC took over as record keeper. The RC should Fave Tessas
Tatty Toe mos wey ve Sonate an vive Teweived credit Tue te
donations.
The RIC vould vet any entities or individuals who donated but would not
have looked into who received tickets to the events.
Post-canpaign
GATES formed Konik Madison (0) as a lobbying fim witn[1
[wt had multiple clients. BIC

america First Policies (AFP) was an outside entity used to advertise for
wor) erformed for bepolicy initiatives. AFP was unrelated to the work GATES performed © =

[Jui not mow the logigtics of Washington. In or around April of
Tn]emsee

Jew wa

CC I
here
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In the Spring or Sumer of 2017, a Romanian governmental delegation
tena Sumer Eth sEErTITIreIy TE Peele gt Tete Tevet.

Joe See Rea TT Te be
pea. Tower dinner had attended the Ee GATES tried to get BIC

[Jad connections in Washington BC and “on the HLL” and, around the po
TES the Tnmsgutetion, took Romamien individuals fo mibe MELLe for| big
Introductions and meetings:Lo uae #ising up in the government of
Romanta ana nad come vo. tne TE, TEE GES never ner him,

24 par ooc0

C1 ws

[Jan owaLD TRE had played golf in 2009 and had hit it off, In
TETTI 2017, Malaysia as scheduling bilateral meetings in the us]
726 tatked to TRE about playing a round of gett wien Jana FT Been BE,
Soke 20 eEgERLER 1% ieh STNGE SETS. PAETOrE "at SST Elving off
Lo tia he would only come for the bilateral meetings it olf
TT
In supust JEET, JU NELLY Souk over an THOWP'S Chief of Staff. Aum
this times teu THE ata fumitaizer in Dalles. TONE rola Eo] pe
that he wolTT FEY a cound of Golf with] Later, H.R. HCHASTER Sma b1e
aaa ae
[Jeane to the Us for a halt-day bilateral meeting. v6
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In the raid of 2017,
TRUMP was taking a trade mission  bS

To Valaveia and »7¢

Ga1Eshelped edit talking points for a meeting with REX TILLERSON.  b6
The talxing POTTS Covered epics related to Malaysia and were written for BIC
TiiLERsON's meeting with [oo]
nas
The IMDB project was tied to the Nalaysian delegation that arrived for the
Eilatera meetings.
GATES understood that DoJ was seiing money related to ongoing litigation
Caainst DB in theUS.[Jed GHIZS to have it taken care of. GATES pg
Understood this to be a TOTS for GATES to find out share DOJ ah with bee
fegards va the investigation. GATES understood tharbee a
Willing to give up assets, but that he vented the 1TVETEIZETION TE be
reserves.
ater saw THOME at. the Dallas fundraiser, ——
mooring Tor With THOME in the White louse] Te to cates for
vice. berors TRE hasting, The necting scarred sSTRTIS around Mey. KELLY
had attended a portion of [—Jmeeting but had left before the ve
discussion of MDB. [——JTaTer Told GATES that he brought MDE up with BIC
TRH? ana that TROVE TeTEIRded chat he nould take care of 16. Lom asked
15 he should bring it up with JEFF SESSIONS and TRUMP responded THAT he
absolutely should not. TROWP was willing fo help because TROVE liked
[—Jreft with no action itens.
After his mesting with Tine, [Jan ATES discussed strategy. GATES yg
normedthat the pecpie TE T00 with the most influence over the bie
1105 case TOIT be the mead of Civil division, RACHEL BRAND, and the head
of the National Security Division, JOH DRVERS.
bekERS had worked ror peter soiningpos.[J sete
[asked GATES if ne should get SESSIONS to address the issue, and
TES said no. LLtold GATES me vas thinking shout uriting an mail to BE
Seeatons. To SRTEETE of GATED: tmeviedses Leta not mee with se
Seesrons.
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GATES understoodwas helping resolve IMDB as a favor to] be

had a contact in Nalaysia but never mentioned the name of who ft Bf

By the time news came out about 1MDB, the issues had been resolved, be
y X Is BIC

hen GATES hadasked [Jif he should

”

—

x
—
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TTTeme Interview of RICK GATES 10/20PIcr on 10/10/2018 pus 6 o£ 7
[J5ut the two did not discuss the specifics of the Foreign
TRS EEEIETTe on Act (FARA) charges against GATBS. But GATES belioves BE
hathvas aware of FARA (NPD).
[—
GATES had tase spoken to[ Jin August 2016. ue
The Viceroy Hotel in California had been bought and sold by THORS BARRACK.
GatesanaJhad used Whatsapp, Wickr, and Confide to communicate. be
Documents usually came through Whatsapp. »7C

Gres avocated wing eneeypted communications and had beenusing |»
previosmny,

This was information from a colleague ofJclose to someone in BS
GRASSLEY's staff. BIC

Ts weed for information over the phone for the top tuo people at
TT Tho coud influence the HDG case. GATES had conducted research. | BE
[Jihad reached out to someone regarding] but GATES did not BTC
pore

C1] i.
Ft some point ater meeting with taove, [Jana cates nad pg
comveresd tetepneniotTTT Toon talking points for ¥ TITOlsJraeting. a
GATES had drafted the talking points as they Spoke.
The National Security Council at this tine vas headed by MOBSTER. GRTES 56
told[——] that ultimately the IMDB lawsuit would be resolved by pos. BI

TRUMP support would ensure that [was re-elected. bs

The fizet of GRTES® talking points ves not true. The third an fourth
points were accurate £9 GATED! understanding, wut tnere was no
corroborationbeyond] statements. Bs=
References to DEMERS were putfery.
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at this tine, [Jus still looking for a contact at DOF regarding the 55;

[as reaching out to 003 on benatt ofTuas auare
STRAT They were working on but did not have 35 WICH STATI Is cates. me BB

[Jreterred to putting out headlines related to US Senator we

[Yererren to Malaysian companies involved in the summit. »7E

we
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outa _i1/21/2018

on 10/28/2018, $5 and special Counsel Prosecutor Andres vs
Weissmann interviewed RICHARD GATES III at the offices of GATES' counsel. id

GATES" Counsel, Tom Greene vas present. for the interview. GATES provided
the following informations
Jarre china seforts
MRAFORT worked wich om = telephone ZEalent n Game wat vs
never materialized) EE — we

1] ”
VANAFORT had tried to get some Chinese nationals into the inauguration,
but GATES said no. GATES informedJof the situation but did mot bs
know what happened after that. GATES was mot aware of any Chinese money bc
making its way into. the P10.
\ARORT Ukraine work
In 2010, DUE Bired o number of pecple to ssslst with werk in Uiraine
includin beVa- 7 im
TERT to Go Party oT Foster

Sroundnari.
After the US Presidential election, GATES never heard any plans regardingay VIO ve
Ukrainian Ambassador to open a line of dialogue between DONALD TRUMP and be
som FoRosHENKG.
mere corsage 1] 2%
RIT

'UNCLASSIFIED//Feue
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Richard Gates IIT was contacted at Sidley Austin, 1501 K Street,

SASC Andrew Weissman, Forensic Accountant] Assistant Special 2
Agent in Charge. (RSAC rrr srestar sent]
[2 eter being informed of The ofFISIal Taentities of a1) present,

Ter Provided the folioving information:

Finances. Following the ApEil 2016 primaries in which Trump took control

lapprovinateyl ro starts mostly to finance direct mailings). ss
Set Ea ET ae evptasiny vient we

[__—Jvouta track projects expending funds, an Served 55 The FIEST

ve

'UNCLASSIFIED/[POUT
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TTT Interview of RICHARD GATES 111
Contmatienorsoar 10/29/2016 On 10/25/2018 pe 2085

Following his success in the primaries, which all but assured he would win
the partys romination, Trump stated to his team that he wished to
Contimee, se1oFinancing his canpaign. Gates stated that, due ve the large
amounts required, this was simply not realistic. He herd multiple
Gacussions on this topic Hith Jared Kusnnos, Stove Hmachin, and others.
Tong Trump's plane was vo win New York and Carifornie. Once show the
Cheer amounts of funding needed to be competitive in those statess he
Became. convinced that outside funding wouid be mecded. The campaigns
nareative became that following tne primarics; Trapt canpaion would take
General financing like everyone else. Gates explained to Trump that
Statde financing would cone Exon bro buckets. Te first was money
Taised in conjuncteen with the. Repabiican National Commistes. (RNG) and vas
Tn Torge. anunts. The second was small donations stemming from direct mail
and verephone ceils.
Red Curve was a conpany hized by the campaign prior to Gates! and Manafort!
s arrival. The company had previously worked on Mitt Romney’s campaign for

President in 2017. Gates was rola hy Don Heaahn shat he (Cahn) was
FamiLiar with Rod Carvers work and that the company Has well aware of all
F2C requirements. Starting in Hay of 2016, Red Curve largely ran the
Financing of the Trump canpaign (avays with the pre-approval of
Le company utilized a software appiication in which ve
Tewandowski, Manafort, or Gates could go on-line to approve budget pic
Ceiuesta, Gates worked closely with Jana his partner,Lo]
To discuss the breatdoun of budget STEOTATERTes. Once LerandotsFT ToT The
Traum canpaign in mid-June of 2016, Henafort sock over the bulk of the one
Tine approvata via Red Curve. Steve Mnschin, the conpaign finance chaitman
and long-time contact of Trump's, also had budget oversight.

once Trump was the official Republican nominee for president, bickering
Started between the campaign and the RNC. The principal argument centered
on dividing the incoming fundraising amounts between the RC and the
Candidate/earpaign. The TCra toate focused on what the Tramp campaigns
Badger snowta be, and predicates theis assistance with Trump hitting
milestones such 4 a set number Of pictures #ith contributors, drawing a
Tazget mumber to evente, ete. Slovly, hovevers Tramp Look charge of such
Funaraising. Additional arguments centered on the ues of RNC office space
oF the Trop cempeian,

UNCLASSIFIED/fFete— FBI(19cv1278)-2326
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The campaign's use of direct mailings, spearheaded by prad Farscale (ana
Kushner) Kept. the carpaidn from direct oversight by the RIC. It was, per
Gates, the lifeline of Trump's campaign. In the 1°" quarter alone, for

Cnoance, the canpaian raised $275 million through direct mail proceeds,
paving 14s on steep costs. in the process.
Throughout the summer of 2016, the campaign bought up media in
Tncrerents pata in advance. Gates believed Tremp may nave ve=
Gates was asked about a $10 million influx into the canpaign in October of
2016. He stated that he was out of the simmer circles by that tine. After
Manafort left the campaign in August 2016, Gates hinself had Less
Tesponaibility. The dey-to-day oversight of the Campaign was haneled at
That time by Stove Bannon and Kellyame Convay. The. tho Here constantly at
cds with the Trump family, sho had control over budge: by that Boint-
Kushrnes, in particular, oversaw the budgets with Parscale handling she
Ceoruats.
Gates stated he saw no evidence of any budget liickbacks’ per ge by the
Carpaian. However, in the media buys (16d byes hel] be
Even) an cacror Fund vas ser up in nich 2: STI Tiger andEE TT BA
funneled. Vanafort himeert tried setting up a 10: :
eran and a1 media have but Kushner stepped this

sound the tine that Steve Bannon started with the Trumpcampaion] |B
LEmeroiuced saved sushmer vo cn. we

Gates, Hanafort and parscaje netwith Jreon canbridge
Rratvtica (Ch) in Now torr JoronetST TTS SREY poychological model
ae better than micro-targetIng To assess potencies voters: Cn pitched
Theis ability to identify voters Who maT be on the fence between
Candidates on a city-by-city basta Jtold Gates that they nad a
proprietary database with 5,000 16TH
Gates reached out to the Ted Cruz and Ben Carson campaigns for fesdback on
For Ch had veka Fox. tnem. Ch was broken ine rie. discrect unite: dat
analytics, and communication. The Crus campaign said that Chis analytics
Tere great, bat that communications iat something to be desired.

UNCLASSIFIED//Fote— FBI(19cv1278)-2327
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ws+Nwe

At the end of the Republican National Convention, there was a meeting and
the campaign decided to put CA to the test. MG and Ch ach received a
Pool of poeple to audit. Ch ratorned with SLiGhELy more, but move
Cineciacacn
The RIC did not vant to use Ch. Parscale was reluctant to bring a new
company into the. canpain. Kushner wanted to use CA and negotiated a
packed with payment beiny delivered at the end of the Campaidn: Kellyanne
Conia had planed to being in her. favored companies uhen ane Joined the
Campatins but was unable. because of Rushmetss control.

==
Gh had told Gates that they were Us-based, and indeed the company had
several US components. Gates. iater learned that the data was run in the
TR. nis was a concern fox Gates at the sine because of the time
Gitarence between the UK and the US Bast Coast.

wsA

ws*we

After the election, Steve Hnuchin vas not on the finance committee:
Frachin was angiing for a canines position.

EET BEE:, GEE ToT heck things wit oetore]
Co ole soa a en canter
Jee alone to the rum conaion an raiced a ton of ueAprea a

res pes
we
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on 10/9/2016, sand spacial Course prosecutor Andrew se

[Twas trying to get on TROMPrs campaign Jaa bs
Set Up a meeting between PAUL MANAFORT and] [cet wmARoRT to BIC
2e11'35% Groupes services vo the compeion] receroed the

'UNCLASSIFIED//Fove~
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
oucotewy 11/19/2018

on 4s, 8 ans species comer
Prosecutor Andrew WeTSmam TnCerviewed RICHARD "RICK" GATES 111 ve
telephonically. After being advised of the identities of the individuals ws
on the call, GATES provided the following information:

[— Sbre
Juss a colieague of] exon) Juas &

cates had me¥
+ ms time agoTat ani ne we resin Join o resect
investigating a money laundering scheme.
#1. 0 ints i ian woking 5 genders th drat
tracking black money In Afghanistan. This project involveda United Te
Nations AID corollary and was trying to get support from the US government.

wanted to bring in to help PAUL MANAFORT by showing

orcJorto + arom wien son Jpeome oe]
asked GRTES bout it.

5
Gates tase spoke to] wre

“Following the telephonic interview, GATES provided email communications
nC ee
a
GATES was read a Viber exchange between himself and MANAFORT in which
GATES asks about MANAFORT's meeting with "DIT". MANAFORT had told GATES
that he was meeting with TRUMP to determine whether or not he could attend
inauguration events.

ONCLASSIFIED/roTo—
-_
\wetvsonon 11/14/2018 Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (Phone) wre

—_—fuer owedanes 11/15/2016
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[J but GATES was not aware of HANARORT+s travel schedule in TAEAEY %.

”

”
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oucotany _01/17/2019

on 11/7/2018, ssa Jr———] jr

4+ Gates vas shown an email to Melania Trump on 12/30/2016 ++
During the 2016 Presidential canpaign, Donald Trump's (Trump) Friends &

Family 11st (the 1st) for people attending campaign events was broken

family soretines added names.

smediate fanily members, close friends of immediate fanily menbers, and
staffers of immediate family members. For example, ve

vs

ne
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CommsinortDtoza 12018 ou 11/07/2018 pp 202

we%

TET TRE
Te Ee Revie Sat her on TeITens To Trib dist. For evgmple, durin
ve write Baton arte, Bruni Syed Viott 10 IAI
to Trap's List. In sone instances, a name would appear tice Tr THIS
nit Dive mane he Gong is SIAC

Trump never personally reviewed the list, instead, Trump relied on
Grab. Several supporters added names to the ist. Trump would only take
Gnterest AF a Eaton of his said they hadnre been invired,

By inauguration time, the List had been substantially expanded.
[J vas wich the campaign. she became the point-of-contact for BS

peopTe A the Friends and Family list. Es
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Great America was a PAC run by COREY LEWANDOWSKI. Great America had been »

we

i.

— E
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[Jas hired ny to netp wien] ve

In approinately 2010, Gees met with[Jin New York to discuss work

[herpes see wo a commassion sor Jumene[ J ne
wnazort to____Jin hopes That WARATORT < ST

mn co reaches out regarding payment. w

ct movies of esse Sesion won

scenes
[has aporoschea canes avout naving[ io a funoratser 3%
For Gites, Gates nevermet] JoaTes never TeceTved money from ©

5 san 5 Seti of vse So ote as Bsa erp Formmm
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GATES opined that] hed

22 sent oe ei re 2, 208

55 tmnt £m + Tenet ei
KILIWIK cane to the US in May of 2016 [Touring that trip, ve
KILIMNIK met with MANAFORT to share information about Ukraine. wh

w

4 ma rc vc 35, 2026
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
omar 11/15/2010

on 11/7/2018, AJsenior Financial Tvestigaror_———] 6
[——jspecial Counsel Prosecutor (SCP) Greg D Andres, SCF Amarew A
TIT, Ths vos nat Matactans out Seven Soritoty Sestato Sipucrey
aon Brickley interviewed RICK GRITS TLI at the Office of the Special
Counsel. GATES! counsel was not present fo the interview. GATES provided
oe Eationins tno.
GATES had Jearned bout bow Ukrainian politics worked from PAUL MANAFORT,
L— Jokrainian oligarchs gonoratea wearin 3%pgprg a MAR wo

This was consistent with GATES! experience in Okraine
GATES believed that MICHAEL OKANOSKY vas one of :
officials who seemed above-board, but OKANOSKY bEfe

Pp——
wete

vepe
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[Ts tower 1evel person in arty of Regions (20K), had looked
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Ducoteury 03/15/2018

Richard William Gates III, previously identified, was interviewed by
£51 special agent] supervisory special agent ____ Jand Special Counsel Prosecutors Andrew Weissmann and Greg Andres, Present 25;
for Gates were Thomas Green, [om————Jo¢ giqiey
Rustin LLP. After being advised of the Identities of the Interviewing
parties and the nature of the interview, Gates provided the following
information:

Gates signed and acknowledged understanding the proffer agreement and
was reminded that the interview was voluntary, but if he chose to answer
questions he needed to be truthful in his responses.

US Consultants Program Background

After Viktor Yanukovych won the 2010 Presidential election in Ukraine,
Manafort began presenting the idea of creating a US and European
government relations (GR) and public relations (PR) campaign aimed at
promoting Ukraine's entry into the European Union (EU). Manafort vas the
driver behind Ukraine's Association Agreement and Free Trade Agreement
with the £0.

When Yanukovych agreed to Manafort's idea to implement a coordinated GR
/BR strategy, Manafort and Gates began doing research on which fims in
Europe and the US would be used. During this process, Manafort and Gates
learned some members of the Party of Regions (PoR) had already hired their
oun GR/PR firms to represent individual business interests. For example,,
the Minister of Finance had hired APCO; another PoR minister had hired
Edelman; yet another PoR minister had hired and the bf.
Minister of Agriculture had hired a different GR/PR Firm.

In response to the disorganization caused by different PoR ministers
having different GR/PR firms, Yanukovych held a "big meeting". Gates was
not present at this meeting, but Manafort was. Manafort relayed to Gates
that during the meeting, Yanukovych decided to consolidate the GR/ER
effort. Yanukovych appointed Sergei Kluyiev to manage the effort with
Manafort. The program was referred to as the "Anti Crisis" program.

imstigaionon 02/01/2016 Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Person)
ee ke

hes Dwcdned 02/01/2018 1c
be»
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Manafort and Gates made a list of various firms in Europe and the US
and came up with a budget for the Anti Crisis program. Project Hapsburg
was included under the unbrella of this program.
the Ech

When Manafort and Gates began working with Kluyiev, they learned he had
already created the European Centre for a Modern Ukraine (ECM). It was
typical for Ukrainian politicians to set up Ron-governmental organizations
(80s) like the ECRMU to handle lobbying efforts. The reason for this vas
to avoid Ukraine's procurement process. Ukraine's procurement process
prohibited the hiring of lobbying firms in general and also limited the
budget for government contracts to $1 million. The get around these
limitations, government officials would use NGOs as the vehicle to hire
Iobbying firms, or manage contracts in excess of $1 million. Generally,
the NG0s wore established outside of Ukraine. By way of example, Rinat
Aknnetov's had an NGO in the US in which US Senators were involved.

Kluyiev asked Manafort to meet with be
aT Telel Re bre

TET To Th Gates Fa reer et
Later, [—Jstarted working for Prime Minister Azarov. In ve

contrast to KIuyIev; Azarov did not believe in aligning Ukraine with beg
Europe. This caused tensionbecausel—Juas trying to do the bidding
of both Azarov and Kluyiev, but their missions were not aligned.

be
bon
wre

[enced up working together a lot as they were both
po tc ft did not get along. Gates described beg

Manatort and Gates met with] It was decided that Juould
handle the European based firms RITE Manafort and Gates handled The US
based fims. Gates and Jintervieved a number of consulting firms in bg
Brussels, London and Paris; Kluyiev had strong ideas as it related to the BT
Buropean firms. Gates andl Jlooked at Fleischman Hillard, ARCO,
Burson Marsteller and other TIES Gates could not recall. Gates believed

FBI(190v1278)-2343
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ns
sehe and [T"J1coked at 7-8 different firms and ultimately settled on 3 or

4 of them
Manafort chose the US consultants. Manafort felt strongly about hiring yo

Mercury/Clark & Weinstock (MoH) to handle the Republican ag
TT

Manafort_also identified 3 firms for the Democrat side and ultimately
settled on The Podesta Group (POG). Gates recalled he
and Manafort looked at Prime Policy, as well as b6
Burson Marsteller and one other firm before deciding on PDG. Gates Ld
believed Manafort chose POG because they did a significant amount of
international business:

Gates looked at a fim in New York called NP3, or something similar to be
that,[oo ere vas one other fim in New BTC
York WTO Vanaore TooRed aT, BUT They already had a contract with
Gazprom and therefore had a conflict of interest.

When asked what [was in choosing the consultants, Gates pg
stated he and ManafoT TooK The Lead on interviewing the firms in the US, mac
but[_]ioined in that effort at some point. Gates stated that]
vas FIT Gontrol”, but she deferred to Manafort on the US fis.

Gates made the initial contact with PD and NCH, but Mamafort
participated in the initial meeting to provide overview. [—Jalso met be
with PDG and MCW, but at a later time. Gates believed PDG and MCW were b7C
hired shortly afterl——]net with them. Initially[was not very
involved with DG avd FOR, but[Jbecane more involved Ver time.

Gates was asked why the ECM was used as the "client for PDS and
MOH. Gates enplained that Manafort was "mandated to work with Klayiev on
the Anti Crisis project. Kluyiev had already set up the ECFMU prior to
Manafort and Gates working with him. The ECRUD had been set up so Kluyiev
Gould avoid procurement issues. Gates did not know if Yamukovych even
knew what the ECAU was, or that it existed.

Gates Learned about Ukraine's procurement process when he started
working on the Skadden Report. Gates was reminded that the client for the
Skadden Report was the Ukrainian Ministry of Justice.

Gates was asked why an NGO was not used for the Skadden Report if the
purpose was to avoid procurement issucs. Gates stated that the GR/PR
Campaigns were going to cost more than the $1 million allowed by the
Ukrainian procurement process and therefore an NGO was used to avoid this

FBI(190v1278)-2344
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limitation. Gates was reminded that Skadden was paid more than $1 million
for the Skadden Report.

Gates stated that Skadden was paid $1 million directly by the Ministry
of Justice and then paid an additional $4 million through Manafort ve
controlled accounts in Cyprus. Manafort and [arranged for the pac
additional payments through Manafort controlled accounts in Cyprus to
supplement the payments which came directly from the Ministry of Justice.

Gates was asked why an NGO vas used for the GR/PR firms, but not for
Skadden Report if the purpose for using an NGO was to allow for payments
in excess of $1 million. Gates stated that the Ministry of Justice paid
Skadden a "nominal amount", but an oligarch funded the additional $4
million paid to Skadden through Manafort's accounts.

Gates explained that the GR/PR firms were paid between $3-$5 million
total. For this reason, an NGO was needed to bypass Ukraine's procurement
process. Oligarchs financed the payments to the GR/PR firms by wiring
money to Manafort controlled accounts in Cyprus. Manafort then wired the
money to the GR/PR firms. Gates believed some of the funding from the
oligarchs also went to the ECFMU which was responsible for paying the GR
JPR firms in Europe.

Gates was asked again why an NGO was used for PDG and MCW, but not for
the Skadden Report since both avoided the procurement issue by funneling
oligarch money through Manafort's accounts in Cyprus.

Gates stated that the Ministry of Justice needed to be the client for
the Skadden Report. The purpose of the Skadden Report was to make it
appear that the Ukrainian government was hiring Skadden to do an
independent review of the Tymoshenko matter.

In contrast, if the government of Ukraine were the client for PDG and
CH, it would reduce the credibility of the message. PDG and MC's
lobbying campaigns were more credible if their client vas an independent
NGO and not the government of Ukraine.

Kluyiev vas using the ECEMU for the lobbying campaigns in Europe and he
directed Manafort and Gates to use the ECEMU for the contracts with BDG
and MOH. Gates initially said he did not know why Kluyiev wanted
this. Gates then said, the ECFMU provided the appearance of an arms
length distance between PDG and MCH's lobbying and the government of
Ukraine. The ECEMU provided an appearance that the positions for which
PDG and MCW were lobbying were independent from the government of Ukraine
and PoR. One reason for using the ECFMU was for this air of legitimacy.
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The use of the ECFU was not Manafort or Gates decision, it vas
Kluylevrs. The ECD served a dial Purposes it helped avoid the
procurement Lsse and it legitinised the message being spread by BG and
=

The ECE was originally designed for work in Europe, hence the nae
and the mission statement being focused on outreach to Futope. The reason
Tenbying shops Ln the US vere Aired ras because the US had the ability to
Leverage thls influence on Eurspean Governments in favor of Ukraine.

The BORD was a small organization with 4 startmembers:[7]
had good contacts bE

within European parliaments. ias aggressive, but her English was b7¢

veal and she had to hire a translator to work with the ECEMU. [1]
Sooke Getnan and Uncatnian.

atest relationship witnums "pretty good” as they spent a pg
considerable amount of tine-ToETREr. Gates thougnt|— Jas he
nconpetent™, bat rough around the sdzes. LomJsid OT TRibratand the
nuances of politics, but she was tougn.

The ECR was supposed to pay PDS and HOW directly, but Kluyiev and
Manafort decided that they would be paid through Hanatort controlled
counts instead. Gates believed this was because one oligarch paid for
The U5 Mobbying campaign and a aifferent oligerch paid or the European
elieBgoiAy
his became a problem in 2013 and 2014 when the Cypriot banking criss

cccurred and Manatort and Gates had GLEEiculty moving large sums of money
out of the Cypriet accounta.

There were discussions with NCH about setting up a US Center for a
Modern Ukraine for outreach in the U3; howeters this never
materialised. Gates recalled meering WithLootpnd others at pg
MCH about this issue. Gates thought ]may Rave Participated in this ee.
Conversation via conference call. GUEST Tas not. sure but thought he may
have includedJin this conversation as well.

Initially, Gates had a closer and more open relationship with MC
|—————————Te erer Tou To Be mer Sree a To Pome Tore relevant
ors product than HOW. Gatear specerates that PoC was mete iceerstul
because. they Wore a Democrat £irm working within the Obama Administration.

206 was bigger, more experienced and had a larger foreign client
base. HOW was weak on Congressional outreach; but strong on think tanks
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 —————Vas still WERE STR FIT Ta FOR Gaver TEST TS Set FO ana ow to
Compete for the FR plece of the contract. HOW had recently merged with a
F5 tums ods on a et To siet u Ah hi Bh OTE
The Client

nsmn ue
TETTTT
— -
Thank you for your time on Friday. As discussed, I would like to meet b7C

VE oe So Soni Hote Lo bo eaGHS 4 ering Hin Gore
ot Ghaine in D0."

Gates could not recall when he first mentioned the ECFH to BOG and/or BS
MCW. Initially, Gates told [——————Jthat the client would PIC
ovat Sarat ot

By the tine of the email above, Gates already knew that the ECE was
Sn wont St So Ber Sara SUR. Ts I SEE ih SA rr
Saito vo we he TI £00 gba 0 tring Films bad heen male
Jot. Gates believed sometine in, or around March 2012, Manafort and
Kluyios had a conversation in hich it was decided that the ECF) should
be used for the US lombying Firms as well.

Regardless of whether the client was the ECRMU or the government of
ian oa Ifiers Shia Hohe 8 por rriariey St ooem of
Sta, ar es Sars Ties bo mare Sit TAs: co
Kiupiov vanted to use the ECF. ith, or without the ECU, the lonbying
BA IA IoTA

Gates was shown an enat) rom ue
=

TEA OIE osgg
#85 & shes sonvessetion wish Rich Gates thin evening © hive the olioning
cao
1. The contracting body will be the newly registered European Centre for
Totnes Verathae Wie roe SEINE Tegebatren 0 Brerorie. RAT ward ThA
ve ents 5 to or 49 0 SEAALSRS, 5% Eoin:
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2. It has been established by the ruling Party of the Regions. The actual
money "will come from the Government". Payment will be in advance."

Gates had contact with Juhen he was interviewing Fleischnan ne
Hillard to be one of the European based lobbying firms. [7] pre
[Fleischman Hillard to handle the entire European Cavpalan a5
They had good contacts in the UK parliament and cabinet positions and had
agfiliates in paris, France.

Ultimately, Burson Marsteller ended up doing a better job on the GR
side and Fleischman Hillard was used primarily to do the digital
campaign.

v6
about the ECR. Gates told The BCR had been established by| >7¢
PoR and that the government of Ukraine was the client. Gates clarified
that the ECFMU was established by Kluyiev and not by PoR. Kluyiev
established the ECEMU on behalf of the government of Ukraine and in his
capacity as the First Prime Minister of Ukraine. POR was the ruling party
at the time, but Gates thought it was more accurate to describe the ECEMU
as established by the government of Ukraine as opposed to by PoR.

With respect to how Fleischman Hillard would be paid, Gates believed he
told] that the funds would come from various business interests, b&C1 Bebut HE GoUTd Tot recall for sure, Gates did not think he would have
provided specific information tolabout who was funding the
lobbying campaign. Gates understood That the paymaster oligarchs did not
want to be named.

The "Agreement"

Gates was shown email communication between be
fe

Attached to this email was a document
Titled “Agreement” which read as follows:

"In consideration of services to be rendered by the Podesta Group:

1. The European Centre for a Modern Ukraine ('the Centre’) doss
represent and certify the following be true and correct to the best of my
knowledge:
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5 700 Sankeh 44 0 (4001 "5 PHERIPINID, HADTILIAR, SULITASY,a oe Seton coon oi foes SS att va tore okee De amena
bo. None of the activities of the Contre are directly or indirectlyauparviion, iecen, comtetied, Eomnenn. or Sibetmoa hae oe 1henpte

le.
2. Shout the representations made under Paragragh 1 no Longer be true
a som ne een inn he Tenmasaration he +
orton erasers orang Tommi

Gates was also shown email communication between Gates and[—]dated be

EETAT There[os]

from PoR or the government of Ukraine. Gates explained that "perception

not employed by the ECEMU and did not work for [____] Gates was not paid
by the ECEMU either. Although Thad some input on the direction of
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Gates' orders came from Manafort. Gates also relayed information to v6
Manafort. on occasion, Gates updated [Jas well. wre

Gates worked for DMP. DMP worked for PoR. Gates! work as it related to
the Anti Crisis program was on behalf of DMP and DYE's contract with Por.
[Jus minimally involved in the Anti Crisis program in the US. BG

and FEW were chosen by Manafort and Gates, not[—] Gates recalled beg
[—uestioning Manafort about the decision To Rize BDG and MCH.
SETTER a11y, ———Jhoked Manafort if ho was confortable with the the
fimms.

Given the fact that the ECRMU vas under the direction and control of
the government of Ukraine and/or PoR, Gates was asked if he told PG and
VCH that paragraph 1.5. Of the "Agreement" was indeed false. Gates did
not tell POG and/or MCW that 1.b. was false, be
clear who was behind the ECFMU. Gates had originally represented t bic

—Jthat the client would be the government of Ukraine.

Eotmew the client was still the government of Ukraine.
While vorking with the ECPI, Gates took direction from Manafort who

uss relaying instructions from Kluyiev, Lyovochkin and sometimes ”
Line tnatructions were for Gates to inplenent the mmission® of the Bic
TORT At the time the "Agreement vas signed, Gates did not know anyone
within FoR as involved, other than Kluyiev.

Gates vas reminded thet fe Jew Tomkrgeh bad appToved the utd Crisis
program and designated Kluyiev to lead that effort on behalf of the FoR
and goveTTeT. of Gizaine. Gates stated What he knew Tamkovych hed
"green lighted” the Anti Crisis program and put Kiuyiev in charge of
it. Gates also understood that VP was tasked to work with Kluyiev and
the ECR to further the Anti Crisis program.

Gates was asked again if paragraph 1.b. was an accurate
Statement. Gates stated that he thought it vas an accurate statement at
te omest, tut avertines he zealived 3b was not Lrthial.

Gates was reminded that he previously said Yanukovych directed the Anti
Crisis program and the ECEMU was only used to avoid procurement issues and
provide legitimacy to the Lobbying campaign as being independent from PoR
and/or the Government of Ukraine. Gates was also reminded that he
previously said the lobbying effort was originally going to be for the be
Government of Ukraine directly until it was decided that the SCARY could prc
be used. Finally, Gates was reminded that hetoldJthe ECEMU was
an arm of PoR and/or the government of Ukraine.
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Gates stated he knew paragraph 1.b. was incorrect and they were "being
cute". Gates knew Kluyiev reported to Yanukovych. Kluyiev may have had
some personal reasons for being involved, but ultimately, Kluyiev was
acting under the direction of Yanukovych.

Gates was shown email communication betueen Gates, bs
1

Gates was directed to the portion of his emall which
read:

"3. Reviewing the last 6-months what are the strengths and weaknesses
you have seen (this can include those of the team and those of the client.
For example, the Durbin resolution showed us that the client is extremely
Weak in Congress even with an Embassy present)".

Gates stated that in this email the reference to the "client" was the
government of Ukraine and not the ECFMU.

Gates was clear with PDG and MCW that the client was the government of
Ukraine. Gates made references to information provided to Yanukovych and
gave a clear understanding that updates from PDG and MCW were going to
those inside Yanukovych's government like Lyovochkin and Kluyiev. Gates
told PDG and MCH about Manafort's meetings with the "President", or the
"big guy" and made references to instructions coming from "Kiev",
Yanukovych, or Yanukovych's office. Gates did not hide the fact that the
government of Ukraine was the client. No one from PDG or MCW ever
questioned why the work was for the government of Ukraine or why
Yanukovych was receiving updates on the lobbying effort.

From the beginning, PDG and MCW knew the lobbying effort was on behalf
of the government of Ukraine because Gates told them this. No one from
PDG or MCH ever questioned if the ECEMU was separate from the government
of Ukraine.

FARA Versus LOR

[were "absolutely aware" that the ECRMU was controlled
and directed by the government of Ukraine. Early on, PDG was moving eA
toward a FARA filing somewhat "aggressively". Gates recalled PDG was only
waiting on a copy of the contracts to complete their filing.

Gates stated "in the end, we got cute. The ECEMU was an NGO based in
Brussels and it was funded by oligarchs. However, the oligarchs financing
the ECFMU were doing so as instructed by Yanukovych and on behalf of the
government of Ukraine. Initially, the ECFMU "checked the boxed" to avoid
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FARA, but as time progressed, it was clear that paragraph 1.b. was not
correct.
Break

A break was taken from approximately 12:10 PM until approuimately 1:40
Bu. During that break, not in the presence of his counsel and without any
question posed to him, Gates made the following statements to SAL] pe

sreGates askedSA now £D 3025 vere approved. Gates heard
allegations in the Wedla that Andrew McCabe had directed agents to alter
their FD302s. When Gates reviewed the FDI02 from his 2014 interview with
the FBI in discovery, he noted inaccuracies. Gates' attorney's notes from
the interview corroborate the fact that the F302 had inaccuracies. Gates
asked if he vas permitted to review the FDI02s from his interviews. Gates
asked what his recourse vas if the information in the FD302s was
inaccurate.

beGates was told the following by sA[} ss
£D3025 were prepared by agents and approved by supervisors before being

finalized in the FBI's database. Witnesses did not review their
£03025. As to Gates’ question about what recourse he had if an FD30Z was
inaccurate, if an agent testified to information that Gates deemed
inaccurate, Gates® attorney could Cross examine the agent on the
information. In addition, in Gates’ defense, he could bring in evidence,
such #5 aktorney motes, or testimony by amyere present during the
interview.

When the interview resumed at around 1:40 BM and Special Counsel
Prosecutors and Gates! counsel vere present, the above information vas
relayed to Gates’ counsel, in Gates’ presence. Gates confirmed that the
relayed information vas accurate and represented the totality of the
substantive conversation which oceurred outside the presence of counsel.
EARA Versus LOA Continued

Gates was asked if the "Agreement” was created so POG and MCH could
avoid registering under FARA. Gates stated he did not think so. As
Stated before, POG was preparing to file FARA prior to the 56
"Agreement". Gates did not think MCW had prepared a FARA filing. During #26
this tine, [said they were going to have Skadden attorney
[J give an opinion on whether FARA was needed. Gates was told
C—Jvas a FARA expert.
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In the first meeting with| sometime in March or April 2012, the
details of the GA and PR work EFS laid out td Said en BS
needed to be filed. Sometime after this, [rent back to
[with more information on the EcAMU. ic
TRE ECAMD was not a foreign government or PSTTTICAT party, They Would mot
need to file FARA.
[created the "Agreement to obviate the need for a FARA be

registration. [Jwanted something in writing from the bc
ECPM which they could use as "CYA". The "Agreement" vas just that as it
allowed PDG and MCW to say, "Look! They said they're not a foreign

government or foreign political party.”
[CJ opinion that PDG and MCH did not need to register under FARA was be

premised upon the facts listed in the "Agreement", to include paragraph 1. b7C

b. However, those facts were not accurate. No one told[_]that the
ECPMU was directly, or indirectly controlled, directed or Supervised by
the government of Ukraine and/or FoR.

Gates was asked if he ever affirmatively told that the ECM vas
not connected to the goverment of Ukraine. Gates Stated he could not
recall. Gates believed it was possible he told] there was no ve
connection between the tuo, but he could not recall for sure. Gates then
stated he "could easily have represented this" to[7]

Gates characterized the misrepresentations and/or omissions regarding
the ECAMU's connection to the government of Ukraine as "being
cute". Gates said the argument could be made that the HCFMU was not
connected to the government of Ukraine. However, Gates knew the ECM was
indeed connected to the government of Ukraine. The goal was to make the
ECPMU the direct client for the lobbying campaign and keep the government
of Ukraine out of it. The lobbying campaign needed to appear to be at
arms length from the government for its message to be more credible.

Gates knew] recommendation to file LOA was based upon bs
misrepresentatons of the facts. Gates,[all knew the wre
facts were misrepresented.

A break was taken fron approximately 2:38 BM until approximately 2:8
au.

The misrepresentations in the "Agreement" allowed PDG and MCH to avoid
a EARA filing. Gates knew he was participating in their evasion of FARA
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veby providing false and misleading information to] Gates understood bec
that his false and misleading information resulted In EDG and MCH's
violation of FARA.

The main issue was having the GR/PR message appear legitinate and at
arms length from the government of Ukraine. Central to the ECRMU's
Segitinany vas that they arpear independens: from the governments Sf
Ukraine. Had PDG and MCH filed FARM, they would have had to disclose the
direction and control of the ECRMU by the government of Ukraine. This
would have "killed®, or undermined any credibility of the ECM message:

Gates added that disclosure on the FAR filing is more detailed than
disclosure on the Lobbying Disclosure Act (LDA) filing. In addition, to
the other reasons stated, registering under FARA gives your opponents
insight into your firm's activities.

Originally, Gates did not care if POG or NCH filed FARA. This vas why
Gates initially proposed the representation as for the government of bg
Ukraine. However, when [said there was a way to avoid registering  b7c
under FARA if the ECPMU aTiested they were not directed or controlled by
the government of Ukraine, this changed things:

Gates talked to[Jabout the options of FARA and 10a. [Juss
concerned that FARA WORIA disclose the names of various UkraiRTaRs
Controlling and financing the BCE. Specifically,Lo ]did not want 5
Kluyiev's name on the filing. [__Juas also concerned that the wre
disclosures in FARA would undermine The BCRMU's credibility.

Ultimately, the decision to not file FARA and use the LDA option ve
instead vas made by[ 7 The only way to accomplish this BI
vas to misrepresent The facts in the "Agrecmench. The "Agreement® was
Created as a means to allow POG and UH to avoid FARR.

Gates was shown an email dated January 29, 2013 from |
[hich read as follows: 5sTe

Gates recalled a second meeting with[J but he did not realize it bs
occurred so much after the first meeting. Gates vaguely recalled vc
participating in the meeting. [_ someone who worked for MC,
told[—Jhe was uncomfortable with the representation of the ECEMU and
Government of Ukraine. This raised a discussion with 0G and HCH about
how to structure the representation and how to handle FARA registration.
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recalled a conversation with[ Jin which___Jasked to whom Manafort
was relaying information about the GR/PR campaigns. Gates told] that

to the portion of his email which read: iC

Gates asked[to assist in finding an American to put

aee—Ce

someone from Burope on the board, it never happened. Gates believed.|

Gates stated that[———Jasked him to obtain strategy documents
from 4CH and the Podesta Group (0S). |Jrold ates the contracts 56
with the lobbying firms were renewed on an annual basis and the strategy we

vin our second esting ith each oie, here xe see 1t sppEopEiste,AERALR phoeeary Som BeaSymea)
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nation, we hope to be able to engage Members and senior Staff on Just how
Impornanh Urtasne 1s 1 The Grevses Josplttiuel sentexey and for close
the country 36 to truly becoming a full-fledged member of the European
community. We vill also work to set meetings for Mr. Manafort with
potential Republican candidates for President in 2016.

Congressional. Meetings:
Sen. Bob Corker (R-TN): 2013 Ranking Member, Senate Foreign Relations

Committe
Rep. Bd Royce (RCA): 2013 Chairman, Foreign Affairs Committee
Chaieman, Subcommittee on Burope & Eurasia, House Foreign Affairs

Committea (Rep. Burton retiring, replacement TED)..."
Gates stated that the listed names were targets of MCH's lobbying

campaign. Shortly after this was written, Congressman Rohrabacher vas
named as the Chairman, Subcommittee on Burope ¢ Purasia, House Foreign
Affairs Committee.

Tre Chaizman of the Subcommittee on Burp & Burasia vas important to
the lobbying campaign because Ukraine was handled by this committee:

Gates was shown an email from him to
Which read, bsSe

Gates helped set up a dinner betweenHanafort, [7]
Rohrabacher. [Jad given Gates a List of potential pesple for
Manafort to meSE WING and Rohrabacher was one of the people on that =
list. Gates believe and one other person were identified
ples mee ge TR Er

Gates was shown an email between Gates,
Sates ves dTeser TO TTR Te be

wre
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wre

I;
wre

Gates was shown an email thread dated April 19, 2013 between Gates,

Gates was directed to his email
“nich read,

be
— =

Paul is meeting with the President on Monday of next week. We need to
put together a quarterly report with all of the highlights. I need you

guys to prepare the draft report by COB Friday. The report should include
key Progress made, all relevant meetings (State, Rebrbacher [sicl,
otc). We need to showcase what we have done in the last 3 months. Let's
include as much as possible and then ve can edit down."

Gates stated he was asking PDG and MCH for updates on what had been
done so Manafort could brief Yanukovych. These updates included meetings
with [Jat the State Department and Congressman Rohrabacher.

16 por Dos
[J was the Deputy Chief of Staff to John Kerry. The purpose for

reaching out to [Jas to discuss the State Department's policy issues
as it related to Ukraine and Ukrainian government officials. one of the
reasons the government of Ukraine commissioned the Skadden Report was to
combat the US State Department's view that Ukraine had violated
Tymoshenko's rights and the fear that the State Department was going to
take action against Ukraine, or Ukrainian government officials in response.

Skadden attorneys told Gates they found evidence that Tymoshenko's due
process was violated during her trial. In addition, they found legal
procedural violations by Tymoshenko's defense team. Skadden found that
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the statute under which Tymoshenko was Charged wes not appEGpEiate because
Tymoshenko. 414 not have the authorisation to sign the Concract in
rertton.  Staioen loaned at a seston of over yevetTE officials in
Fg TREE
Prorecited. Ultimately, the Skadden Reporte did not Go a8 Far as the
Government of Urcatne would have wanted in Justifying Tmosente's
Trotisommern. oveves, whe gevetrment of Uvieine amy Svadoem ver back
ar font wes massager how the report wes worded.

As for the meeting with Rohrabacher, [___]told Gates the meeting went pg
well, but as focussed on Russia and Chima Ronrabacher felt serongly bc
that the only vay te Heep China "in checks was te werk with Russie.
tia not te1L Gates hat Geaine came up during the meeting.

Manafort Later told Gates that Ukaine did not cone up during the
necting with Rohrabacher.

usThe original intention of the meeting betweenManafort, [Jand 3%,
Roheanacher was to. Salk about Dxtatne.  Ronramacher was named The Chatman
OF the Subcommittee on Europe and Eurasia and sas an important contact for
the otiying carpaign. However, Manafort said tne comersavion never
turned to Detain. Wanafore sold Gates thet Rohrabacher only salves about
China and musta,

Gates was shown emai) communication between Gates andeared 6,
Jamsary 16, 2015 which included an attached memo. £ron MaTRESTE to
Taminouteh and 15 Fuvther aemtiries uy bases member oreo 16755-
Haretss 16557.

Gates stated that the purpose of the memorandum fron Manafort to
Sarminogch was to adress the sesovutiots proposes in US Songrers which
condoned Ukzaine for the handling of Tulle Tymeshenko's imprisenment.

Gates was dizected to the portion of the memorandum which read,
12 addition, ve have reached out to Rep. Rohrabacher, Chairman of the

Subcommittee on Ferope, Durasta and Emerging Threats, as an added measure
Tn vn a—— TL Sires Yim entire

Tete mn the ToLa. To TY 258 en SoLievaier
Gates stated that Representative Harcy Saptur had introduced two

resoramions regarding tneatne, Kepler was the Comcmaieman of the
Uheainian Gateus and her. resolutions wore not thar strong. 700 and HCH
Had beon directed to Teach out to Representative Smithy who headed the
Hersini Gommiaaton, wn Wels e8 Gomeenmman AohEdbechey in am effort vo
Ineruence Hapter to. "back ofr:
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Host of Congress was againat the government of Ustaine. Gates had PIGan now oxeace’s atoms Sime of poveutiek sition une. coma ba weed ro

wothin ana Coreen 30 trp and. sep. the. burbin ant Tomete

The strategy shifted trom influencing senators directly to influencing
a

AA AA
nov amu id anatont eve zeached ou to Wscain dizecely, tot] uy

Cr 20te, after anafort na Left the Trump Caspaion, the SA Unit bg
AR AAAA I PRA

A A

cn response, [put parameters ans settings on iets server which ye
ASRATRAAE
they could archive them by putting them into a folder. However, if not

ee
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n addition to this policy, which automatically deleted many emails,
Gates had also "purged" ECEMU related emails prior to 2016.

When the £ARA Unit requested documentation, Gates provided some
documents and Manafort said he dia not have any fo provide. Gates se
provided Juith a copy of the email retention policy to explain why BIC
Te fou EEE Vere proviced:

In Gates’ seach fo emails and/or documents xelevant to the SARA
U01t7s inquizy, he di not "scour his files and aid not reach out fo Lo
[Jeo sbistaree In sesscning ox retrieving emais narex 5
TEES. Gates only searched on the key werd TECRIU". Gates found some
Seimerin 20-5 oeOukt OF Shia atm. Saute SEE mi vl Tote Ot Orany documents. or snails relates vo DVPTs work for Soh Gates 93d hot
Seach his Laptop for any emails which nay have oem saved. Gates aid not
Conduct. search for any hey words other than ECD.

The email retention policy irplemented by Wanafort vas "not very
achored to. The original reason for the palicy was to clean up HP's

neawe

[snes fox tho sme to dot annie ovr 30 days out 3g
walTSEE R12 Gates could maintain snails on their corputers ana/os phones, MO
or put the emails into folders to keep thom from being deletes.

A break was taken from approxinately 3:20 PM until 3:30 BM.

After the break, Gates! counsel, Green made the following statements:
Within the last few days, Gates contacted Jin an effort to

zetrieve snails from HP'S server. Gates cOERERT, Green,vere Listening to his call with on the cal, Sater EE we
Then the galicy vent inte effect amd said sometime in Jo
S084.[oo Jalso said that emails EE GETeted off the server unless
they FFT Toko an azchive folder. LoJoontirned that emailsGeietea from the server, which 45s INT TRUST siseuhere, cmild not be
fetricved. Gates aid not asiJebout any specific enails and aid
ok wieess a ooen of TTT: ternoes on Ponce.
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Gates was asked if the purpose of providingith the retention
policy vas to give the impression that there ere G7Iy a minimal number of B5
provided a mininal amount of documents tol Jana the retention
Petey erwreted whe Geeetion oo to vy PATTIE bo for. Too retention

Gates had other responsive documents in his possession and control
nich he 01d not provide. Gates specified that ne. only nad a fer emails,

Gates knew Hanafort. was not providing any documents. Nanafort said he
Nanafort did not provide. any documents, but Manafort was not
Cethnotosically advanced. Hanafort seid he had searched for documents,

Prior to providing any documents to] Gates went through the

documents. | Speciicaily, Hanafort asked Gates not to provide the
Incorporation documents. fof the SCH of the contracts with FOG. and HOH.
ue man ontigasion

Gates believed if he vas not the person directly lobbying, he did not

pibiic relations campaign in the US, DNF sonid need to file FARA. Gates
Filings.

Gates understanding of FARA came from conversations with an attorney
nang years ago. However, at the time of this conversation, TNE vas ony
Going work in Ukraine and there vas no need to resister ander FARA.

The reason DMP hized 205 and HOH to handle the lobbying canpaisn was
Cheraore have to register ander FARA.

Cold Gates he did hot want. to have 16 disclose contracts with FoR or
paments to DUP pursuant to those contracts. At that tine, Hanafert had
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whether that triggered FARA. Ultimately, it was decided that it did
not. Generally, Manafort did not want to register under FARA, but by
2012, Gates believed Manafort's feelings about FARA were not as strong as
they were in 2006 and 2007.

Gates did not seek out any advice from counsel during the 2012-2014
time frame regarding his, or DMP's work with the ECEMU, PDG, MCW, the
Skadden Report, or Project Hapsburg.

Gates was asked why DMP did not file FARA given Manafort's meetings
with Rohrabacher. Gates was reminded he helped set up the meetings
between Manafort and Rohrabacher and was therefore aware of the contact
and the the ensuing need to register under FARA.

Gates stated that Manafort had a 25 year long relationship with
Rohrabacher and therefore the meeting did not trigger a FARA obligation.

Gates then stated that the meeting with Rohrabacher was set up by MCH
because of Rohrabacher's position as the Chairman of the Subcommittee of
Europe and Eurasia. Rohrabacher was a target of MCH's lobbying
campaign. Gates understood lobbying Rohrabacher would trigger FARA. The
intended purpose of the meeting between Manafort and Rohrabacher was to
talk about the "Engage Ukraine" strategy.

The use of Manafort in the lobbying effort as detailed in MCH's
strategy document (see MercGJ_10583-MercGJ_10591) would have triggered
FARA had it been implemented. Gates was not aware of Manafort ever
raising any objections to his participation in the lobbying effort as
proposed by MCH because it would have trigger FARA.

The Skadden Report

There were efforts to get Greg Craig and others at Skadden more
involved in the roll out of the Skadden Report, but they resisted because
Skadden did not want to file FARA.

Craig was supposed to use his contacts to help disseminate the Skadden
Report. Manafort and Craig agreed that Craig would do a "Hill Tour" and
be involved in the press outreach, but Craig backed out of this. Craig
did one interview with a reporter at the New York Times and may have made
1-2 phone calls to Democrats in Congress, but Gates was not sure about the
phone calls.
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Craig told Gates he did not want to be involved in any public
outreach. Craig said his involvement in the PR campaign would make the
Skadden Report seem like it was not an independent review. Craig
recommended FTI Consulting be hired to handle the PR campaign.

Gates could not recall if Skadden's engagement letter specifically
addressed the fact that they would not engage in any GR or PR. Gates did
recall a conversation with Craig in which Craig said he did not want to do
anything which would necessitate a FARA registration. Craig understood
that the New York Times interview he did would trigger FARA. Craig had
someone inside Skadden review this issue.

Craig never told Gates that FARA would only be triggered if Gates was
personally involved in the contact. Gates did not recall having any
conversations with Craig about Gates' personal understanding of FARA.

Gates did not learn that his prior understanding of FARA vas inaccurate
until April 2017 while dealing with the FARA Unit.

Think Tanks

Reaching out to think tanks, such as the IRI, Wilson Center and others,
was an important part of the lobbying and public relations campaign. Many
think tanks had experts on Ukrainian affairs. The goal was to establish
relationships with these individuals so when the Ukrainian elections
occurred, they could be called upon to give their opinion on whether the
elections were free and fair. There were many issues getting the think
tanks on board because they tended to view Yanukovych as pro-Russian and
many believed Yanukovych's election was unfair.

The Association Agreement

Yanukovych did not sign the Association Agreement with Burope because
the US and EU "dropped the ball". Gates blamed failed policies on the
part of the US government and EU, specifically, Gates identified the US
and EU's failure to provide sufficient financial support to
Ukraine. Gates explained that Ukraine had a $15 billion loan to repay and
the US only offered to pay a small portion of that. The US needed to
contribute more. Ukraine's economy was 45% dependent on Russia and could
not survive a break with Russia without the economic Support of the US and
0.

The US government was stuck on the issue of Tymoshenko. Senators
McCain and Durbin, along with Ambassador Victoria Nuland did not believe
Ukraine would live up to the reforms necessary. Gates believed this
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influenced the US government's decision to only lend Ukraine a small
portion of the money.

The US State Department under ilary Clinton was also pro-
Tymoshenko. [invited Clinton to speak at the Yalta
Conference. Clinton was prepared to give a speech in favor of Tymoshenko 58
until a large donation was paid to the Clinton Foundation and Clinton
decided not to speak at the conference. e—

Gates explained that Yanukovych vas supposed to go the Vilnius Summit
to sign the Association Agreement, however, on Yanukovych's way back from
a trip to China, he stopped in Russia. This stop over occurred tuo days
before the Vilnius Summit. Russia offered Ukraine money, loans and gas
agreements to try and prevent Yanukovych from signing the Association
Agreement at the Vilnius Summit.

Gates was asked why the ECFMU did not come out against Yanukovych when
he didn't sign the Association Agreement. Gates stated that the ECEMU
wasn't going to criticize "itself".

Gates was asked if the ECPHU's mission was truly to move the Ukraine to
the EU. Gates explained that PoR was split on this issue. Some, like
Kluyiev and Akhmetov, were in favor of the Ukraine aligning with the west
and joining the BU because it benefited their business
interests. However, others were not. Gates noted that toward the end of
his presidency, Yanukovych appointed a mumber of people from the Dontesk
clan who were not in favor of aligning with the west.

other

Gates used Manafort's credit card to purchase Manafort's New York
Yankees season tickets. The season tickets were for Manafort and were
purchased at Manafort's direction with Manafort's credit card. Gates knew
the charge led to a delinquency on Manafort's credit card of a couple
hundred thousand dollars.

Gates knew Manafort represented to a bank that the charge and the
ensuing delinquency were a result of Manafort lending his card to Gates so
Gates could purchase the tickets. Gates knew this was false. Gates
signed a letter attesting to this false representation.
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Richard Willian Gates 511, previously identified, was intervisued b
£51 Special AgentLo pervisory Speciar Ment Lo]
wn Spaciad CoaneT TTT ies Belson au Goat OTT 4
for Gates were ThomasGreen Breaustin Lip.  Atter being advised of The TISniITIes 7 The Totervieving
parties and the nature of the interview Gates provided the followingTntomation:

Gates signed and acknowledged understanding the proffer agresment and
wae entre Sh Sha. TeEvEs Ven TET. Sut JF Fe dmee to envor
Guestions he needed to be SruthEuL in his responses
other Grines

Gates was asked about any other criminal offenses he had committed.
Insider Trading

Tie ony Gnaldor Lradinn wifes sonTitins Trut stlenses in Vid
Gates had been involved vas related to ID Hatching (IDM.

ne
C1 wre

seSe

seHe

mn GZ/12/2015 + ashingion, District of columbia, united states (in rereon)
es omens 27a
. oe
mrteeee ret OL SOT eT
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5sre

vsJoc vanatort invested in this business. Wanafort's oe
Toriion oF That investment came from Cypriot funds. Gates did not think

was involved in any frau or illegal activity.
Bank Fraud

applying for his mortgage refinance loans through |
he asked Maratort

vs
Gates clarified »e

er

Gates also lied about the purpose and use of BADE LLC (BADE) when he
was SEFIYEng Tor his mostunge Tertnaes Lunn. Gaoes SI mh vant £5
disclose that he used BADE to receive income. Gates said he received
incone tron~~77 Jinto save. hdwre

Gates knew that nig get wortn was listed as [Jon
documentation sent td] This nulber yas based upon the
i ——
Gates he could use this to support his TET WITTY re

Gates was responsible for opening bank accounts for DMP. Gates knew
nat. trans SorabinTed acooarh move if they though the tusinesess vere
related to politics. For this reason, Gates listed "business consulting”,
rather than "political consulting" to avoid any such scrutiny. Gates

specifically recalled doing this on the fccount be
opening documents. 7c

In addition to mis-characterizing the type of business VP did, Gates
also altered some of the operating agreements provided to banks. For
example, Gates changed DUP's operating agreement when opening theJ
acount, Gates changed the TIN mses and the managing meer ro Gets
to Manatort.

be
wre
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f—
Gates never paid, or vas offered a bribe while working in

Untaine,  Mamafort veceived a bracemaiy ana extortion thicat vig email
Cre aggre SL the CET ge nia in 20re. Caren Trev] us

—— Sy we
eee To ToTeRT TaoTeT Tilommat ton Lf Manafore aid ot pay. Gates

wen waLiave Smatons 454 snpening in Tesponen.
Gates was aware of bribery in Ukraine, but he did not havespecifics.
MP paid thei exployees in Ukraine partially under the

table. Gksainian va ies sedvized businesses to pay saves based upon the
mim oF shit Payeolle. To thas sesso HP reposted ve the van
IAEoI
That they were actual paid. The aftference beveeen the seporied amount
ra the acre amount was asualty pata in cam.

SH ait not pay Bribes to any government officials. However, Nanafort
Co14 Gates abouk swe expensive satehes he gave to AKMHECey and another
crigasen,

Gates was avare what Joes) otsicials ustaue

fe never pata brives any goverment officials in the US.
tack of candor Under oath

cates isd costo bis emoition 15 te windins up agreement] wm

Lupore posems ve PL TET etavent socmins at Gites Te .
otonoloqy of cventan: Gaves later clarified tharl 3,EE re ast aoent 10 ITE TTT =
ET To TIo TT mrtision, Gates met with Mamstort 3ut times for
Pr

Gates mostly told the truth during his testimony, but lied about how
BO AROgBg Ai

a
TIT, Te RI Ge me
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event in which the report indicated [—Jwas not involved when in bs
actuality, he was involved. b7C

[Jan skadden report .

Gates knew the information regardingJin the Skadden Report bs

we
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Gates had insight into the Skadden Report throughout the process. [J
AARETANAgl "0

ote 5 Beng TEE ith a Siiien Sscies Mhtave vn DOR
ToT, who worked WithLo] Through these channels, Gates was given TC
Tg AN... TOAE

With respect to the public relations and lobbying campaigns involving
Project Hapsburg and the Skadden Report, Gates vas uate that journalists
Et CE Ete dh tit Lert Cates vs

was responsible for the ie

TT TR TR Ti TTR Ti wwiniy tots bs wires
arvicies in GiiEines owe oligarchs alee paid reporters to write articles
Criticizing
Campaign Fraud

Gates was not aware of any foreign contributions to the Trump
STSR A SE A lovinTN
Tern wn {he Toten Sieben Living Then Seen Sues BAER 0
the Republican National Committee (RC).
ET

fund. ALL vetting of donations came from the RNC. Gates #as not aware of
To Boimiar Sees aay So Yi To
kes HALTS YEE 5 TUTREN WPISEning the DUAL oF Soelen

contributions which was provided to the Super PACS early on. Gates know
prot fn BO nehres I aw Fons Tay veos Shh fue Mote

Saon SUD Ait toh ROY STAGES I SONNE SLATE Sch 391
Russia and China. Other than the memorandum Gates help write, he was not
rai ot pr PETS a at Ta Sern Co Eger eure ioe
a
The individuals with foreign contacts were Anthony Scaramucei, Tom

nara,LDSATA SR BRLPea ve
contributions were mostly to the Inauguration. Gates was not aware of any La

foreign contribetions to the Tremp Campaign through these individuals.
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Cates enplained that foreign contributions could be accepted for "issue
advocacy. Gates as nok avave of any such comerimutions For specific
poriey Semis. For the mors pare, tne Super ACR were met policy oriented.

Gates was not aware of any foreign contributions used to promote Trumpcutotde the Us. Gates vas mot avate of any foreign comtzimunions paid
Sirectsy to Trump.

As for vendor payments fron the campaign, Gates thought payments nade bg
eoEehighly scretinized. Gates atveady discussed the BIA
vendor payments related to Corey Lewandowski. Other than this, Gates was BIC
ate. that Red Curve was Paid a percentage of the money theyTotes thn Shug site Ta he foun veer PAG 40 vendors, bt
ro ovtaigm frau,

Gates stated ho needed to go through his snails related to the
canpaign. Gates recalled a donation of 52 miliion Wich came in. The
parm allowed ves $1 mil1ion. Gates thought the overage was returned to
The donor, sue i may not have bean. Gates. said he. oma Look thrown his
rails and provide. any selevant documents to nis counsel. Gates satel be
Site he turned over his campaign folder to his previcss comer] we

aostruction of Sustice
special Counsel Investigation

Gates aid not destroy any documents related to the Special Counsel's
snvestigamion, Gates pacviues sveryining ne nad to min setoEITE.
oan ont Bnesstgmton

Gates deleted documents related to the FARA Units investigation as
previomly Seserioen Honttetn ond Gites coordinaves fo mate sure they
Ceara out amy docmente.  Wansfort ova Gave ro get ria OF any
Cnetiminating documents:

Gates spoke witha few tines in 2016 as it related to the
is me TT TET tre. vows wre Satins £4 seperti bre

the ECAMU was really funded. |Jtold Gates she did not know. Gates
initiatly said he did not troTS ToSrainate. anmers with oer be
later stated that he, had all received wR

IA
Those cuestions vas how the CORNY as. funded and who was behing the
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bewre

Tn or around July 2016, Gates spoke with about_the ne
reporter's questions as well. Gates and vs

Gates and <2
Manafort vas Tnvelved Tn TRIS cosraination with

TT
Gates contacted Janotner tine to find out who from the DNC ums

doing a "hit piece’ om amAfort's lobbying in Ukraine. Gates told] be
the reporting would negatively affect ]too and he needed to have
the person oack off".

Gates did not speak wits] about the TARA reporting. Manafort and pg
Gates did not know if Manafort prc

= [aired about The FP STTIcle or the FARA Unit inquiry.
Gates did talk to be

worked on the Trump CARPATGR VIER GATES GReT aR ETT the
the FARA Unit inquiry and how they needed to Figure SUE WRAT they were
going to say

vera
ie

The Skadden Report

be
wre
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were concerned about being seen with KiLinnik and thats shy they left

Gates stareed talking snout a campaign Meeting thee had the next

Hoscor. Gates spociated that akhmeros could have been in

Wanatort and Kilimnik ld not discuss the topic of sanctions against

ra Savin sim A iy

winposatinen. Gates $18 nov. shink veranovych coud waify dheaine after

TT TTT To eT ROI SF nians whe caines

peiieatay svailavle infomation ang Les inverast data. Ween nateters
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Gates did not initiate any contact with Kilimnik after the Bx
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which described him as a Russian operative and Manafort's "guy". Manafort

Patten. [ooa media consuitant in D.C. used by DME, was good re
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me Largest investor in colony worenstar was | barrack bs

TET] Sates olacifies that Bortect ae Le Tras meet fA
scheduled, but Gates did not know if it actually took place. bTA

y

and Special Counsel Attorney Greg Andres departed. SSL and Special  b6
Counsel Attorney Andrew Weissmann continued the interview. b7C

u
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himself, he would often call Gates. AC Manafort's direction, Gates would
sometines call Stone to find out information on various press
reports. Stone and Manafort directly communicated with each other a lot
during the campaign but Gates was not involved in those o
communications. Sometines Hanafort vould advise Gates that he needed to BIC
Speak to Stone or that he met with Stone, but Manafort often did not
provide anymore detail. Stone provided anafort with information on
People working on the campaign: StoneC

Sometines, Manafort would have Gates follow up on strategic
recomendations provided by Store. Some strategic Issues Stone was
involved in included: providing advice on structure for the primaries and
building coalitions: advice to Gates on which states Trump needed to
target and who he needed to meet with in those states; and Stone wanted to
EE
I—

Toomerama] *

ITEE— er]Trove Beeae Te Thou]
[1] Gates spoke To Manatort about this issue and Manafort

Hacking
Gates described Stone as[landGates was

not. sure Lf he actually had InFSTRITISN TOTSTeT TS TRS Tared
emails. Gates had a conversation with Manafort where Gates told Manafort
he was shocked that Stone actually got the hacked infomation because
usually he's usually sr — 7] Gates asked Manafort where se
Stone sbtained the infornsTISH—TRRATSTE Brated he was surprised that
Stone pulled it off and that Trump would be pleased if he did not already
know. Manafort told Gates that Stone took credit for the DCCC
hack. Gates stated that Stone had a direct line to talk to Trump whenever
he wanted but he does not know Lf Stone told Trump. Gates did not know who
hacked the DOCG of how the information was obtained other than what has
ean reported in the press. There were rumors that it vas done by an
insider at the the DCCC or the Russians.

Prior to the DOCG hacked emails were released publicly, Gates was at
Manafort's Trump Tower apartment and Manafort stated that Stone advised
that something big Has coming down and it would help with our
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position. After the hacked enails were released publicly, Gates thought
That Stone was referring to the DOCC hacked enailes but Gates never
Alacussed his belief with anyone and never obtained any conticmation that
This Ta what Stone vas talking about. After the public release of the
Hacked emails, Gates was with Trump on his plane on the tarmac. The plane
Vas delayed for thizty minites so Trump could work the information into | b8
his speech. Gates did not know if Stone had already provided the bc
Information contained in the hacked snails to Tramp, once the hacked
crate vere publicly released. the discussion on the canpaign Has how to
Tae the. information in tne emails to snow that the Demccats were
Gystunctional. The RC had a research teap feading through the hacked

aoe rine Sar ES ra| stn eben
vere the people. at the NC whe tan the tepid TerEeRIe Tom TS GecTI Wat
Say about the emails. Gates was not inveived in this process: rather,
CE ni wnumions nan. sive sssinionn.

Gates stated that nobody on the campaign was sophisticated enough to beable to hack inte computer systems. Nobody on the. canpaign was concerned
about how of #ho. hacked the Doe. The campaign tried ve pat ut encerpes
Fron the. DeCC hacked emails as quickly as possible. There was no meats
Stratesy developed regarding the hacked emails.

steve Bannon Joined the canpaign on August 15, 2016. Subsequently,
Gates found out that Bamen ad a relationship With Stone. Gates was in
Banmon+a office numerous. tines shen Stone called Bannon. Gates does net
Tecatl any conversations with Bannan regarding nacred eaiie.

Stone conducted opposition research and it vas mostly focused on
Hillary Clinton, but Gates docs not recall anything specific or tnat he,
Gates, ves invoived in conduceing any apposition research:

Stone "hazped on the Hillary Clinton enail controversy. Stone
believed there was more vo the story regarding the Clinton missing emails
Chan had been disclosed: Stone told Manafort that it vas almost inpossibie
to Find emails unless someone had access to. them.

Gates stated that Stone supposedl be

Michael Flynn was the individual aid

on the campaign who came up with the "lock her up" slogan in reference to

Miltary crinton.
Stone attempted to got people outside the campaign access to

Bri i Sts Baas uf 8 asin DetilRetr ve
because Jstated he had a lot of information on FIIIAEy re
Chinton Tver, Gates is not aware of ever optaining anything negative
on Gaiman Trem im wa te 0 Le
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List. stone and Hanatort vere attempting vo ger Trarp to pick Rudy

position. Gates stated Gutliant overplayed nis hand with Trane and vas

relationship. If Barsack needed something from Stones ne vessd have gone

Were MURETOUS TePOrters who were making allegations against Manafort and be
Stone thought Manafort needed to fight back against these negative Bac

Stk vith, However, Hanafort. did not take Stoners advice.

had a strong relationship with Pericles Capital and eventually went to Lo
roti ror pevicien. Tn 2080
Tor Tome 3 me ny ITE

coreign woney to the campaign

vas, unaware of any Specific sitaations. Gates stated he beieved foreign
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through 0.5. based based conpanies but he did not remember any
specifics. Gates stated he would look at his holdings to see if he could
Find any specifics.
Uncoordinated Rallies and Hedia Canpaigns

Gates stated that the campaign controlled all the rallies that Trump
attended. Regarding uncoordinated rallies, the carpaign did not focus or
Crack them, and did not have any system to idoncify shore people Were
erganizing these uncoordinated follies: The cempeign tilized re
Tesources of the RNC hen they utiliced Trump surrogates. The campaign
only tracked social/digital media adds that were organized by Brad
Parscale. Digital media was controlled by Farscale and was hard to figure
out. Parscale had a relationship with Facebook, Twitter and Google.[
[—Jhac the main relationship with Google. Parscale developed the 3
digital add buy strategy for the campaign which targeted areas Clinton was se

Canpaignings thus, most of the digital adds people were seeing in those
apecific atess were for Trump. Another strateqy was to buy all add time
Tor a specific date ahead of Clinton arriving in that location with the
Purpose of dominating the digital market in that area:

The campaign attempted to figure out where the money that funded the
anti-Trump/pro-Clinton digital media came from.

other
Gates worked for Barrack when Comey vas fired and he had no information

about the firing. Barrack and Gates were in Wasingtons D.C. when Comey
Was fired. Gates stated that he and Barrack discussed Comey being fired
ant hat 1% vas # Sypival Tra behavior vo react wiv waiting Tor all
The facts. Gates docs not secall Lf he spoke to Hanafort about Comey "
being fired. Gates spoke Tole Jabout it in general tems and they Sho
Giscereed how This wes tYPLTL TE Dohavior: Getes speculated hat
Tramp fired Comey because of the Russia investigation based on his
knowledge of Trump's personality, but Gates did mot have any actual
insight,

Gates had no information regarding why Flynn vas fired. Gates spoke to
WoFariand after Flymn was fizes and she was very epset and Goncerred sbout
How it would effect her role in the administration. osever, Gates never
Giscussed with Merarland what Flynn new regarding Russie:

After anafort loft the campaign, Mike Pence vould cccasionally ask
Gates how Manafort was doing.
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Richard Willian Gates 111, previously identified, vas interyieued b
51 special npn[oeEE rer evi een] be
and Senior Special Counsel Attorneys Andrew Weissmann and Gre bre

Aniren. bresent for cares were fromas cream[oEy
[ermeing advised oF The TIonivies ot the
ToervTTT FarTIey ST Tha natuve of the interviews Gates provided the
foltoring Tutormation:

Senior Special Counsel Attorney Greg Andres presented Gates with a copyof the original proffer agresment and Has initialed and dared by Andros,Gates, and caress attorney or Special coumel Mterney vs
Andrew Weissmann then advised Gates of the terms and conditions regarding ad

providing formation so the Goverment under. the signed proffer
Horeenems. Wetman wivises sort antes he vena of ne wgresment Gates
Ras agrecd to provide. information to the governments and to respond to
Questions truthfully and conplevely. Weisomann advised thar only being 50
maton vtevE voula vinteee te. ners of the spteemern na Sean in was
Gly in Gates: interest to be. 100 percent CEUtRENL. Weissmann advised that
Touts the geri es CATER oy proces nih 2 Corperayw Sytem
rd be prosecuted, under the setms Of the proffer agreement no statement
nade by Gates dering the meeting could be weed against him in the
Svata cane -chiot at Tein) encept tne government nay wee any
evveners Pade ot formation provides ny Saves in a prosearsion for. false
statements, perjury, or obstruction of justice, premised on statements or

tions during the meeting. Noreover, the Government nay alse use any such
Statement or information ai sentencing in Support of an argument that
Gates ailed to provide tratnful or corplove information during the
maering. Toe gavetmmers nay mane verivacive ume of any stateneyts made of
er Safari pemvites 7 Gates suring The Testing. Grves sovies that
he understood the Lorna and agreed to the terms.
Deripasiia Lawsuts fn few Tor

In sansary 2016, Hanafort told Gates that Oleg Deripaska sued Hanafort
and Getee In fon Tork seme CovTs tn mm SFbTt to demREaTe That Pe 1m
iAling <0 help. the Governments investigation by bein a witness agains
Then in exchange for neing granted a visa. Gates believed that this was

TE
0 ois 27252010 oe

”
EE I PEEHAPAY

10be distributedoutside youragency. FBI(19cv1278)-2385



Gates joined the lobbying firm of Black, Manafort, Stone and Kelly b6

[Juvorked at the firm and vas close to stone. During
ereTTaeT Regan's tern, the fim became established. Subsequently,[] 5

eer oaer on

—— 2
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had a strong relationship with Pericles Capital and eventually went to Bre

w

with Lyovochkin, and who worked with Akbmetov, also be
worked with Manafort on OB matters. Lyvochkin and Akhmetov were supposed be

FBI(190v1278)-2387



income because the money came in during a new tax cycle. 6

2

Gates bie

C—O x

 —1 individuals who worked at DMP were] bE
two translators (Gates could only remember the name of one ba

translator, i - i re

FBI(19cv1278)-2388
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Coummaroomre [0 Toterview of Rick Gates on 02/12/2018 pe 5 ot 15

Gates worked for Manafort/DMe after Yanukovych fled to Russia]
op was not HEIR bs

any money and had no political clients, bie

Turing this time period, Gates realized that he needed
ToT To Pie ifostyle bevtuse DWP was Tob generating any incon:
[Jwas trying to generate new political consulting business for 5s

DME To wow contracts materialized. For instance[ 1] we

Teemee]

be
Se

FBI(19cv1278)-2389



Gates worked for Initially, ve

Apy ON.3ar

Watchdog. Gates stated that the company had an outside law firm that bid

In October or November 2016, GATES was asked byJto step down bs
from the board of directors because of his work on the Trump campaign. Fie

campaign. Manafort Ll

FBI(19cv1278)-2390
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wantedto appoint. hin to be in charge of the RC Convention for ne
McCain. However, McCain did not want to hire Manafort. As a result, be
Manafort felt thatlJdidn't go to bat for hin".
——

In Hlarch 2016, Hanafort was hized by Trump to work for the campaign.Prior to being hired, Nanafort worked on a presentation to convince TrumpTo appoint him fo be. in charde of the delegate process for the carpaion.
Hanatort directed Gates to help hin with this Presentation and Gates bejanLo catlect various doounents To assist with the presentation. Bath Roger
Stone ana Tom Barrach were lobbying Trump to hire Manafort £0 this rele.In mdoakeh 2016, Nanafort met with Tramp in Her-aciage and ade nispresentation: The day after Saster, Hanafort was hired by the campalon.Fanafort brought Gates to work with him on the canpaidn. During the
campnidne DiEsiaratort was LL PeIins Gatun 5 snyery wen Sho ho vasnot doing any work for DN.

Initially, Gatest role was to conics research on each state'sdelegation process. Manafort developed the stratesy for how to addressGach state's delegate process and Cares nes. in charge of ivplenenting the
cteatsy. fa Wanadort get more volved in the Sep-so-iay eperarions oFTon cmpaian nd works lores ith Tow, Tears ween So soriise THEh Shedelegation process was more complicated than he. reaiired and that Hanafors
knew what be nas doing A a results Manafort started to take over therole of developing and inplenenting a Stratesy for the primaries. Manafortprovided Trump wiih a Strategy on how he world win the ronination.
Hanators told Trump thet If he could #in the primaries in Fenmeyivanis,New Jersey, Hest Virginia, Indlanas and the mid-east states there nas apath 0 victory. Manafort advised Trump that Lf he focused on and wen the
Five «aris ertomrron, then snmikietes worl TACKY start Srorping out ofhe’ race and this would enable Trump to save money becasse he woud not
have So spend a 10% of Money on the other primaries. AG this point in theCarosian, Trump vas self-fending the canpasan and net taking any public
wencr.

Gatesr role centinied to erpend during the campaign to includecoratioating Seesasoete esietins, matin Seegeiings wnt Be vas in SHEETSCE controlling the campaigns schedule. Once Trurpes family sat that
Wanafort understosd how So develop a professional stzatesy for theCampaign, they realized how valuable he nas. and thet they needed nin. Itvas. at this paint that Hanafortrs foie in the campaign siamiticantly
erponded and Gorey Teverdowehiss sole diminishes. Teseniorehd maintainedThe title of cempaitn manager but Senators wes the do facts cempeitnmanager who vas responsible for building relationships with the MIC.

FBI(190v1278)-2301
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[TJcalied cates during the election and offered his services to b6
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convention. Gates did not contact any foreign Individuals to participate
a monitor. He does not kmow SE Manafors. contacted anyone. Gates stated
that the Ursalnian Ambassador to the 0.9. mght have been a monitor. Gates
vies tat Le fea Nanatort ang Gates uith poster we
fesaraing the THETTraTIonal monitordetegation.[oe] bc
 —A re
SEEi ant co il sg es rite a te

canpasgn woney
In duly 2016, there was a change in the canpaign regarding paying

people vhe worked for the campaign. Kushner stared that either consultants
End7or employees of the Trump. for President Campaign should be pais thes,
Toe. Capa worl Toes va. seats. Soran Ponies utaing. Feseet vole
Gatos that ho should be put on the payroll for the Campaign. Gates was

ve
Gates assumes Manafort went to Steve b7C

Tree TTT SRST OT The carpatan's financing, for approval but
gggRng roI gl so wg
EE |

Initially, Gates had a significant role in handling the carpaign’s
Dts SoeeeTay, Rise AGTiers Gates shan ne meceed vo foros miS
Time on poivicas issues and that Jeff Dewit, the Stare Treasurer of
Arizona, would be responsinie for budgeting. Devic was specifically hired
So FIAT this zoe. Tnivielly, Geren worked with Denis on madgering but ne
vas removed from this process shortly thereafter.

eeTToRE tne vequpthy Lyeess a fenale heitona save senator as ehosen to
Speak at the RNC.Lo Jras upset that thes picked hot over him. Gates
Sivises during the RrTIona Replican Primary[ot
TTT TE TTI Gates alse stated that be personaly ome
EE—|
super pac

nator. sttengted to establish a series of super TATE That vould
suppers Tap, oop Tru Anitialiy aia non SMFPor thi Initiative.
Rovere anos, Hanatort became. the officiel campatdn manager he wes able to
Get Tramp to Support the ides of Creating a super PAC. Manqfort directed vs
Gates to work with Roger Stone to help develop an idea for bie

rer mare
TT TTT To TR ToT ST Teer TRE wy it wes
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During the week of the RNC, Manafort b6
Manafort told Gates that he be
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Campaign. Gates stated] b6
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ei 0440SE i$ SO Se iASaaiale,aSasiHutaTRI be
RA

strategy. bE
The strategy was that in order to build a path to victory, the seErrii

FeLi en1 Hr UpYtolEI es 38 et MhserAErAssaa nyraByhenRoth ClSRSE
LabedaAETHlI esfhm sr phaeSeer tn aale
reATe Sere,spt Aewells ee a en enlnoei Ei it,iSm ii feehl ni edsARLihprrem Seirbeol BhoineSiain Ra bel eld dl pr?a
EEE Ce oom pa inA 8 SSoS tn ie enSn 020 Sesm iesSete ReSen ey Te el
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respect and had contacts with tuo reporters]  b6
EE — =e

CC
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inauguration. Gates toldthat his hope was to secure a Job withTmreiDi a,CTLEBrant vtSaa ieiTegSg
negative publicity insured he would not obtain a position.Lo]ee a rr el]Spee

"romsnmr’ JbFE

_— ”5hk

Ea
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Gates advised Jthat he was going to start a nonprofit called

object. While working for America First, Gates met with] and x,
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FEDERAL BUREAUOF INVESTIGATION oo

oro _osr20s200

Richard Willian Gates III, previous identified, yas interviewed by £51
special Agents anal —Jsupervisory special ue
Agent FT Treciel eeTOR] Re
nd SSTAT Comal Prosecutors Andrew Weissmann, ory FRET ST BRT
Richardson. Present during the interview vas counsel for Gates, Tom Green
from Sidley Austin LP. After being advised of the identities of the
Invereiouing parties and the mature of the inverview, cates provided the
Fortoning informations

Gates was advised that the interview was voluntary and the terms of his
Plea agreements any responses he provides must ErevhEuL:
[—
Eat

Gates provided the following email accounts as those used by hin
currentiv. or in the Pests

we

mms STi + Eemmingiens Direries of Covmvie, ives sever (in ereon)
”as os sre
-

PATETTES reSo EET
lobe dba ouie sour sens FBi(18cv1278)-2408
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we

PO iiiPO
Rerteved tne name vas arate worted

us
Gates_thoudnt Manafort communicatedwithapart from Gates IN
rres Lo stamens Scr TTI cnr oars for we
[Joos via hushnail crafts, viver or email.

[account was used for Gates’ vork on the Hapsburg
PT STII TT oryclack + Weinstock (ion) and The Fodesta
Group (PDG). Manafort's email for these projects wes]

not install any emeryprion software. other. than that which was aicesdy

Telephone
FBI(19cv1278)-2409
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eTcates otter 4 on SHIT ge Sof 17

cates ured as his orinary cell phone. Gates previous
cots pane mee RE Cates has o moat phonen provided to
him by Manafort. Gates could not recall the phone number. Gates had bs
another phone with a [——]phone number, but he could not recall the rest Fd
oF the number. Gates TET not use. hel Johone very often. Gates
provided a 1ist of all phone numbers for Ih[oo—Jand Manafort to his
former counsel,]

Gates had an international phone for a period of tine in 2010. The
Phone number was 4 United Kingdon (URL Junber and the provider vas
Vodaphone

Guten Dt 5 Unaiion TIN Gand in TUDE, bee he vi we zeestl the
associaved phone mber

Manafort referred to his bat phone as channel 3%, but Gates did not
noe oy,
Applications

Cates used a series of enceypted applications (appa) to
communicate. BLL of the. apps he doumioaded suid Tovey be associated
wien whe. sme Tunes sewn. | Gates never backed up is phones 10 8

ti a or 5 to a Le Tot TroELeE
wor normation am wien mtn oir

Some of the encrypted apps wore associated with Gates! phone number
and some were associated with Gates’ email, [————] vs

Each app had a different encryption key and the encryption keys wie

ToT change 18 Gates changed devices.
vsTheoe

FBI(19cv1278)-2410
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Gates used encrypted apps to commnicate because he was afraid of being
hacked. Many of the apps used were recommended by] When Gates bs
and Manafort changed which encryped app they were SsIng Tews often oa
Secaune]1a them the app they vere uaing nad been compromised.

During the Trump Canpaign, terting vas a comon means of communication,
nich Gates 4id not Like. Then people began using Contides Mhatsepp and
Signa to communicate. These apps aller for messages co disappear. Some
a a es sows
depending on the settings.

Gates believed some people on the Trunp Campaign were using encrypted
arte ve Tom fermion:
Computers

Gates aid not backup his computer to an external hard drive. hen
Gates purchased a ne computer, he. would have. the information on his
previo eomputeE veTREertes vo Bia new Stier me thin ave. Tob old
Comores wiped. Gates gave a manbes of hie ol 2Dteps vo his
Chitdren. Gates atloves his omercoger[to inage his
Comprrer one a hard drive.

vsGates tried to use Hy Clows™ to backup Information, but it aid met se
Voth. Gates previously used Tine Machines but has since moved ali of
This information to Dresher.

Gates uses Drophox as his cloud storage. [Jinaged Gatest Dropbox as
wells Gates omy has one Dropben accoumt, MITTAL account nas molipie
Renters, artes mee wan of nix DEERE Beier TE Lt Zigte Sees
535 she sotiontis gates faces:

Gates bas
EEE rT

wan vs Sanen Tim sppeeninately 1117 93 to appreninately 10D Sn
Gates was asked for consent to search and inage his current

Lepton + Stes EVI wach cometh shen itn ne pemers ot hipn Gaces aise agrees to allos the THY so sete his BE
iPhone, with] his old laptops and phones; and his hard drive bz

-

FBI(190v1278)-2413



A break vas taken from approvirately 1:52 BH to approximately 2:08
sr.” at this Dotnt In the Tuervien Seetat stent oecial TE
Counsel Prosecutor Brian Richardson left the interview. be

Gates vas asked who he spoke with about his decision to plead guilty
Gates vas in Richmond and ashington, D.C. during the tue weeks prior

to his plea hearing. Gates communicated with bé

and oaoe

ne

”te
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know that] Were present for the call. Manafort was B7C

[Tras not reached out to Gates since the indictment in october.
Gates has not spoke with]since August 2016, or possibly via

we

FBI(190v1278)-2415
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Gates di not have any communication with Nanafort, President Trump,
anyone Fron the Tramp Canpaiin. or anyone fron the SIC after his
Pear Gates aid speak ol oth of whom working
Tin Gates on the Compator SR WES SITY STE Ti the Towns
Riminiatration after his plea. Beth expressed their support.

usonly Hanatort ans tried to persuade Gates to not plea we
guilty, Ommers Vien Gates. spore were mostly supporsive. and
Ccontaged Gates to separate. from Hanafort and 98° his Life back on track.

The only offer of material value Gates received in exchange for not
Pleading Guilty was the offer of a legal defense fund. Gates "bac
Channeiedn to ee 1¢ the legal defense fund ras a reatity. [——]
Cates someone at the RC va Elna. intotmarion on the Eure, STETE TENS
not determine if it even existed. Gates did not know with whon[
jst

Gates had not heard that the legal defense fund was only for unindicted
parties. Gates. thesdht. there was one Fund for these Fithin the TrumpRamintotzation and one Luma for Gaves and Manafors specifically.  Gaces
Saved vanatore wmo the Financial secers vere for this fund, bet Honafort
Cry said Dowd and ANC doners

The advice Gates received on why not to plead guilty centered on the we
O16 Investigation and the Nunes Memo. Gates spoke mith] bie
Ey anatort about now these waald ingacs the SpocTaT GoumseT™S

us2.=

Nines Hens vould contain. Hannity hed Sneignt into shat sas contained in
Che Nunes Moms prior fo it being released. Hannity and Hanafort ad a

FBI(19cv1278)-2416
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got relationship. Hannity wes a Trap supporter whe publically applauded
Hanaforta hiring by the Trump Campaign. nanmity saidy "Firally, we nave
ais In the Sou ve ators wen ived. Bering, the cpa
Fammiry taTloted his shove vo the agents NanaEort mipserted.  pemeisy
called himself a "pundit", not a journalist.

With regards to the OIG report, Nanafort and Gates discussed how OIG
changes sgeines 03 0% F93 mig KnpacR. he Special Sommaeke
investigation as well. Specifically, if the OIG found misdeeds by DOJ or
£81 as it related to the Clinton Email investigation] bm
cr the Clinton Foundation investigation, that might IPacE Gees ad
ranatortrs case.

Gates stated the public Mhysteria® surrounding many of the
snventigumions was nor Pecererily gel Ln fact. EY Vey of sruple wien
i Sema wave ee ba ApLS
this made Hilary Clinton look dirty. When It was discovered That the BTC
Steele Dassior was paid for by Demacrats, it wes ignored chat is had been
partially paid for by Republicans too. In Gates! opinions the hype" ves
Fared upon nariavives people rested using selective. information.

Gates ultinately decided to plead quiity and cooperate because it gave
him the cpperemity to have a chenn siate. Gates nad to ger part a lot of
vorons teving nim to TESS. Tans ~yowrla get pardoned mua omer
things. In the end, Gates was not happy with what he did up to this

primes Caves womet Hi chiliten te oak oF bo mine Tot don. Seven
Fray ww ee He os is LE terres toes pae— a
nehat Lf 1 get more. time than I expected. Gates had. to mere a decision
for nim and mis family. Gates waneed vo make. tnat decision ans move
or Taaten undessroos we may gon more ine. nan enpecees.  Gaves mad to
make peace that he did the Eight thing, ne matter mat the osteome will
—

Gates hoped for a light sentence and to mininize his Jail tine, but
Ultimately, he understosd he might not Ger shat. Gates bad to mare the
Fionn dechvion for mis famisy despive nor knowing wnat will neppen, Gates
nade bad decisions in the past. Gates realised ho needed to tell the
Tevth and give nimset a chan slate. Gates wnderstosd cosperating meant
reiting shu truth:

Gates felt Like Hanafort used him, but Gates vas still fully
responsible for tne bad decisions he made with Hanafort.
Koni vadison

FBI(190v1278)-2417
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Gates is currently working with[Jat Konik Madison, a company
Gates. andlutaras proviowTy Tate removed himecl as a barinor
CF the. Corgan TTT ts participating mostly behind thescence[me]
rr arn ns

Mostly, Gates is working on ZENA and DO procurements. Gates helps
bring in clients and 1ooke Tor potential contracts, bat docs net interface
Vien any of the government evionte.

Gates andrented an apartment in pec.a]
Washington BE:
Legal recs

nen Gates first received letters fron the louse and Senate

hen Gates received the subpoena fron the Special Counsel's office and Lo
especially uhen Gates was indicted, |] lesal bills were exorbitant and pap

ad ho a et, TIT atonto si Tomes 40
eres pas]

[—eT ————
£1TTT TEE rout Lo]attagney; pe wes not aware of il VEE TERons
[Jes bitting. Gates ougne[—Joiliing practices ere egregious.

cost. Indictment, Gates has been paying his legal fees with withdravals
from his stock portfolio, No third parties have contributed to Gates’
feget rees.

Gates was asked about the 2017 acquisition of ID atchdog (IDW) by
Equifax. Gates explained in May 2017, he was contacted by oi CE0,[_]
[J and oftered to purchase warrant options which had, or were about to
ETT. Gates Filled out some paperiork and vas supposed vo wire funds to 5,
Pay for the warrant sprions.

Then in late Hay 2017, or early June 2017 ot Gates
to teil hyn about the pending acquisition by FRETFer antes
eerametor 1a sions aorTTT
careenent TORTS TOIT the information.

FBI(190v1278)-2418
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Gates could not recall if[  Jtold him his wire had to be in before

Re ata mat mow it that was why. caves was tor bymTohat tne

Gates as asted when ne spokewith Jana what he
toolJabout the acquisition Gates Sad FE WRI to look
through Ts Communications to determine if he spoke with]
[1] cates thought he met with) in person. Gates thought he

Gates had toraJehat he hoped Io would sell. over the
cours of a fou month TeadTng up to the acquisition, Gates had told [ J
[that there vas a potential purchase.

had one conversation with Jeary on. Gates thought[|
andtalked about TON.

Gates "definitely had several conversationswithJabout
"positive things happening" with IDW. Gates did not know if he ad |
ee specifically about tho acquisition by Sauifan before it was

Equifax acquisition and before the public announcement, he "definitely"

would have spokenwithJabout the news. Gates stated he would ue

FBI(19cv1278)-2419
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bs
7a
wre

Manafort told Gates he was going to relay the above information to
[but Gates did not believe Manafort ever did this. Gates never

Telayed the information either.

United Kingdom
Gates lived in London from when he worked for G-Tech. Gates

also lived in London from while he vas working on 56
the Pericles deal. It was SaSTer To Commute To Dkraine from london than _ bom
from the us.

rr]
bebre
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accepted Lf the funds vent tovazd policy Lesues and not directly to the
Cimpatan. Gates Claritied that nis mers said at neast 51t of the forerdn
Fores was to go torere pedtey tame,

1] bE<A
Gates explained that most of the large donations to Trump came into the wie

Inaugural Sums. wa of oe donors Be vies v5 Foreign coupteten. Ber
example, Anthony Seatamicct had ties vo Chiray Ciege vas ouned by
Venenueta andpo tC Ties to Ukraine. Other donors nad
Connections 1o TS TiaTe Zant, Sastern Berope, Chins ams
evemete. Gates was von specifically sears of any domers being provies
for foreign donacions-
Nanagort Criminal Activity

Tn 2007 and 2008, Gates believed Manatort androhestrated a
donation fromJto John McCain's Presidential Carpalgn. Gates we
petieved the RET REE fron tone acceunt to : Es
believed Manafort andl worked on this with Last
mane uneocaliod (10) TTR borked on the Hetain SEPT

—
Gates was avare of the "troll farms, but he referred to them as

wavavaran, nen Saves worked on Ureaimian campaigner it wes common £0
RG ATNGUNEI

this was used on both sides of the erections in Diraine.
Neither Gates, nor DUP were involved in the social media aspect of

canpaiane. Sn Sreaine. na 43 not get. ImueLves ith avETRER
During the Trump Canpaign, Gates was not aware of the use of

avatars. However, thate ues discension of how to get tne message out nto
Tocial media and create a bute on Facenook, Titres and Googie. Combriege
Fralyticars bolting daca identified target groups and then social media
Cttasch was done to target those groups apacitieatiy. Gates wes mot
are of any targeting done by Russians.
oxner
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UNCLASSIFIED Fete .

FEDERAL BUREAUOF INVESTIGATION
Ducat 06/13/2018

Richard Willian Gates III uss interviewed by Supervisory Special Agent
Attorney Andrew Weissmann and Senior Special Counsel Attorney Greg Andres. be
After being advised of the identities of the interviewing parties and the
nature of the interview, Gates provided the follwing informations

Bark Contacts:
Gates stated that and ad oe

relationships with many Banks. Was another contact at the re
banks tied to paul Manafort’s (Gates didn't recall the
name). According To Gates, business transactions went through]

1sGates stated thatCe rotstonanigswn) &
be

Gates was asked about[J4 yas not aware of BI
[Jnisicading documents 5 BU Fis

ne
{At this point Forensic Accountant] entered the room.) b1C

spate

ns

Gates 38
stated that Reince Priebus was aware of this, we

"UNCLASSIFIED 7Fove—

votes D2/Z0/7010 » Washingion District of Columbia, United states (in rerson
File # Ducdmfcd 06/11/2018 b6

1 BY
oT FEre———frsvstie—
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‘Jared Kushner to try to clear all payments. Gates estimated he last spoke bic

journalist was looking into certain allegations at the time. The goal,

we
people in the Trump team, suchas |

we

Gates stated that he was contacted 1 % weeks ago b: ee

The day Gates pleadedguilty, [Jcontacted hin and stated bs
op tary fs son ATTeens we
the Trams Inauguration who now works ath] The TW Tat spoken a Tow

UNCLASSIFIED/7roue- FBI(19cv1278)-2426
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for Gates were Thomas Green,[Jotsialey

heating with Congresonan Dana Foheabacher (Ghaisean, Houseen meer
SOa Lis10% 5 Shed«suissosemisoskuitetues
cong Rehabacher i open minded on Ckraine. fe is prepared te visitrr ELema oe er LnSerneeEe rin

1] and Rohrabacher in March 2013 did not relate to Ukraine. bE

Ss» Vesbioghn, Srirks 00Sle,SolpndSes(ture)

Iemre
10 distributed ousideyourages. FBI(19cv1278)-2427
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Gates tated ne made a mistake” in representing his conversation with
[ater expiatned that in 2016, unen Hanatore and Gores vere BS
working to respond to the FARA Unit, Manafort told Gates the meeting with se

nebtamaches Sie mgt LIOLYE CoveEIations sbeut Utaine. Hemegort sats ne
Tes going to tell re and Rohrabachor did not. talk
out Dreatne.| SUESTTRETIRI UR not true.

£01 Cater the meeting ment finem. AL that rine, neither NenafelETT Wh
[ions Caren tha Oheaine was not discessed ducing tne meeting.

ws

7 se=.
sneray Today

Gates acquired 1,750,000 shares of Energy Today stock fron[]
[granted cates andthese shares a ue
Tome E EE Government relat iors TE TT public reracions (28) work 2,
Gates and| were doing for oneofJcompanies. Gates
Claritin mma 2 an tresses Tr ERaEEY Tosay and the snares
Granted to. Gar TAL ere a portion of LorTotock of shares
ov tr wim er TEE aosen sachs wie SSSI ae v0 Toes
Cotas omer,
ne — cet

vsYe
cates von Goeey Teta wee = puLienily Leases cpg, wt ve GE wt

this the anaten. vodka amine o SnThiRG. SOTTAY aEser acting the
hares, the avec eoreificaves mere secasied due to a merger or seme rind
of change Inthe compan. Toe svock certificates wore mposes to be
Teinnaee, but Gates never received hem back and did nov. voow har
Happened to them. Tater, Gates learned there were 1390s on Energy

a at waa
The GR/PR campaign done by Gates and]for Energy Today was part

government outreach and part media StTatey Energy Tesay eles of ne
Corpantes. in the oil and vechmology ndusery and they mired] Jens Se

FBI(190v1278)-2428
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and Gates were tasked with targeting these states' energy contracts. Ly

Gates did not know Energy Today was a Cyprus based entity. Gates
thought Energy Today ves tocated in the Us:

Gates and [aid not do much work for nergy Today. Gates recalled
Looking up sa TRtotnation on who ran the eresey equiatory deparements Sh
In Catitornia and Texas, mt nothing beyond thar:
he stock certificates given to ates and Juere issued to the name ye

he

Gates deposited the certificates in or around June 2013. Gates did not
now exactly now long Brier ve this he seceived the certificates, but he
believed it was not song.

fromm. aves explained that STS TESST VAT HoT TeTIy WoTeR Tht Tome we
because there was ho trading activity, therefore Gates would not have A
been ale to 3611 the stock because snare was no Duper. There vas no
Trading of the stock outaide the four were The geal wes te tare EEE
Te Bo © sateen Yoen wo sot. SHEP oid lite Loe Cai Sn
Understood that they comld not sell the stock and they were evpected T5
Hold on to it for a period of tine:

When the stocks were recalled, they were supposed to be reissued to GB
Goring hovnt Tha rea reeLli foes ht Sar 8 EAE Ba
out with the mor ouner Of Energy Today TT TRu+s why the stocks were =
rover reismmed. [oats he woutd tare care of it, but he never
Siar Gates. reveT STIRS up with Energy Today.

Gates recaied aging the new owner oF Snesty Toduy ves oes
strapped. ET Tioposed to. invest more. in the. sorpanys but ata 25;
moto 20. LETTE El1ieved thin ver the cause of the Salting ort.

and [Jota not have a written contract for the work done with
ECTS Today. This werk was separate from anpehing Caves or BE

[did for DMP. Manafort was not involved in GB Consulting or Energy weoT.

FBI(190v1278)-2420
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y

y

[Jad foreion partners in their businesses, but
Gates was mol aware of any foreign contributions to US political campaigns D6
through te er their companies. Bre

dtees, sn —unersoureigl ities I. £92 YB pupies 98» Soins
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so. As a result, this business never materialized. b7c

Cw >

we

Jas brought on to taxget both Republican and Democrat members of pg

y

”

>
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us

Cates id nor recall naving o conversation with [Javon ve
wren. ] =

ne

vayment with stock
Gates was asked Lf he had ever received stock, ox shares in a company

in Yiu of payment other that described above. Caves stated no was
ettares [companies but that deat never 38
Patera TITS SEAT SRT TS the navives 110. VA.

Gates was asked if he, Manafort or OVE had ever received stock, or
shares in a company in Ties of payment for services. Gates expiained that
John Hannah LLC. had a stake in one of Jompanies called

SET BEER pyetack. vanatort
Lect percentage of the conpiTT

ns

”

"te

we
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© watchdog

Gates was asked uhat. the conection bates]nd 10 matching

from 3011 untiL 2016 uhen Gates was asked to resin because of his ork on

Investment was approrinately £900,000. Gates put in $350,000, Conon put

FBI(19cv1278)-2433
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warrants in IDW. These warrants were from investors who had pulled BE

rf ©SSFtakSERELTEAET
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note to 2016. The extension agreement involved interest paymoncs above

ve

present. In or around May of June 2017,[  Jealled Gates and ms

To 1a Gates they wore moving torara an acavisition by
pany a cares in otaet to consummate the deat, they
vote in favor of the acquisition. [|said he vas reaching out to

"01d Gates a range that they expected the purchase price to be

In August 2016, the acquisition by Pauifer finalized and Gates cashed

we

ws
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1] 2%

"A

Gates was asked Lf he notified anyone of the pending acquisition of TON
by Bquifar before the information was made public. Gates initially said
AHA Soi go i
notifies nia brother and his dad.
Gates]ned oricioalle acauiveq shares in to in

2011. Gates did not know if still had those shares in b§

2017. we

”

Gates did not tell anyone else about the Equifax purchase.
Gates received tuo letters from the Securities & Exchange Commission

(550). The Eieet vas in Novenber 2017 and the second in December
2017. Gates belicved tho letters Wore sent to all ION board members. The
Firat letter asked TON board members 3f they Knew anyone on a Jist of 28%
50 people. Gates identitied two people he know Exon the iat:Looe] ne
1LGHAArvsmall

”=

Gates statesJuas the only person he told about the pending
acquisition of IGT WET Gates learned about the acquisition fron weGates could not recall for sere if he BG
eo TT TRTER hs tne purchaser.

Gates and[had discussed IDW throughout the years. In 2011, pg
[Trea shares in 100. Gates did not know|] bre
I
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Gates did not cel nen he received the List of nanes fron pg
the s5c. Gates has AST TRIE Niet te

[0 ates said he kewl] but had not had any
TESTI TI Tiling the felevant Cif TERE, Gates 010 not tell the BA
SEC thatboth were connected to] cates
G56 nor tei The I TREE|obo TR TER ion before
+ was public.

Gates did not know 1€[J..quireu shares in
ID betore the acquisition CREST TTT TIT TROT TOT RINLo] 36
[nad made o£e any shares they may have purcRESEd. Gates
TE oT ata Tish either| LC tia patter

Gates was asked Lt he acquired any ow shares in TON after learning of
the acquisition. Gates stated he did not.

Gates was shoun an email dated une 14, 2017 between Gates and
se

[Tcontacted Gates several days in advance of this
TTT Tim nie wartans were svout 0 xpive. Lohata bt
Gates needed to exercise his right to purchase the warrants prior to the bd
acquisition by Suita, but he had a Limited ine to do that LoJoaid
the windon for Gates to evercise nis Tight to purchase had bec STCSded:

at the tine of the callwith [Joates was no longer a board ember,
but he had warrant options from previous years, some dating back to bE
2011. some of the warrant options were about to expire and some had BTC
expired in 2016. Jrold Gates he was allowed to purchase his director
Shares. even thoid TE Tas no longer on the board.

»eSe
Gates thought [Jeontacted cates after the warrant options had

expired. Gates recalled saying the board was allowing him to v6
exercise his options even though they were expired. [said another BTC

FBI(19cv1278)-2437
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Dacor 05/11/2018

Richard William Gates III was interviewed by Assistant Special Agent in
Chargelind Special Counsel Senior Attorneys Andrew pg
Weissmann and Greg Amares. Gates' attorney,[of sidley Austin bre
138, was present. After being advised of te TIRTEIC OF the intervievers
and the nature of the interview, Gates provided the following information:

Gates stated that he has had his present mobile telephone since ve
December 2017. He gave his previous mobile telephone to] His phone 3
prior to that vas provided to]

August 2016 Meeting at the Havana Club:
Gates Stated That Fe Tadwe Previously read the 6/19/2017 Washington

Post article, which contained a statement from Konstantin Kilimnik
regarding a meeting held in New York on 8/2/2016. Gates stated that
following the 8/2/2016 meeting (which vas held at New Yorks Havana Club),
Gates spoke to Paul Manafort regarding a subsequent Politico story about
St. The author of the Politico article, Kenneth Vogel, had emailed a list
of questions to Manafort. Manafort forvarded these questions to Gates, who
answered “no” to all the questions. Gates admitted that he lied to Vogel
with Shave Tespumes. He tart been avmezed 1 one wih Find dh abot Gris
necting. Gates stated that Jared Kushner became angry following the
Politico article, unsure as to why Manafort would have such a meeting.

While Gates claims he can’t recall many conversations with Manafort
regarding the 8/2/2016 meeting, he did recall that Manafort asked him if
he (Gates) had received any telephone calls about the meeting. ns

mn
oe

ates 9 ToT TecaTI vheTher Fe or anatert Tested EO
RiTimmik once news articles of the meeting surfaced.

Gates noted that the 6/19/2017 Washington Post article quoted Kilimnik
that he and Manafort spoke merely about unpaid bills, a general update on
the political situation in Ukraine, and general news. Kilimnik insisted

'UNCLASSIFIED//Roue

wotpsonen 03/01/2016 4 Washington, District Of Columbis, United States (fn Fersom
wl inne ome

idetora tesotosF.1d od3py gr
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res there wes me SLommasion senting polities in the U.5 or the

Pasting. Caves believed that Harafort assumed pe. (Cates) would not saynrihing abo the meeting dus to thelr history together.

we

DNC Hack/Roger Stone:
Gateswasshown his telephone toll records and stated that the majority

Gates stated that he had been told (including by Shonda rat) thatRogar Stone remained in Freteent Contact with bynald Tarps even ter
Sine CEEioiuity aft the combatn. Gaver hinseLt was Reese on severalcormions In vehicle with Teun shen he. (Fp) wesls seleEhone Store:

The sssue of Hillary Clinton's emails was discussed frequently amongst

rising 33.000 snails. In a conversation vith Vike Fiyen, Flymn statesThat a. sr seme 018 operatives no mid be able v0 Sev chair Ronde on

Stone (at same point) told Gates in a telephone conversation that

Teiaen Resende on GuceLfer to cates. METCELRIALY tue 0% these Sas

That Stone had been Correct. Gates noted thats a fev Guts prior to the
acres

UNCLASSIFIED//Peve- FBI(19cv1278)-2440
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(0/#eot®) Interview of Richard WilliamCommaro0o Sates 111 on D3/01/2018 pe 3 of 4
not, the release of the emails would help both Trump and]

Manafort himself had
ast ties win] R Orrainian consultant tied BE
to the DNC had previously held a round table discussion regarding
Manafort. Gates had emailed] about this, to which he replied
that he had “put out the fire For mow.”

Bs to the DIC email hacks, Gates and the team decided to run with a
Story that a DNC insider had assisted the hack of the DNC servers.

bs
Gates added That Stone spove To Boh Steve Bannon and v7

Sichasl Cohen frequently.

(NOTE: Supervisory SpecialAgent[ entered the room.) be
we

Gates stated that there vas a fear that the RNC had been hacked as
uell. A two-tier strategy was developed. In the event a hack of the RC
had in fact occurred, the Trump campaign would seek to separate itself
fron the RNC. Gates had telephonedJat the RNC, who stated that,
uhile he had no details, he believed The FRC had been hacked. However,
they had successfully ‘contained it.” Gates believed the IT staff at the
RNC had successfully linited the leak. In the event the RNC had not been bg
leaked, Gates stated the canpaign would start ‘ramping up” to get various BT
surrogates talking about the DNC emails. In fact, a Rapid Response Team
(RT) was established to get the message out. Such surrogates as Rudy
Giuliani (who Gates believed got the 'go ahead! from Trump himself)
started getting the message out. Jared Kushner, meanwhile, had a more
measured response, as Stone alluded to more material being released.

Throughout the entire matter, Manafort told the campaign that ve
a
v7

Departure of Manafort:
—FoTTowing WARaortTs exit from the Trump campaign, many within the

campaign advised Gates to distance himself from him. Following the
election, Gates worked for Tom Barrack. Manafort would call and ask about
topics such as a proposed Cuba policy, inauguration tickets, and letters
regarding FAR filings.

June 9 2016 Meeting At Trump Tower:
~The ornIng of67T9720T6,"Family meeting’ was held at Trump Tower

UNCLASSIFIED/#Feuve- FBI(19cv1278)-2441
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on or around 3/12/2018, special Agents Jad] 5
and Special Counsel Prosecutor Greg Andres interviewed RICHARD "RICK" Bre

sarsonst sackproumd
we
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we
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on greater risks.) vs

.
Gates set up stradella and other companies.Jeet wp a

[or antes sex up) businesses.
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Torro Interview of RICK GNTES 3/12commana 5008 on SHINS gy 3 of 11
rericies
Sericies was working with Pegasus on setting up an opportunistic fund with
DERISASKA as the primary investor. The company went aceive in ApEiL 2007.
DERTEASK vanted Pericles fo meet with his company, 3 Invest, so GATES
Sraveled to Moscow GATES Investigated target LaILTies for Pericles:
Dorion vas the final decisionmater us=A

DERIPASKA's lawsuit in 2014 came as a totalsurprise] Jame back bs
with multiple answers about what had happened, but after the deposition, bre

nothing happened.Lo Jrater said that sorething sas filed in the
Capmans vo. a1scont Toe TT Lavauiv.
[rp—
Se payments nade to Mallet Antiques vere for the purchase of a painting
ox ntmtnge-
New Leaf vas a landscaper.
55 vas a rug company.
sig picture Solutions vas a home audis vendor.
Rian Couture payments vere nade to purchase clothes.
Cyprus

GATES went to Cyprus six to eight times to meet wit] ve
Co hs Gant aa eet ctsevnere in PE
Fraps To Cana: business. GATES! (ETSI TE YOR always coincided with
a'trip sumevhere else meathy:Lor)outa make reservations for
GATES. in Gypras. GATES. pard. fo TRS TERvET en his tu American pvpress
or Chase credit card.
GATES and MANAFORT went: to Cyprus together one or two tines. In 2007,
SARATONT ares GRTEE vant vo Soren 10 me vp bark aveotnta They set ep 4 ne
Conpanias for political work These included tiakora, LOY and Global onHidhay, 411 of vhich Listed WANAFORT a3 the beneficial owner.[|W
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TCT Interview of RICK GNTES 3/12
Cotmnstrponor 12018 ou 03/12/2018 py 6 of 11

ws
bas

Tn Tate 2015, MAUARORT started working on loans with multiple US banks. us
WANAFORT to10 GATES he was taking out loans to helrl oo Tuith his we
pniness. at ome point in Site. GRREORT pet. gp Rie TEFTESEer property
as cottatera) to belo with business

JANAFORT Accountants and Bookkeepers
Tn 2010, GATES was a Lot more involved in KAVARORT'S © u
provide tracking information and answer questions from of =
KiC. At one point in time, GATES mel Jand FEIT onion ©
Street.
wo asso ad[TT fecurns. ”teen ere Later replaced by Jana[7]
There vas an fesue for the Citizens Sank loan that NANARORT's income
nected To be close to the prior year in order for VANAFORT to quality for
The Toan. 2 this tine, NAVAFGRT nad no money coming in.
GATES backdated at least one letter to the banks for MANAFORT. GATES ed
chine thatLines about MAAORT's fraudutent loans, but that se
[2nay oT ave had direct knowledge of MANAFORT's fraud,
WANAFOR® workgd with ora er reat estae
Telated work. TTT eT Fetace SET IT TAS been close to
Maro for £ToS ETRb. GATES never net[Jin person:
[Jxeot smmronrs books at First Republic Bank. be

[Jia not have mach awareness of outs work in ukraine (ED).
ox 1 mmatd 5/2/2004 4:27 i fron Jeo antes
[Fran a 2au firm in cyprus that also had an accountancy arm. ve
FSET Thru Law, businesses dere required to. conduct an anna! A
drt of thats scoot in addteion to then tan ot as
the point-person for this work. outside of Sr at

UNCLASSIFIED//Feve FBI(19cv1278)-2448
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comnts Se on SII py Tot
In 2011 or2012, foewitoned his audit fim. ve

GATES provided intonation about the following companies from the email:

voua ave peer Gncener

oRMIANGU.[ Teigned the contract for the loan between Telnar bs
and DMP. bre

1 bs

Tre oviren transfer referenced "eomputersn in the transter detailsSecatee Ueeainians. cound. avoid aving VAT bY caLLing semeching a mgood"
computers to Novirex., had flagged this payment for review (NFI). LA

iierien ty.

aTE Teserbied TETRA ohres analJeouts

Cyprus did not consistently enforce tases til in of around 2012. ALL

UNCLASSIFIED//Feve- FBI(19cv1278)-2449
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Bedel and Dresler were companies xr another be
poneonpo aed]

scmmor noms
When MANAFORT had a contract with RINAT AKHMETOV, MANAFORT took the be

_
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Contmaionat3020r 12018 on 03/12/2018 py 9 of 11

SERIPASKA vas affiliated with Burasiezi (FD)
DERIPASKA tried to get into the US aluminum business and had specifically
Cargeted Alcoa
The deals that DERIPASKA brought to MAVAFORT were alway
and politics. DERIPASKA was more interested in politics] be

DERIPASKA never asked NAVAFORE to do anything significant with regards to
Ukraine
WANAFORT"5 outreach to DERIEASKA in 2016 vas related to VANAEORT's plans
To Toten to PATEL conauItiny ATR the TenPaiye:
EX 2 Email 3/2/2012 5:47 £xom NANAFORT to GATES

iling GATES to have GATES send the attached contract to bis
or Sane Jewte wig whe soneract- e

ALL wizes went through] To transfer money from one Cypriot
account to another, GAMES ROTIT STATI the amount of the transfers the name
CF the company, the name of the bank and the Purpose of the transfer.
GATES woula often go back after the payment Was made to create an invoice
for the clients

vsINve
Money arrived to the banks as both USD and Euros. NANAFORT vas happy to
Feceive payments in Euros due to the favorable exchange rate.

weThetvea set up accounts in the Grenadines. te
EX 3 Email 3/16/2015 11:01 A from GATES to] and others
Twice per year, NKESB would send DUES books to Jno would assemble
a list of questions for NANAFORT.

ue
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Wn accounts regardless of who was listed as the beneficial owner ba

In or around 2012, [Jaued NAAEORT in Hew York. The same attorney

[Jef the law fim, Schlam, Stone & Dolan, with an 3IFesS OF 26
Broadway, New York, NY. MANAFORT'sS attorney,

—— we

of money coming in from CyprusL___Jad contacts at other banks and

I———

1] 26

|] .
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Ridhn WTIoam Gates TIT uns interviewed by Assistant Special Agent
in Charge and Special Counsel Senior Attorney Greg b6
Andres. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and ic

oversess Travel:
NOTE Gatesprovided three expired passports of his for revier.)

f—
DES etated that he and Hanafort had a number of Ukrainian
‘paymasters,” to include Rinat Akmmetov,[7]
[J among the items the group worked on was brokering a truce between bE
Vivtor Yanukovich and for the 2020 elections in the bre
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(o//#o%e4 Interview of Richard WilliamConimtonorsone Gates ITE on 3/16/3018 On 03/16/2018 pu 2082

Jared Kushner:
Gates SEated that he had first met Jared Kushner in late March of 2016.

At the tine, Gates and Kushner were on a flight with candidate Trump.
Gates noted that Trump teased Kushner. Kushner soon became the de facto
campaign manager, with an ability to get Trump's ear.

Gates described his relationship with Kushner during the campaign as
“friendly” and “a close working relationship.” Gates noted that he had
been warned by Tom Barrack to be careful,[1] ue
[____Isarrack provided examples to Gates of past Instances when
Rashner had screwed over business partners.

Kushner spent a lot of time at the campaign offices, and seemed to get
along well at first with Manafort. While the relationship was strong at
first, eventually Kushner determined that Manafort couldn't keep up with
the fast pace of the campaign, and had not done well in his television
appearances. Moreover, Trump and Manafort could never seem to ‘gel.’

Gates stated that when Chris Christie was brought onto the Trump
campaign, Kushner never publicly commented on it. Given the past history
between Christie and] Gates stated that Trump and Kushner BS.
agreed that Christie would never serve in the administration.

In August of 2016, when Manafort left the campaign, Gates believed that
Kushner had, in fact, “put the knife in him.” Gates believed that Kushner
had some sort of conversation with Manafort in which he strongly suggested
he (Manafort) should step aside. Following Manafort's departure, Gates
believed he still enjoyed Kushner’s support.

Gates last saw Kushner in October 2017 at Café Milano in Georgetown.
The two discussed Tom Barrack. He has had no contact with Kushner since
that day.

beripaska’s Visa:
bs
a
bic
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

owaton_o4/28/2018
TT

Supervisory Special Ment (598)[om] ASA anor be
Special Counsel Attorney Andrew Weissmann and Senior Special Counsel Attorney Greg we
tens tine pr Sivion <8 2h Sometiieg OF fon Sonaietirbag Stein rs SoA
nature of the intervie, Gates provided the forioning nformationt
ee

The £izst tine Gates traveled to Russia was in late 2007 of eacly 2008. Gates
tina Bohn Sas bs mses oh Shoes Cor oeAETS

AA ey,PW
Tavest anpioyees in Hoscow tegerding the Pericies TROTROTTT TT Fevting was b8
scheduled soon after Oleg Deripaska and Manafort decided to create and fund BIA
Porites.[om Juas zesponsible for organizing logistics related to Gates’ bie
noeting #iTF BE Tvest, However,[Ji not attend the nesting. Manafort
Pucposeculiy exciodedloe]trom TRS Reet ing because Jas not aware of
The’ amount. of money WITTE TTT Tnvested in the Porictes, RT TRTiors wanted a wail
between nis PoLLt Leas mock Port forse and his financial wack port foto

Gotes met with the following B-invest employees at their Moscow office: [J
STTTA Tra Toa Ti Paiovios invorrvat ooroers weet
Considered (1) telecoms (2) reas eatate - focus on odessar (3) pharmaceticeiss
(0 agricuituses and (5 media companies:

seAoprosinately two Lo three month lates, a second nesting was held in Hoscon onhich Gates attended. Gates speculated that he Liaveled from Ukiaine to Hoseon BIE
FA ATA TA rtBog BeAerio
Stiateay. pick the Lop Five investment vacgers and agces on funding for

EH A eRRT Tog Teter Tr
this meeting. Gates did notmeetJdusing this trip.

At approxinately the end of 2008, Manafort directed Gates to attend a thizd
meeting with B-invest sepresentatives in Hoscon. AL this meetings Gates was
Sivised by B-invest that the Pesciies was being PU on held and chat no capital
cortribusions were Sing to be nade By Deripests. Gates assumed Ranafort had
tends neacd this trom Deripaska.
caine

i. . 4 Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Person 3conn 93/10/2010 - . oe
es canis 00272010 7B
»
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1] bE*
Gates sent taiking points to [Jon hou to respond to media inquiries

cegasaing Hanacost Gates DHE" WoT Tr DRTaine[oo]

we
te

Gates undezstood that [nad business interests in Malaysia and that he had BS
a relationship with the Malaysia Prime Minister which dated back to at least 2012 bic
When Trung played SoLf with the Meiayaian Prine Minister.

sores BONE ot mene BI ral eR Wn Tain vate Tons

Gates advised thatTJasked Gates to help hin resolve the 1HOB issue
between the Malaysian FoVeTRent and the U.S. governments [stated that he

ani 25 ve any wth Sensi Btu so weirs {TTL So
nd asked for Gates® advice on the best way to deat withTrump.[oo] was
Sena Sant he as Son Sars ar amore nas sa TET ait
Tt Seats an rie Iotta® aa oA vn He SAAT A oe
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issue. the[Jrzunp neeting lasted approximately 20 minutes and it was past bs
of a larger meeting. Gates recalled that General Kelly attended the meeting and bic
The Eitan Lome discussed aL the meeting ves whether Secretacy of Stave Fiiiersen
heuid ve fired.

Gates was shown an email between hin anddated 03/05/2018 which had
i Pointe sonarding 0B. Gecos ieee TETRA about tha LBB inoue. som

CE eee sont Tal sheer ener oe werner onPos ero
Tote inveresta. ateirlroid Gates that theHatersI EEIED Hiniores was
Coming to mashinavens boc. ETE: that the brine Hinioteraml Jeese
Supposed to meer woth Shangfe]asked Gates vo help him ressTT TRG ob case pg
EeCouse of Gates’ history wATTRGTIodpe of how to deat with Trump and ne ented Doe
Gates: advice on who sia BLthin the Trump administration they shouid Lak to
zegazding the MDB case. suggested meeting with the National Security
Ravioas, Hoh Hevastats TIT TRbs aid not chinkLo]cout gov a neering with
HeMtaster prior to ———Jneeting with President Trenp] also suggested
meeting with che SECITRy of Seaver Rew Fiisersem por TTT tvircd cour 11
wiih be a. ween of iva 40 L61h tu’ Tiiiereon beemite TromD 418 rer irwiete him in
a tn:

Gates was show an emai zon[dated 07/08/2017, subject “Haiaysia
Saiking Pointe “Fineie. Gates STREET ha has reves seen this emai
Laibie, Reaacding miles pein br Cuted Stayed he rus nok Andee of any atLempl byEEEco mnicate sith secretacy Wilbur Rose. Gaves staced that Rose had a| BE
strong relationship with Trump from their previous business relationship. Ross x
Served and Piored « proninem core on the Complanrs Busiasss Advices

Gates was shown an emai dated 01/05/18 tilted "PH: Rick Gates: Zaiking
boinon. Guts advised thatloJranted vo undorotand the beparinent of Sustice
500, interest. in the. 10h CATER that these mas mor admiRLELrat on: Gates
£22a1 Learned of the Losue becesen HD and the 000 frat] in sepuanber
3007. Dorin: this Line period. Cates was working nithTon other business
Interests andlor ora nin that the Haieyeian Prine HITTSTS: wes in town to
meer with Tent] wanted Gates advice on how they shouid dead with Trump
ot eens ARTEL tai ornare outs in dom. bstbancater 200m o% Bute
mr easaotears 20 saa cat An seins ne in te ioe.
vith Werastas prior to CHTTERELRD with Trump. [oJasked Lf he shouid toy to
Seheduie a mooring with Re Tiiieroon Gates afTTEST RL Lt would be a neste of
Vine because Siiieceon was not nveived in foraien delesation meetinte: Gates
Stated he 41d not have any specific knorledse of DOJ'e, of any ether dupariment of
Petoon in the Trump adninistration, Position regarding HOB. Rather, this wes
Cater aosesanent based on. internet revearon be. conducted on WDB. Goes never
Spore to anyone in the admin iaviaLion or stan atienpred co roach Sut £0 anvome. in
a ton co Sa et waiet eatitt oo ve
Ghratn information show B03.
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Regazding the "Satking Pointe" in the 01/03/18 email, Cates stated he drafted
the tatking pointe in sonsuitation with] Regarding busier point number
Gates stated he was. hot actualy working TCH anyone at DoJ of the NSC, and chat
the entirety of this bullet was false. bESe
ae 13:13, 55a] and special counses Attorney Zainab Ahmad joined the
invervion, MTT AEorook pis SF the intervie and It mill be
GoomangEl 8 § separate 300. FTE, Sohne Smad oft the imeervion
and SAL resumed taking notes.)

Sstion sdvtoon that sues 65 the Chatman tn Waid sense 1s Shae wa 10
feat suiatedy in plyce ta contact parties at the DOJ or the Noe to find
rerstetion. Coia Gates chat the National Security Division (ND) of DOJEY 3 Division so) wewas cospons Te ToT handling this issue. Regarding the SCH statement in tne BE
email,[advised that McMaster attended the meeting between Trump and the
Fa1araTT TT Minister and they acmumed that ne vouid be the somiact at the NSC

Ragu dtog the shaborsnt, £0 tulint guinh 5 weabing with he asstebsnt, stivesny
qenerain, this was a reference to Rachel Brand. Gates stated he never reaiiy mad
Teeen vn Sead amd roves PHASE oe

Regarding bullet point 3, Gates stated that it wes accurate that he had
discussions wih the president shout SHoB and the president stated he was
committed to Setting the issue zesolved.

Regarding buiiet point 4, Gates stated that roid hin that the president
Caid the Heiataten Prine Minister that he WencoT TS Tee hin re-siected ond enced BE
the 1MDE issue resolved. Gates advised that if the IMDB issue was not resolved it bc

Could pose a probien for the Prine Ministers re-eiuction. Gates stated that he
inderotod that the Prine Ninister reached outto Lo]ror assistance with the
Sion Loman. Gates 41d not know Lfor]uas bein FATA by the Prime Minister for
his assistance wih the WB Sesuer

Regarding the roterence to io bution point 5, Gates stated that was a
Slt Po ore STITT] oad a contact a

he oo TTETE nad acesas tol TET TORReto)
WR ww

rr];
Gates advised that [was a big fundraiops for frump and that is why he was

bic vo sehedeie pers MRbtings with Temp. aan Ty
Coboheipedlo] abtain access to Team. vasCe chdTmmET on
Traptlicen NCTSTAL Commitiee. (RI)- 1s

In approxinately Febsuacy 2018, [Juoid Gates that he was no longer we
pursuing the HDB Lepue with Trump LSTTTR *iaiking Points" plan that he and Gates

FBI(19cv1278)-2450
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azacted. [Jstated that he never heard anything more from Sump on the SOB
1aoue and FEET on pursuing it any further.

Gates aid not know c[Jnad any discussions with Attozney General Sessions
<egarding 108,

for his services. Gates is prorTATFY TTF Taito on how things work within pg
the Trump administration." The advice Gatesprovided[related to 1MDB was BIC
part of the services heprovided Lom]

Gates stated he neve had any conversations withzegacding FARA of its

Gates knew that[ Thad previousiy plead guilty in a criminal case but he
did not obtain or CIETY wy specifics sole wis ceininal ote or how
TOT TC RIO ET ST I eI I ST TS Tee FIST
Foon Thesis TAIT in 4 wrinine: ave

FBI(190v1278)-2460
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
owas 03/28/2010

Present for the interview were SAL senior Assistant pe
Special Counsel (SASC) Jeannie Rhee, SASC Andrew Weissmann, mn] bic
PtSo et ting advised of the otFTSTaT
TTT of ti ~TOTTI paras os Som saons oF Wor ebeentoty
rs Sonia a Tey Me

akon Fink Sound She TED SITLAR VaR oh GF SHU HALA 3 2%.
St wai oe Sree ve Sr Soh ta:

ogee Shine biped buing Tusk HARAIOLE Ske She THVTD SRIDRIED Sere
Stone speciatized in media strategy, while Manafort vas the van on the
en Se ee El Sat St Sif Crt Lats Sl

CO
PT

ve

w
rr -

wea-
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bs
b7A
bc

bs
7a
b1C

JEROME CORST

Gates said Jerome Corsi
bs
<8

[Trump had read Corsi's book and enpressed an Interest in
meeting Corsi. Gates said he got similar offers for meetings everyday.
Gates opined the aforementioned meeting request occurred prior to the
Republican National Convention [Note: the 2016 Republican National
Convention occurred July 18, 2016 - July 21, 2016].

bs
7A
1

MICHASL COHEN
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(U/ Dowel Richard Gates Interview 03/21

Gates advised Svome and WigHaL Coen G13 mot have a good relationeni
which was further poisoned byl]relationship with Cohen. Gates bs
Said despite his desire to havs 3 ToTIT Tole in the Trump campaign, Cohen we
vas never given a position. Cohen's ork with the Trump Organization
largely prevented him from working with the campaign due to time
coratraintn, Gohan hong bard bu Trumps Svante GRTf of Staff. Goten
vas disappointed to not be offered the position, however, Cohen thought he
ould SLL tain & role in Traps sdwinistasion. Gates advised Cohen
Left the Trump Organization to become Trump's personal lawyer:
cmumrIDeE mvaLyTICR

Gates, Manafort, Parscale, and bE

ETE TECHS TRE TOME ng Cambridge Analytica (CA) did for 57

newe
Se

ne
iete

wen wait Th wan wiimaety TesterTe aR aa Uh wt
decision was supported by Ivanka Trumps| Jand Comay- Be
Fabrizio opposed Ch. Parscale and Gates TTT TOT EFT EH but vere
overruled by Kushner.

newea
oe
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bs
iy
ie

MICHAEL FLOW

Gates was shown an email dated] and provided
additional detail.

be
ba
wre

ROGER STONE PROJECTS

bs
iy
ie

Be
ba
wc

bs
oy
we
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2oawe

»iawe

Caves sata be never Sntectactd WIth nyene Wo worked wide stoner ner
J 5,
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date _oa/18/2010

Richard Willian Gates TXT was interviewed by FET Supervisory Special .
er Resistant Special Agent in chargelorot) =

TT Tenion Special eunsel Rttormoys. Andten HeTSTaM and Greg
Somer Rirex being adviced of the official fentities of the. interviening
parties and the nature of the interview, Gates provided the following
Sorormation:

indicate that had worked with eau) vanatort ana
on ere re ”we

Tn 2014, Davis Manafort Partners (DUP) started winding doun, havi
unsuccess411 sougnt to assist Opposition block eforts in Uiaine.

”te

seus: aac entinas| Jur cates to son asiions w
investors throughout Burope. LCTEST htlized his contacts in Burope, as =.
111 aa the. Lave of tus credits For Fin imostnenta, to Find investors in
Ukraine and Great Britain.

cates urtezstooa trata asoitionas separate projects ne was wor be
contiior with. fe ats at TEE Point meetln oo] a forme] We

'UNCLASSIFIED//FOUS

worse DTI + Washingions DISvEICE of Colbie Unived States (in rereon)SEES vashington DistrictOfColumbia,DnitedStatesUnberion)a] ois 3201 be
e"

remTReSTeT GT
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Gates stated that he last spoke to we

A,
[1me letter is marked with an “A.")

ror eo + pease eefmen

wr),
1 or

PT ——
,

or sonreon oe om oone
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nto]and Senior Special Counsel Attorneys Greg Andres. After be

CC .
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MCLAUGHLIN was on a subcommittee of CPAC which GATES said he could find by bic

looking at open sources related to CORST.
[7 They had no discussions related fo the hack of DNC emails

a document. It was information held by specific people like[J bs
1 we

»
BIE

ee
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(U) Third party companies like Fusion GPS had suspectsources. Jwas
Clear that all the information they recieved vas public. Gh7ES BEE not BS,
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
ower _otss0/2018

RICHARD GATSS, was interviewed at 335 B Street sv, Washington, D.C.
Also present in the interview were SSA] Senior Assistant be
Special Counsel (SASC) Greg Andres, and Assistant Special Counsel (ASC) we
Naren ZeLinery. After being advised of the official identities of the
Interviewing pertics and the natere of the interview, GATES provided the
following information:

GATES was shown a photograph (enclosed)ot] ms
[—Jand asked if he recognized the person shown. GATES advised he did
TS Teinize the individual in the photograph. GATES vas then seed it

ST
CST ToT PSPS Seen RRSTIRGS TO COEARR Mon GRAFF directly. Most
Citem GRAFF would foreard these requests fo GATES.

GATES advised JARED KUSHUER and JASON GREENBLATT took the lead on
campaign matters elated to the Jevish community and nanted GATES to set
Ee Sewioh contition to supper. the Campaign. GATES said KUSHNER
mentioned Israsiis dulte often, GALES Secale hearing the name WALID »ePAKS. GATES further advised[had numerous private He
Conversations ith SONALD TRoNF SS FOSTERS

GATES sald JEKOHS CORSE was offering information on foreign
contrioations 0 the HILARY CLINTON campaign. GATSS said Corot seemed to
be a staple and hung around TROUE TORSR often. GATES recalled Cons:
Calking about CLINION's missing spails, but not WIKILEAKS. GATES said
STONE was often pushing the NIKILEAKS narrative. GATES said in the May
Tune 3016 Sinetram, CORSE indicated he had domestic resources, in the
United States, sho could get access to the snails. According to GATES,THOME Liked CONST, but did not mention CORSE in relation to. the missing
wails.

ne

'UNCLASSIFIEDA/FOUe-

- CiTTs/z0ns oy Weshigron, Tisviiet of columbia, nited svaves in verse ueel i Sz Ne
<4.
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FE7 i os mis smI
meetings involving KUSHNER, RETNCE PRIZBUS, [] STEPHEN BANNON, be
KELLYANNE CONWAY, and JASON MILLER in early October 2016 involved bcEE Cl TEI Ber TOESTOETELIeTA5FrSEESL SSPTBLLEySLTSnELSTheenBLSTTRETRIFE StSTEntee gsoF SLSTUESeSE ST
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(omreower Richard Gates Interview 04/15
Contmminotrorar /2018 on 4/19/2016 pe 3 oF 3

know exactly when. GATES recalled BRAD PARSCALE telling GATES the campaign
wanted to know how mich more was coming.

GATES advised BANNON was "tight" with STONE. STONE did not tell GATES
he had spoken to BANNON about WIKILEAKS.
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—

Richard Willian Gates Tf vas interviewed by FB: Supervisory Special pe
Agent]and senior special Counsel Attorney Greg Andres. After br
Sein FETTER ST he official 16emtities of the interviening parties and
Che nature of the intervies, Gates provided the folloring information:

fo 2017, at the airection of cates ans
[eeerm eer Thea TEE se
EE TETE TEER. to ives in Siaoe

neSe

ne

ne

mee T/LS/20I0 + Weshingion, District of columbia, vrives seates (In resemDA/A9/2018uWashingron,DistrictOf Columbia United States (In Ferien),
wl 1 ot S2472015_ bowe
Wlrr———————————————
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
omer 06/05/2010

Richard William Gates IFT vas interviewed by Assistant Special Agent in
chargel7 and special Counsel Attorney Greg Andres. BS
After SoTrg S3vISed ST The Identity of the interviewers and the nature of
the interview, Gates provided the following informations

Ledgers/Accounts:
Cates STaTed That he met on one ogeasion at. Paul ve

Manafort’s home. GatesbeliSvea TRAE vas on the company’s b7C
health care plan, possibly listed as 7 SFPISTeST

ve
wre

be
wre

Work with poroshenko:
“I70T, ToTIonnG the departure of Viktor Yanukovyeh fron Ukraine,

there was chaotic interval (from March 2014 until December 2014) in
“hich Manafort vas retained by Petro Poroshenko. The tuo eventually split
over a financial dispute.

rs
te

ne
se

'UNCLASSIFIED//Fose

wotpsonen 05/24/2016 Washington, District Of Columbis, United States (fn FersomSJRa Tachinston,DiovrictOFColumbia, DnitedStates(nfener,
we owes 95/08/2018
» 5s

wrehidecote ieosinorottoFL.eet Prreot es 4att
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f—
“Tes recalled that Paul Manafort had asked him to reach out to]
[orion to nis (Gates) guiley plea ve ontein docaments perteriTR TS
TERT which iLtustrated (in Gates’ .cpinion) that it nas a Legitimate us
inion. en sendin ow lon ne outont sebbring a
Sever 7016 terver Manafors 2olToT oom the peparteens of Fovbive and
in hers 2017.

In June or July of 2016, the Associated, Exes sap an article discussin
Sree TTT SETTIie fh wehe

ushe
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Charge Special Counsel Attorney Greg Andres, and bE

Forensic Accountant] After being advised of the identity pic

Gates stated that Paul Manafort divided up funds amongst]

w

engagement letter was signed with thatcompany. Jnad accounts in St.

.

.

forwarded to DMP by for Sergey Lyovochkin who is be

'UNCLASSIFIED/ fRove-

”
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Dacor 05/23/2018

Richard William Gates ITT was interviewed by Assistant Special Agent in
charge tee ttEE ial Counsel mtarneys Gres Andres am 2%
Brandon Van Grack. RFTer Being advised of the identity of the interviewers %
and the nature of the interview, Gates provided the following information:

Throughout the spring of 2016, the Trump campaign sought surrogates to
speak on its behalf on various topics. By mid-April 2016 principal among
these were Jeff Sessions, Larry Kudlow, Rudolph Giuliani, and Mike Flynn.
Gates described Flynn as the “chief surrogate” of Trump who traveled with
the candidate often, including to several rallies in the South.

Gates could not recall anything about a 6/30/2016 meeting between Paul
Manafort and Flynn in New York. Gates first met Flynn in person on the
canpaign plane. Gates had previously emailed and telephoned Flynn and] 8
[Jresnraing campaign logistics. bre

Gates could not recall a specific telephone call with Flynn on 6/23
[20RD when vn stun on eneil Sete SALEITY hotmen Bion wil] a
Coorong = Sorgen oukl, sene® obimd Si ways og te 2000 %
FTa%e to coordinate logistics. Gates recalled that Flynn had discussed
contacting consultants on matters such as opposition research, and sought
to identify additional surrogates. He was unsure whether Flynn discussed
social media matters.

Upon being shown a one page document titled “The Mediaveter,” a
business proposal on social media, Gates stated he “vaguely” recalled the
document, but added that everyone was trying to bring their oun contacts
and proposals to the campaign. Gates stated that Brad Parscales handled
the bulk of social media work for the campaign. Gates stated he did not
recall meeting with a company at the request of Flynn.

Gates was present on the campaign plane when Flynn spoke to Trump
regarding his views on the ueakness of the U.S. intelligence agencies.
Gates believed Flynn was personally bitter for having been fired from his

UNCLASSTFIED/fReve.

imcsigtonm 05/03/2010 Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In person) BSwie
ried Ducdnied 05/07/2018 178
»
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o/s Interview of Richard WillianComrise Sates 111 on 05/03/2018 pp 2 of 2
position at DIA during the Obama Aaministration, while Tramp had a
Teqative view on inteliigence capabilities following the attacks of 9/11
72001.

Gates stated that there vas talk amongst the campaign of foreign
intarteronce, a was Gertain that Fly hed influence don Tee
thinking. Multiple tines, Gates recalled, Trump would respond to a
question on security or foreign policy by stating that “I talked to Mike.”
[______Jaiso spoke about the issue of foreign influence. A business 4
STTTToT Cambridge Analytica pitched Working on such matters in some ead
capacity. Gates added that there was an idea among the campaign that the
hack of candidate Hillary Clintons emails was orchestrated by Russia.

Gates recalled a trip on the campaign plane prior a 7/27/2016 rally in
Miami in which Trump vas watching television when the issue of Russian
interference was raised in the program. Flynn spoke up, stating one couldn’

necessarily believe the intelligence services. Flynn advised Trump to
wait before taking any action or followup comment. Flymn stated that he
“had people” who could identify how to get the missing Clinton emails.
Gates noted that Corsi and Roger Stone had also claimed to try to do this. »
Flynn, Keith Kellogg, and KT McFarland all opined that among the actors e

wha may have the missing Clinton emails included North Korea, Russia,
China, and possibly even some U.S. sources. Gates added that|
[Jas = transition vas subsequently set up following the election,
TCTTEved Russia had the emails. Gates added that not one piece of evidence
on this topic was ever produced by any of the individuals claiming to have
knowledge. Gates stated that Trump, while not giving a direct tasking to
seck the emails, did indicate “fire.” Gates stated that the question of
Clinton emails came up on additional plane trips. One of the conversations
also included the advent of the phrase “lock her up.”

Gates had no interaction withJauring the campaign or the
Lead up to the inauguration. ThelF TITS TIFGTRGtion was post- IA
proto ve

Gates stated that at some point between the campaign and subsequent
transition, a bill was paid to a Flyn-affiliated company (possibly Colt).
{NOTE: The documents shown to Gates were placed in a 1A.}
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date 06/08/2010

Richard Willian Gates III sas intervieved by Assistant Special Agent in
Charge REBL Counsel Attorney Greg Andres. se
After being advised of the identity of the interviewers and the nature of BTC
the interviow, Gates provided the Following informationt
uly 2014 Tncerview:

TESTS STATET TRAY he was previously intervieved by the F5T in uly
2014. A the tine, the 0.5. DoJ nas werking with Ukrainian authorities
Cranining the movenent of assets oy Virtor Tanukovyeh. Cates was
Intervicsed Tira, fovlored by saul Manafor. Gaces stated that he
provided the interviouers with names of accounts and individuats ne dealt
Tien in Okeaine.
oe:
Bytes reiterated that the principals of pavis Mamatert Partners (VF) pg
verel Jana autManafort Lo held no equity in ba
tne’ FITTERSdescr ined himself $7 IT ETSI STIR. He received wo bie
Fron the company dering his sine there
rain:
~~ Juas oMe"s principal when they first entered into business in be

TIE Tm, rl Ss, Se
handle Grrainian matters.

Gates stated that the Party of Regions was a successful political party
in Orraine for a Five pear strerch. Sergey LyouschEing Chict of Staff. for
Yanikoryen, was among the partys teaders. Lo uae considered
en Ln tne arty handling naiomeide. corpo: "
Gates nes a fou tines while working on the campaign of

Sree 2 Fe tines as nel.
Gates stated that Kilimnix vorked in the Mescon office of the

International Republican Institute (FR0), shove stated goa was to foster
democracy #5 & NGO which enfoyed bi-partisan support: Jom Neowin ves a
Chatman. of the TAT.
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Actinet vas a DIP company in Cyprus. Bade was owned ty]
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
omar _o8/13/2010

Richard Willian Gates III wes interviewed by Assistant Special Agent in
ChargeEeSpecial Gouwtsel Attorney Greg Andres. ue
Sern TT TITRT TTT Doing f vis tfveavinrvin 308 90% nabsts of
the intervien, Gates provided the following information:
gonvnstes
EREast being interviewed, Gates spoke fo agee tines
eploptopulapping

Stes he at von we vea re samvesetises TTR TINT

Tre vast Gres withenged # buh vin with Bevd Desnesin vet Tiny
sad £1 5 aeons Cie my tie Bevecentan Bebe Sumaties. TTY.
ec:
[————Jand wiley-Rein were the legal representatives for the LA

_
STSes identified Antes as a Bahamian entity tied to Paul Manafort.
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puss 08/04/2019

Richard Willian Gates II wes interviewed by Assistant Special Agent in
Charge Jad Special Counsel Attorney Greg Andres. vs
After being advised of the identity of the interviewers and the nature of pic
To Eriarrase Sahes Traies Te ARMS SARA
— 5s

Tne eenanras
Ieee——1]

ER—— ve
Job, he believed, was dome by Fo] 17 rested: bc

'UNCLASSIFIED//Fo¥0

morgane GS/IL/2018 4 Washington, Dlsvrict of Columbie, United staves (in Ferson)
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Dacoteu 06/26/2010

On Wednesday, June 13, 2018, Richard Gates appeared at the Office of the
special Counsel

Also present were Senior Assistant
SpecTaT Counsel Grey Br Fmares and Gates' attorney, Tom Green. The be
following information was furnished: »e

Since his last meeting with the Office of the Special Counsel, Gates has
been in contactwien]
Gates could not recall the name and/or ever meeting[J
Gates acknowledged he was aware of

bs

CC }

UNCLASSIFIED//&88

\metiaionon 06/13/2018, Washington, District Of Columbia, United states (In Person) be
we[1 omcantes 06/18/2018 breflee
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Ducoremy 07/03/2018

On Wednesday, June 20, 2018, Richard Gates appeared at the Office of the ve
Special Counsel in preparation for 7]Rio present were Senior Assistant
Special Counsel Greg D. Andres and Gates' attorney, Tom Green. The
following information was furnished:

Bs
Prior to pleading guilty[  Jeaul anatort]rola cares mie
he had to be careful with Ris new attorney, Tom Green, Became|

vanafort and Gates wereborn | bs
wre

Rs far as Gates was aware, DMP International was 100% owned by Paul
Manafort..

Gates stated Manafort directed him not turn over documents in his
possession relating to the ECFMU, Podesta and Mercury and to destroy them.
Gates did not comply and kept copies of them on his hard drive because he
thought they would be important one day.

Manafort knew the 30-day email retention policy as stated in their FARA
submission was not correct.

UNCLASSTFIED/JERR.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
owt _on/18/2018

on Thursday, July 5, 2016, Richard Gates appeared at the Office of the
Srecial counsel

The following pxFerien vas Foren
Since his last meeting with the Office of the Special Counsel on July 5,
2015, Gates nas been in contact with regarding a potential be
news article about Gates, in the NY Times. iC

Note: After approximately two hours sh[Jileft ana] bs
CC jeacown se

ue4
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outa _os18/2014

eri we To SEE STE
SrevaTier, E55 TSU SE WW, #900, Rashington, 0G. Also present were %
hasistant Deputy Chief, Asset Forfeiture floney Laundering Sections 00d, ban

and attorneys for Richard Gates,[orpraLe]
After being advised of the identity ST TS TrEarviening Tgent and

TIT Trvre ot the Intoreias, Goes oriind Em Forwonne. Fotmento
Gates stated that he was employed by DIF International. Gates stated

that. he originally worked for Davis Hanafors Partners staZLing in Sepvemer
2006. Gates stated that[oe]1ete the business irlJand the ne
Company vas renamed OW TTESTTRETSRAL. Gates stated that Te provided He
PlAToal 41 anpeian Cwmseliang seevives So inernaviunal pelTLivel
Candidates. Originally the company provided these services ta US and
foreign candidates, but by 2006 the Pajority of their vork vas with
International cliente, incluing candidates in the htaine. Sates stated
that they also worked on parlismentary elections.

Gates stated that in 2006 he vas hired by Paul Manafort to develop a 4
party Topas In Ukpaive est vas besos on Vester piesTome. =

Gates agded that
TE Tore ve Tr Teron

Cy
Gates stated that Paul Manafort (Wanafort)vas a strategist and he

(Gatos) worked on structure. Gates worked on the day to dey strategic
documents. Gates stated that the principals of DMP were Manafort, himself,
and Konstantin Kilimnik (Konstantin). Gates stated that Konstantin was
Fessian sition we 1ived in Grreine and vorked on the dey Go SayCherations of DUP in Ukraine. Konstantin had worked for Davis Manafort
before 2006 and is Still employed by DIF. Gates stated that technically he
is employed by DUP but he 1s net an employee. Gates stated that
Konstantints Job was to interact with party members. fe was their person
on the ground in Kyiv.

Sates stated tak when they needed vork done on  cumpaiyn such 25

mmm ST/02/2011 + ashingion, District of columbia, united states (in rereon)
Files Ducdnnea 07/09/2014 re
. we

esren 2B epSRR tr
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Comirace in wested. Eeen « proposal, Gates abeud tra. a1thondh che

oleonires vas. the campaidh mamas For Vicker Samirovsch in S010. TheSater of Regions SULLY exit mo Hanatort and Gates nelped develop theSenate. Tovetopmens. Eaceys whieh vas a poutges ane nove progressive ports:
Gates stated that the Party of Regions was only designed to serve the

i eerameion and covered obi the gions of Shane.

Gates stated chat in his position he worked with mid-level people. x
[7] was on the rarty of Regions. Manafort worked with theerr Sheiate.

Gates stated that he net Rinat Abknetov a ov tines, not in nectingss
weGates stated that ho aiaseer Jono or threo tines. #0 Bon

Gates stated that they worked to get the Ukraine to sign a deal with

wothed with thom at. Roast tuite. in 3510 after Tarsrosren es s1ectes.
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us
Gates stated that Paul Manafort vas the boss of oie. [ata be

not nor about operations in Urraine.
TRL, the International Republic Institute, is a US bi-partisan group.

National Party not a regions party. From IRI, Konstanin Klimnik was the
person on the ground for NP in Kyiv.

Juocieq on the tizst canpaion as4] net as an ne
employee. Jrorked for Manafort prior to Gates working there. »7¢

Gates stated that he and Hanafort didn't really work for officials, but
at wean Sot Aen Stl 98 Pediarse Mver SD Fin Shoe abtcint SUIEY
vice. Gates stated that they were mired as consultants ro assist ith
Canpaions and they thoy transitioned off of carpatns and inte proviaing
direction on policy matters. Gates stated that they provided suggestions
on western reform poricies.
Gates stated that they worked with Sergey Lyovochkin , Yanukovychts Chief of
Salt on devising a political agenda between 2010 and 2014. After 2014
re roost Ls Hae 22 Toernt or wortre eat

A

Gates stated that they vere directed to open accounts in Cyprus because it
was Susior Tor the cendidetes To pay Them From & GYETISE sepeunt vo
Cymrion account.
Gates stated that invoices for campaign assistance were paid nto the
acount. in the name of Teciere in Cyprus.
Involces for policy advice was paid into Global Endeavor account in Cyprus.
Teinar paid into this account

Gates stated that the oligarchs would pass the hat to collect funds to
Pay for the work DHE performed on consulting proposals. Different campaign
Projects were paid into different accounts. Gates seated that pecsle in
Uieaine dia nok vant other candidates vo Know whe was working on thelr
Campaigns.

Gates stated that shey were told to open accounts in Cyprus for ease of
payment. He was ford it woud be easier fer DWE v0 be Paid From a CYPEior
etount to another Cypriot account. Gates stated that they used stancard

FBI(10cv1278)-2497
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English common law contracts and the fee was included on the contract.
Then they would invoice the customer fo payment.

Gates stated that Bletilla Ventures Ltd. and Leviathan Advisors Ltd.
vere used to invoice for services. Gates stated that Lilred LLC was used
for Paul Manafort's investments. Lilred LLC was not related to DHF, only to
Paul Hanafort-

Gates stated that Yiakora Ventures Ltd was set up in Cyprus and was
associated with HP. Gates added that Loav Advisors Ltd was also associated
Vith Mb. Gates stated that one of the conpanics was set up in Virginie
Global Endeavor was set up in St. Vincent. Another company, Jeynet was
also set up in St vincent:

Gates stated that Hanafort did not have other business interests in the
Ukraine, only political consulting and policy consulting.

Gates stated that there were no real estate investments in the Ukraine.
They looked inte investing in the Underground Nall, but they did not invest
In it. Ghrainians wanted US investors to invest in Ukraine real estate and
industries: "

te

Gates stated that Rinat Ankmetov mt we
he added that not nany Ukrainian olGIFS te

Gates stated that he met fomer President Victor Yamukovych on to
ccnassons, Gees FoaTd Tames soot FenevEiie wh 42a wet ave any Tiret
Rand knoricdge about his criminal activities.

2sGates stated that he never met[and did not have bre
any information hort hin.

Gates stated that, from 2005-2012, there was the same "group of
player in Ukrainian politics. By 2012, "the Family" members were being
Erought into place in government positions. Gates stated that things
changed in 2012. Gates stated that people close So the Yanukovych familywore oeing planed in ey Goverment perbions: They were the mborereh
Clan. Older established politicians were being replaced wich Tandkouych
Family members.

Gates stated that he never met" Gates heard that ve
[Cehanized at) the deat {TORTS BE Te ever had contact with
To

FBI(19cv1278)-2498
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Gates stated that he never met Sergei Armuzov[7] se
— ie

Cotesstatesthetne set work Bogietwice. enceatabusiness nner.endSLI eneeee Sr rneeaiissaa
CotessatesSon nepee w

Gates added that he met Twice while he was wieee
Gates stated that he never met] w
Gates stated that he knew that was a member of the »7Cwm em
Cotes ate Sha $nonder 0 sce he emselection, fans osSEPatic sea

Re A meeFase Csen I I LT IieeSm raeSS aSn
Cotessate Sha ne neve me Victor shone, and856 no hinBa
OO
cates stated that he knew that] Juss a nenver of ne BS

Party of Regions. Gates aig not MERRY TRIED LoJousiness aeT
atesstatesonanpesis norsoos] 3RS— we
Corer meatstho Global Hishusy£84wae4SECompany. Aetinet TeasingwoeSTI pre tyveRE
Coea hat Bu Hobbin va organ see fox working on
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elections.
Gates stated that they never had any contracts with] bewe
Gates states that Sergei Lyoavochkin contacted Manafort and they met

with[1Lyovochkin was a behind the scenes quy. ve
wanted To Be ETS Western. Gates stated that] =
works with wanted to improve Tis wage TW
Manafort and Gates met with with a few of FIs mew and a
translator.

be
<wie

ve7aes

Surnsia 21 is a US based think tank in Sastern Europeans trying to
establish themselves on the international stage.

Gates stated that he had no knowledge of
[cates stateo that they pitched ideas tJ our tha ne ve
TESTER their ideas. Gates stated that Titroduced them to BTA

was the point of contact related to bie
romked for Gates stated That Tamatort aio not

Fave any other deals with
Gates stated they only worked on political consulting after That point.

Gates stated that he ha no knowledge of Ukrainians investing money in
the US or moving money out of the Ukraine. Gates was not involved in
lobbying in Ukraine and did not get involved in business deals. Gates
Stated that he vas never approached to move money fo the US. Gates stated
that the accounts they had were used to receive payments for services.

FBI(19cv1278)-2500
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telephonically by FoI Special Agent]| rer contracto __] bE
Lroeciar counsel prosemuiors Frare Weisoman and res we

the Presidential Inaugural Comittee (PIC). Gates sas not involved in the

»

»

Gates did not like or get along withJune initial bs
joined the PIC, she got mad at Gates because Gates did not wx

»
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Subsequent to this call, Gates sent the writer an email with a series b1C
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Dacor 10/16/2018

on Tuesday, September 11, 2018, Richard Gates was interviewed at the law
offices of Sidely Austin, 1501 K Street N.W., Washington, OC 2005. Gates
vas being interviewed pursuant to an ongoing cooperation agreement entered
{nto with the Office of the Special Counsel. Present for the sntervieps LL: : pervere DOJ Senior Financial Investigator] £61 specta Per FL
agent posistant United states REEOTRe:

od from the Southern District SF Wen ToT an
FSToaS OnTET TEREST FormerNat tonal Security
Division. Also present was Gates’ STCoTmey, Tomas Green. After being
advised the identity of the interviewing parties and the purpose of the
interview, Sates furnished the Toiloviny Informations
Note: Prior to the interview commencing, AUSAL_ reminded Gates
that he had to be truthful with the interviewing parties and at anytime he bE
wished to consult with his attorney (Thomas Green) he could do so. Gates b7C

verbally acknowledged that he understood.
Skadden Report Background:
Gates* initial involvement with Skadden Arps and the subsequent Skadden
Report was when Paul Manafort (Manafort) contacted Gates about using one
of their (Davie Mamafort Partners) Ukrainian funded bank accounts in
Cyprus to pay for an independent review of the imprisonment of former
Ukrainian Prine Minister Yulia Tymoshenko. To the best of Gates’
reelection, Henafyil vag Gub Ir contact with Grey Gnglg gE Shadden Arps
after speaking with] Gates was unsure wh: referred bE

© 9 v bICCraig to Manafort.
Skadden Report Media Strategy:
Gates recalled Craig initially agreed to be involved in the overall media
strategy, but FTI Consultants was subsequently hired to handle it. FTI was
referred to Manafort via Craig.
Craig went back and forth on his role with the overall media strategy, but
eventually agreed to talk with [of the New York Tine. Tt was  B8re

UNCLASSIFIED//&B8—

monies 05/11/2010 Washington, District of Golumbiu, United states (In remem py
4 tc 09/17/2018 be~ owed we
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TOTES Richard Gates - September 11,Commer sore 2000 on 09/11/2018 pe 2 0f 12
Gates' recollection that Craig mentioned having a good relationship with

uhile at a meeting in IX. Craig believed his relationship with be
ould give them a shot at a fair interview. BC

When ETI ultimately drafted their initial media strategy/plan, it had
Craig playing a more active role, Craig pushed back, but compromised to
reach out to a few media and political contacts.
Gates recalled that a few United States Legislators were contacted prior
fo the release of the Skadden Reports however, he could not recall who
they were. Initially Craig was willing and felt confortable reaching out
to these elected officials, but Gates was unsure if he ever ended up doing
50. However, Gates said Manafort fold him Craig contacted people
identified on the list of contacts.
Alex Van Der zuaan vas a Skadden Associate based in London and vas brought
on board because Skadden needed a Russian speaker. Van Der Zwaan
Ultimately becane Craig's right-hand man in Ukraine and reported directly
to craig.
Gates was unsure why Skadden didn't file under FARA, but recalled they
hired FTI because Craig and Skadden didn't want to be involved in a full
blown media strategy. Gates recalled Manafort telling him Skadden was
going to look into whether they needed to file under FARA.
Gates recalled having approximately two one-on-one meetings with Craig. He
also attended meetings with Craig, Manafort and others in NIC once or
twice. Manafort had more direct/regular interaction with Craig: however,
Gates would regularly receive downloads from Manafort.
Emails/Documents Shown to Gates:

Tab 11 - Gates was shown an email chain with Bates stamps SAU 020823 =
020825 which vas a conversation between Gates and Van Der Zuaan on May 1,
2012 with the subject "Re: Call". Gates was unsure the origin of the FR
information; however, he believed this was around the time FTI was hired.
Tab 21 - Gates was shown an email chain and attachments with Bates stanps
SAU 021116 - 021130 which was & conversation between Gates and Van Der
fuaan on July 17, 2012 with the subject "Project Veritas - Comminications BS
Strategy".Jvas Gates’ initial contact at FTI; however, he was we
replaced by JoTATRAN Hawker because he|Juas difficult to deal with.
Gates was questioned about the Skadden Report Strategy Section starting on
page 5 of the attachment. Although the Report was not yet finalized, Gates

"UNCLASSIFIED /EB8—
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TOTES Richard Gates - September 11,Committe 2018 on 08/11/2018 pe 3 of 12
said Craig provided an outline of the project to Manafort. It was around
thie time Manafort vas pressuring Hawes to finalize the Media Plan.
Gates said it vas "aspirational the Skadden Report would conclude the
trial of Tynoshenko was valid. In fact, the Skadden Report did not
conclude the trial vas valid.
The journalists identified on pages 9-10 came from Hawker and FTI. It
vasn't until later on that Craig advised he had a better contact at the NY pg
mines] we
Tab 22 - Gates was shown an email chain with Bates stamps SAU 021132 =
021133 which was a conversation between Gates and Van Der Zwaan on July
18, 2012 with the subject "Project Veritas - Communications Strategy.
Gates said the reference from Van Der Zuaan that Greg andlJuantes BE
Hie Sr APRA #2 Guten THenELy Lrveieed he epetart CoOTIET Far
Der Zwaan had with each.
As it related to his conversation with Craig, Van Der Zwaan told Gates
that he sat down with Craig to discuss the pian and he (Craig) had
concerns with the overall intensity of the plan:
As it related to his conversation with] van ber Zwaan told Gates bs
[——Jwanted additional people added. Ed

Tab 24 = Gates was shown an enail chain with Bates stamp SAU 030158 which
was a conversation betweenGates,[J Hawker and Van Der Zwaan on July bs
29, 2012 with the subject "Re: Media Plan". Van Der Zwaan requested all pC
discussions about the media plan be sent via private email. Van Der Zwaan
indicated that after speaking with Graig about this arrangement he felt
nore confortable with ic.
Gates was also shown an attachment to Tab 24, a Memorandum fron[Jt ra, 56
dated July 27, 2012 with the subject "SA Report - Media Plan (Bates stamps sie

SAG 030154 - 030157). Item number & in the Report Release section
referenced briefing a small nmber of international Journalists in advance
of the publication of the Skadden Report. Gates sald at this stage they
Vere Still having discussions with Craig on what or What not he would be
willing to do, Those discussions ere prinarily between Manafort and Craig
and Gates would subsequently be briefed doun by Manafort.
hs previously mentioned, on occasion Gates communicated with Van Der Zwaan
and Sawer via private snail. They ales communicated via telephone and ine
person. Gates sald they would use private emails to send draft sections of
the Skadden Report to the Ministry of Justice (HO) and to also highlight

onciassTETED/fame FBI(19cv1278)-2508
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OTe iehard Gates - September 11,Committe 2010 on 08/11/2018 pe tof 12
changes To the Media Flan and Report. Tt was Gates’ understanding that van
Dor Zwaan was sharing all changes am updates with Craig. The private

through a Skadden server. Skadden wanted to maintain the perception of
Iran
Gates never had a conversation with Craig about the use of private emails.
Tab 25 - Gates was shown an email from Gates to Van Der Zwaan with Bates
stamp SAU 021141 on July 30, 2012 with the subject "Call". Gates assumed
this was in reference to the revised Media Plan. When asked if Craig would
nave approved Van Der Zwaan furnishing an advancesdraft copy of the
Skadden Report, Gates said absolutely.
Tab 34 - Gates was shown an email from Gates to Van Der Zwaan with an
attachment with Bates stamps SAU 147989 « 147994 on September 19, 2012
Vith the subject Merer. Gates said the attachment vas a memo written by
Manafort for Craig following up on suggested changes to the Skadden Report.
Gates was questioned about the Harvard Club (NIC) meeting between
Vanafort, Gates, Hawker and Craig. Tt was his recollection the purpose of
the meeting was to push for the finalization of the Report and to discuss
what Craig would be willing to do as part of the GR (Government Relations)
and BR (Public Relations) rollout. Prior to the meeting, Manafort and
Craig met alone to discuss Craig's assistance in the rollout. Manafort
told Gates and Hawker he would be able to get Craig to agree to do a few
things.
The actual meting at the Harvard Club lasted approximately two hours, of
Which 45 minutes was spent discussing the Media Plan. In the end, although
they were unable to get as much assistance from Craig on the Media Plan
rollout, SEaly agrees to provide an advance Gopy of the report amd brief
it too Jou Times). Gates said it was critical to have what vas bs
perceived to be a neutral article written by a prominent media outlet like wie

the NY Tines.
J name came up during both at the pre-meeting and the actual bs

eins, Gates said the reason forLo Jana the Ny Times was for se
perception right out the bor. Gates TosaTied Craig saying Lf he used
[Che could help guide the story and set the stage. While Craig never
Srpecred the article to be 100% positive, he wanted the Report to be taken
Seriously and to not be considered a whitewash.
Tab 95 - Gates was shown an enail and attachments which was a conversation
between Hawker, Manafort, Gates, Konstantin Kilimik, Craig and Van Der

'UNCLASSIFIED//188- FBI(19cv1278)-2509
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IRichard Gates - September 11,Commer soo 2000 on 09/11/2018 py 5 of 12
Zwaan with Bates stamps FTE 003805 = 005834 on September 23, 2012 with the
subject "Documenta™. The documents referenced included an agenda To the
Harvard Club meeting to discuss the proposed media plan. Gates confirmed a
copy of the agenda was distributed to everyone in attendance at the
mein. Gates Teveiled they went through every Them on the agate to
include the role of Craig. It was Gates: understanding Craig felt more
comfortable talking with politicos (GR) on the background of the Skadden
Report more than he did With the media (PR).
Action nunber 7 on the Master Control Grid called for the "Engagement with
Bloomberg". Gates believed Craig volunteered to contact Bloomberg and it
was on his list of items to dos however, he doesn't think he did.
Action Number 6 on the Master Control Grid called for Craig to meet with
[antLo Gates did not believe these meetings ever took place. BSre
The SA Report Media Plan Overview proposed leaking a copy of the Skadden
Report to the Bloomberg Bureau in Washington, DC. As previously stated,
Gates believed Graig volunteered to contact Bloonberg and while it was on
his list of items to do, he doesn't think he did. That being said, Gates
said if anyone would have Leaked the Skadden Report to Bloomberg it would
rave been Graig
Action Number 21 Master Control Grid called for Craig to brief the
Ukrainian Commissioner for Human Rights. Gates did not recall Craig
premarin
Action Number 22 Master Control Grid called for Craig to Brief[Jand bs

[__ Jocates recalled craig agreed to do this prior to the Rarvard wre
TIE TeSTIRg. Ae previously stated, Gates did not believe these meetings
took place.
Action Number 24 Master Control Grid called for Craig to engage with US
Media. Besides the NY Times|] Gates did not recall any other US be
Media contacted by Craig. wx

Action Numbers 25-30 Master Control Grid called for Craig travel to
Brussels and Moscow for roundtable discussions. Gates believed Craig
agreed to do this prior to the Rarvard Club meetings however, he said it
mover took Place
Action Number 21 Master Control Grid called for Craig to engage with US
Political Stakeholders and the UK Ambassador to the US. Gates could mot
recall if Craig ever did this.

oncLassTEIED/fame FBI(19v1278)-2510
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TT Richard Gates - Septesber 11,comamortmta 358 on 09/11/2018 py 6 of 12
ne of the documents attached by Rawier was the ProjectVeritas - Mester
Guestions and Anaeer Document. Gates sald this document Was prepared bYHeres Eat the Wo3 and wowld have been discusrcd at the meeting. Gates
could net recall if Graig rated any concerns it.
Tab 40 - Gates was shown an enail vhich was a conversation between Havker,
Gates and yan Dor Tuaan with Bates stamps SAD 076067 dated September 2h,
2012 with the subject “Problem. Gates 4id not recall what the proslem was.
Tab 41 - Gates was shown an enail and attachments which vas a conversation
Snstesn fics Scie FiaTors wi Gta woth Babes meotien T3 S006E% 2rd
50026701 ~ 026710 dated September 24, 2012 with the subject. "Draft
Tetain. Torse SHE She wrth As Sn wii Set Oe EYL)
the Harvard Club meeting in an effort to shore up the Media Plan.
Gates vas shown an email chain with Bates stamps FTI 004504 - 004505 dated
Seprenber 2425, 2002 which was a conversation metween Hawker, Craigs
Manafort and Gates with the subject "Draft Messaging". Gates believed

Craig had a follow-up call With Hawker and he (Fawker) them Sent out a
revised Meta Plan.
Tab 96 - Gates was shown an enail chain with Bates stamp FTI 002246 dated
toe ae HORE mates wp a Horace Babont Saat af Shae
Gates recalled one of the. issues Marker needed to discuss With Craig was
the validity of the Tymoshenko Trial. The NoJ vented the Skadden Report to
Say the trial vas vaiie.
Tab 42 - Gates was shown an enail chain with Bates stamp PDG 0045001
Which vas sent by Gates to Mercury and Podesta on September 26, 2012 with
The subject miceting hgendan. The body of the email referenced a meeting
agenda for the BG Consultants (ercury and Podesta) Gates said Mercury
nd Podesta. had better comections for outzesch to US Politicians and that
Hetcuny wowld provide thelr secommendations for media outreach.
Tab 98 - Gates was shown an enail chain and attachments between Gates and
Hawker with Bates stamps SAU FTI 001365 - 001395 dated September 24, 2012
with the subjece "Documente. The documents attached vere the Project
Veriton Media Plan as modified after review by Mercury and sodesta: []
Lo etonbers, was ident tied as a Us foucralist to receive a backEEnd
TITEL uy P11 ant shmtdon. Outen believeclseinane vee fomizhes bole]
[but that it might have also come from Craig. Gates said there was bie
Te ToTecence to the NY Times because Lt was alreasy in the works and they
Sides vant. anyone to know about the NI Times, ve. include Mercer and
Podesta. Gates recalled having discussions about this matter with Mamafort
ond Raver,

UNCLASSIFIED)frm FBI(190v1278)-2511
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LJThera Gates - September 11,Cotman So on SOLES 7 ot 12
Gates was questioned about the names of US contacts identified fo bebriefed (Bates stamp FTI 001392). Gates believed farsy Reid and RichardDarin vere. inched because Graig had a past relationship with shen.
Gates recalled Crasg saying he wuld seach out to them: The other contactsme. Tor Sameer eres atone art Suen ven were shes vere ovenoriares.
Tub #5 = Gates was shown an email ant attachment Which vas a conversationbetneen ker, Hanafort, Gates and Kiiimaik with Sates starps FIT 00373827005743 dated Ocriner 2, 2012 with the subjast Master cridn. cates
“hated the avtachmens was the Saropsan media rollout. According to Gates,The messaging wouid say che Skadden Report vas independent and determinedThe Urrainion Goverment 414 sone things. rion and some hints wont:
Rowover, the Skadion Seport voila not svat the Government vas totaily intoe Hones
The Domestic Strategy as referenced on Bates stamp 00ITT42 was 4 referenceothe Ukrainian Domestic Strate.
Tab 97 = Tab 45 = Gates was shown an email and attachment from Gates to
Hawker with Bates stamps FTI 007384 dated October 2, 2012 with the subject"iabai - Rokions®, Gates dentifid the atrachad dvcument as the DOConsultant (eroary and Podesta) Media Flan. Gates recalled at some point
Mereuey and/or. Bodesea Supressed some hesitancy to use the NY Tinesbecause they 416 not. Shim 15 woud be a Positive article:
Tub #8 = Gates was shown an email chain which vas a comvessation betweenVanafort, Gates, Rasher an KELimnik with Sates stamp PIE 003133 datesGetober 51 3055 vith the subject mapdatan. in she email Hanafort requestedear of the ost recent Media Plan and eferences that Go (Greif) as
Coming back tom the Middle East that day, Gates recaited craig anil] 3%
shared a client in the Middle East and were there together. be

hen questioned about the delay in releasing the Skadden Report, Gates
Tecalied Craig sabes them So held-oft se he Could Arienbt to inierviowTomoshenke. agin. Gates alos Fecalied the NOU had ome concerns with she
Shadotn Report and there vas talk shout shen not releasing it. PodestaF120 had concains with how she Shasden Report weiLa be Perceived im the US.
Ie vas also around this tins Mercury was looking nto reaching out to the
media, to anette rpenting wiv] neA
Tab 35 = Tab 42 = Gates was shown an email chain and attachments betweenGates and flauker with Bates tangs FI 025734 - 036807 on November 26,
2013 with the subject Tapert". The Master Control Grid had a moved task

oncLassTFIED/A188 FBI(190v1278)-2512
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TOTES Richard Gates - September 11,Comte 2018 on 08/11/2018 pe 3 of 12
at 1700 Tor G0 to provide background briefing at the request of the 0S
Journalist on Tuesday at 1700. Gates said this was a reference to Craig
reaching out tol] Tires). nsre
The Master Control Grid also had a noted task at 2200 for Bloomberg to
release story for print on Tuesday morning. To the best of his
recollection this was going to be handled by (ercuy) be— be
Gates said it yas around this tine, or maybe VEL jn October, Manafort had po
hin teil|Jabout Craig and the NY Tines| [pushed back and asked bg
“hy not SRE Washington Post.
Gates recalled the closer they got to the release of the Skadden Report it
became clear Craig was going to be less involved in the overall Media Plan
rollout.
Gates was unsure who put the reference to John Kerry on Bates stamp 025738
although they were aware Craig vas close with him.
Gates could not identify anyone referenced fron the USA Section (Bates
stamps 025804 ~ 025807) that Craig agreed to reach out to.
Gates said it was Hawker's idea for a possible Vanity Fair article on
Craig as referenced at 1900 on Bates stamp 025806. It was never pursued as

Tab 100 = Gates was shown an email chain and attachment which was a
conversation between Gates, Kilinnik, Hanafort and Hawker with Bates
Stamps FTI 026136 on December 5, 2012 with the subject "Updated Docs”. The
attached Master Control Grid called for courtesy calls on December 12th.
One of the individuals identified to call was Obama. Gates did not recail
any discussions about reaching out to President Obama and opined it was
most. likely a reference to the Obama Administration:
Gates did not recall if Craig or anyone reached out to (Harry) Reid. It
vas also his Understanding Mercury was Going to reach out (John) Bochner.
The attached Master Control Grid called for the Report to be given to
[or the ut Tinos who would then have an exclusive on the ve
material for 24 hours. Gates recalled being aware of the date of this vie

email that Craig had already reached out to[A copy of this Master
Control Grid would have been sent/shared with FATS, Gates, Manafort and
Kilimnik. KLlimnik would have then had it translated to share with the
Thcarian Governments

ncLassrIED/ame FBI(190v1278)-2513
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Gates opined that individuals might have been added to the distribution
list to help bolster the Media Plan to the MOJ.

It was the idea that either the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or Craig would
reach out to the key stakeholders. However, Gates was unaware if anyone
vas actually contacted.

Jana an tists were also hired by Manafort to conduct BS,
Sitreach during the rollout.

TAB 101 - Gates was shown an email from Hawker to Gates with Bates stamps
FTI 026230 December 6, 2012 with the subject "Docs". Hawker informed Gates
everything has gone to Alex's (Van Der Zwaan) gmail, but that he can't get
a hold of Greg (Craig). Gates was unsure why Hawker vas unable to get a
hold of Craig. Gates said he can't say for sure that Craig saw the
attached Master Control Grid; however, he recalled being told by Van Der
Zwaan around the time of this email that Craig received the assignments.

Gates never heard Craig didn't want to talk with the NY Times.

Tab 55 - Gates was shown an email chain and attachment which was a
conversation between Gates,[J Hawker, Kilimnik and Van Der ne
Zwaan with Bates stamps SAU 030582 - 030592 on December 10, 2012 with the we
subject "Master Control Grid consult - SA Report.xlsx". Gates did mot know
if Craig sau the attached Master Control Grid, but said he sent it to Van
Der zuaan and opined he foruarded it to Craig.

Hawker was tasked to organize Craig's schedule to start (implement) the
Media Plan rollout.

Tab 56 - Gates was shown an email chain which was a conversation between
Gates, [___] van ber 2waanandlJuith Bates stamps SAU 038013
on December 11, 2012 with the subject "Warsaw". It was Gates’
understanding Craig was going to travel to Europe to brief a select group bs
of European leaders, but had an issue with his flight. Juanted Van wre
Der Zuaan to meet with members of the media, but Craig WoUId not approve
it. Gates said it was his speculation, and speculation only, Craig did not
want anyone from Skadden besides himself doing any media outreach.

Gates did not know what happened regarding the off the record briefing
request by ANSA.

It was Gates’ understanding that Craig took a middle of the road approach
when speaking with the NY Times[| Per a debrief by Manafort, he be
(Manafort) pushed Craig to be on Tecord when speaking with the NY Times. be

SRCRSSLTIRD)fu38~ FBI(190v1278)-2514
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LJTichard Gates - Septesber 11,Comte 2018 on 03/11/2016 pe 10 of 12
Craig's willingness to engage the media showed a level of credibility for

the Report and for the overall public perception of the findings. Mamafort
knew it vas critical for Craig do it. Gates recalled there was a lot of
give and take leading up to what Craig finally agreed to do. According to
Gates, Craig was not only trying to please the client, but he also didn't
vant. to damage his reputation.
Gates said Craig approached Manafort during the Summer (2012) to discuss
additional work opportunities in the Ukraine. Those discussions continued
into early 2013 and centered more on the business side and not GR. Van ber
Zuaan was going to be Skadden's point person. Gates recalled Manafort
telling him he helped arrange meetings between Craig and few Ukrainian
oligarchs.
Tab 102 = Gates was shown an email from Hawker to Gates with Bates stamp
FIT 026366 on December 11, 2012 with the subject "In reception”. Gates did
not recall this email or hat it vas about.
Tab 103 = Gates was shown an email chain and attachment between Gates,
Hawker and Van Der Zeaan with Bates stamps FIT 025218 - 025023 on Decenber
11, 2012 with the subject "Contact List". To the best of his knowledge, no
one trom this list vas contacted.
Tab 57 = Gates was shown an email from Gates to Van Der Zwaan with Bates
stanps SAU 247167 on December 11, 2012 with the subject "Report". After
reviewing this email and the last tab reviewed (Tab 103), Gates recalled
instructing Yan Der Zwaan to send a copy of the Skadden Report to those
contacts identified. Gates opined that Mercury and Podesta would have done
the advanced outreach.
Tab 56 - Gates was shown an email chain and attachment which was a
conversation between Gates, Kilimnik, Van Der Zwaan, [land Hawker with
Bates stanps SAU 007652 - 019650 on Decenber 12, 2012 WITH the subject Lo
"Report - Information. Gates recalled being told by Van ber Zuaan that be
"Juian"t want van Der zvaan mesting with any
CoTTETs Gates TIES recalled there was concern about Manafort's and
Mo's input to the Skadden Report.
Tab 104 - Gates was shown an email chain and attachment which vas a
conversation between Gates, Kilimnik, Manafort, [—Jand Hawker with
Bates stamps FIT 027120 - 027124 on December 13 T0T7 with the subject BE
"Report Coverage". Gates recalled Manafort was a little upset with the NY BIC
Times article because it started off by saying Skadden concluded

vcrassriED/fore FBI(190v1278)-2515
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Tymoshenko's legal rights were violated and that she was wrongly
inprisoned. The compromise was the article stated the prosecution wasn't
politically motivated.

While Manafort wasn't happy with Craig's quote about leaving it to others
the question whether the prosecution was politically motivated, the news
article(s) would have been a lot worse if not for Craig speaking tol] 2
(NY Times). According to Gates, this was the strategy and it was worth the 7
risk.

Gates could not recall if Craig was upset about the article published in
the Telegraph.

Gates was shoun an email chain which was a conversation between Gates,
Manatort and[__Juith Bates stamps BS 00012 - 00015 on September 15, ve
2012 with the SUBJect "an urgent request ON IT". Gates recalled this Ye
involved a pending US Senate Resolution re: Tymoshenko. Initially Gates
could not recall having any discussions with Craig about reaching out to
Durbin; however, it's possible during one of his one on one meetings with
Craig he brought up the topic. Gates recalled Craig might have told him he
would look into it and that he knew the people in the State Department.
Although his take was Craig was reluctant to help at all, Gates still
believed Craig was going to make the call.

Tab 35 - Gates was shown an email chain between Gates ana]
with Bates stamp PDG 00045091 on December 19, 2012 with the subject b6
"URGENT". Gates acknowledged reaching out to[J and briefing him on we

ing resolution and asking for his assTstance. Gates recalled
expressed a willingness to assist, but was unsure if he contacted

anyone. However, Gates believed attempted to contact (John) Kerry.

FARA:

hs previously stated, Gates recalled Skadden was looking into whether or
not they needed to file under FARR and that they might have spoken with pg

(Note: It was agreed to meet with Gates at a later date to further discuss
FARA.)

Miscellaneous:
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on or around 9/27/2018, A]special Counsel Prosecutors bs
(SCP) Greg Andres and Andrew Weissmann interviewed RICHARD GATES III at »7C

we

CC x
EE | oe

we
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\metgaionon 09/27/2016 Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Person ve
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GATES opined That WANAFORT believed That Trump's Strength in the polls bc

Sp—

we

GIES believed §% vous pave been unfathomable 1f wmzoRr hae]
a a en sewn to STITT we

Te TANRTORT TTaveIed Sverseas so quickly after leaving the campaign. om
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on or around 9/21/2018, saJsaL_—] special ue
Counsel Prosecutor (SCP) Greg Andres, Assistant US Attorneys

the following information:

In 2011 or 2012, YANUKOVYCH signed off on a lobbying campaign.

ws

us
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ECFMU needed at least one EU citizen to be a founder. b6

ve

told GATES] be

ECFMU had a physical office in Brussel: Lf b6

was a hardline at ECFMU's offices, but bic

— vo
[aid not understand US politics and so deferred to MANAFORT BIC

received direction fron]
FO y— FBI(190v1278)-2522
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MANAFORT met with in Ukraine and mentioned the US ue
consultants. did not understand how things operated in the e

US and would JSTGT to MANAFORT and GATES on anything related to the
US consultants.

|— ran be
point on the BIC

Lobbying Firms
GATES conducted initial interviews with lobbying firm candidates.

MANAFORT conducted interviews with the finalists.
Nobody from ECAMU conducted interviews with the US lobbying firms.
Cee MANAROR? that the choice about which US lobbying firm u

To hire was his. e

GATES told others that he worked with ECFMU and that he did not
work for ECRMU.
MANAFORT decided to go with Mercury and the Podesta Group with
GATES" input.
fh the initial meetings, wmARoRT and cates tora]
[C—Jthat the client was the Government of Ukraine (GoUT. AT be
some point later, they discovered an issue related to Ukrainian ¥ie

procurenent laws, and the client switched to ECEMU.
MANAFORT controlled the US lobbying effort.

ve
ie

GATES always reported to MANAFORT. On some occasions, MANAFORT

would tell GATES not to share certain information with] bete
Had there been a disagreementJand ould have
followed the direction of MANAFORT over tRat of be

Se
bebe
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The first Podesta Group meeting included PODESTA at his office.

w

w
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Early on in the engagement, there had been a strategic debate over
whether the GoU or ECRMU could more credibly represent Ukrainian
interests. On one hand, GoU was not liked, but on the other, ECEMU
sas not established. GoU seencd unable to credibly represent that 5
C=not political. On the contrary,

it tine representing Ukraine's
economic policy. In the end, all parties decided to move forward
with ECAMU as the outward-facing client.

Initially The Podesta Group had been given the PR work, but as the
work commenced, they were not getting the job done so the PR work
was given to Mercury.

At the start of the firms' consultancy, the objective had been to
expand awareness of Ukraine-European integration in the US. As time
went on, the US was seen as a more valuable target of influence and
took more of a driver's seat role.

Bs

— i.
At one point in time, GATES, along with d
others, spoke to on the telephone from] ve
[__Jhad the general Tdea about ECFMU and GATES filled in fo
information as needed. At this point in time,[_Jwas far along
with the legal analysis of the situation.

bs
7

bs
bc

At the conclusion, the participants decided not to file FARA.
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GATES did mot recall whether or not |had been
.At the tine of the ensi1[ Juould have understood the Ukraine bo

wi] w

.

[Jui not communicate clearly so MANAFORT did not want [ bs
involved in the US. bic

,

2
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Around this time, GATES had told be
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y
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At this point in time, The Podesta Group was still moving forward

yat this tine, [and Gates were discussing how to handle =.

"[was briefingJon the discussions. se

usually get on the phone at the same time. BIC

[Jwes in the otrice nore often. »e
EX 9 PD0000186

"Top guy" in the email referred to YANUKOVYCH who was also referred
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Richard Willian Gates T71 as intervisued by Superviosey Special Agent
Special agent[7 supervisory Special Agent bs

and Special Counsel Attorneys Andrew Weissmann and Greg ie

Frdres Gates attorney,[of Sidley Austin LLP, vas
present. After being aviSET ST TRE Taenticy of the interviewing Agents
Cn the nature of the intervie, Gates provided the folloring information:
1 atendog

The initial investment in ID Watchdog was from funds held in a Cypriot
Bank account in the name Glasal Sites. The funds were wire transferred
From Glosal Sites to an account in the name of Jupiver and then wire
Cranatorrad to ID atehiog. Gates subsequently hough warrants in 1D
Watchdog from[11pay for these warrants, bs

EE ey RE
and subseduentiy paid back the loan.
ecain campaign

baring the John Mccain presidential campaign, [m]a soc b%
(4) called Americans for Patriotism to support the McCain campaign. Gates wie

Stated he heard chat a Fat Nanafort contretied Cypriot accounts LORY,
Contributed money to the S01c(4), and the funds in the LoAV account were
From Ole Deripaska, Russian o1igarch.

Manatort and Rick Davis also set up a corpany, JOC, to provide social
media/aigital advertising suppors to the Noein campaian, and I8DC
Fecoived a percentage of the ad paynenta. HON Fronted the money for
Tobe. Gatos stated that TORY was funded by Deripaska but Cares aid net
nos 1£ the money sont. from TORY to SEC was actualy funds provided ny
Deripaska.
submarine veal

he STE oT Tv ToTeR SERIES Tron TER to Pakistan. [owas wre
alleged to receive Kickbacks from this deal and Manafort sas PITT Between

mins Tie + Heninger, Dimeric of Covmvie, ives sever (in rereon)
we, is G3/0672010ee Bo we

\ 4
mteammretoeSOT eT
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$250,000 - $400,000 in kickbacks. Gates advised that these allegations
were from a newspaper and he did not know if the allegations were
true. Manafort never discussed this with Gates.

Energy Today

According to Energy today was a company that]
invested in and SUBseqUERTIY] also invested in. faa tes To
Russia and Kazakhstan. Set up a telephone call between someone
who worked at Energy Today and Gates where they discussed opportunities ba
for Gates to conduct lobbying and PR work for the company. Specifically, ve
Gates' role was to formulate a strategy to work with state government
regulators to obtain oil drilling licenses and conduct PR/GR

1]
The ouner of Energy Todayhired cates and paid then bs

approximately approsimately 1.7 million shares of Energy Today re
Stock. Gates stated that he [——hever actually performed any
significant work for Energy Today. They developed a PR/GR strategy but
they never actually reached out to any state government regulators to
execute on their strategy. The plan was to initiate a pilot project
utilizing the proprietary technology and then issue press releases about
the pilot project to generate hype. However, they were never able to
initiate any actual deals or projects.—

Gates also attempted to secure investors from Ukraine to invest in
Energy Today and obtain oil licenses to drill in Ukraine. However, Gates
never obtained any new investors or licenses in Ukraine. Gates stated
that the cost of the licenses in Ukraine was cost prohibitive.

[told Gates that if they could get the company two or three state a
ventures and execute on a BR strategy, the price of the shares would ve
increase and they could sell the stock and make a lot of money, or
conversely the company would get acquired and they would make money. Gates
thought

Gates stated he had
FBI(190v1278)-2073
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no reason to believe Energy Today was not a real viable company. In the
end, the contracts never actually materialized:
he president of Energy Today and ot into an argument, and 5s

told Gates and bc

that he was making changes to the company and he needed them to
TET: Vonte shorts a0 Shey Cress bn wodianied Sox nan Sharon Ln oe To
company. Homever, Gates never received any new shares. Gates utilized
Morgan Stanley to facilitate these transactions.

Gates describedJas a well-connected legitimate businessman who ns
was constantly working on deals and meeting with legitimate executives B7C
such as the president of Sony Latin America. [was always working on
the next great deal.

ve
ve

ve
ve
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[Jinitially called Gates and Gates called back the Friday
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I he
cyprus Accounts

Janatort was aware of the Cypriot companies, Cypriot bank accounts, and
Chat money was moving in and out of these accounts. Gates and Manafors nad
Constant. someetaatigs mest hese. accounts and tne movement of money in
Srere sccomta, Gates. seated they hat mamireds of conversations about
these accounts and the status of the money in these accounts. There were
Tevies sessions wimere they Siscussed nich accounts had money and shen
Fanatort woud direce Gates smete to transfer the money: These revior
Seveions were usuaniy conducted sven the shone, at Wanaforsrs ew Tork
ertnent, HE office, of via emails. Worsover, Mangfatt directed Gates
hen te ben me accoms. nan, cates voor contact cyprus via bE
telephone or email and would tell] hat Manafort was instructing him we

to open acoumea. or mim in CyprayT[]osne up with the names of the
nominee orpriot companies contented BF Famatort.

cates vores vith
(handled the day-tondiy SSTRETST TR CTER GRE TRICITY
Chou the Potiical Hotk mE. conducted For him in Crpras, DetipalTE
initially introduced ——]Jto Manafort in 2007. The Ukrainian oligarchs ve
instracted Nanatore TTT needed Lo open accounts in Cypres in order to oe
an ie Ae oan IoSYene Sr SO
FTE NE 1 METRE A al

ST
= vs
wo TTT Te TETCe Eee ee vith
ManaTSTE Tb Cyprus to meet withFo discuss political work and set up
the Pericles stracture.

In 2012, Gates traveled to Cyprus at Hanafort's dizection to remove
Nanafort from the Cypriot bank accounts, certificates of trust, ana
Incorporation documents. and But thom in either Cates or Kilmik's
name.” Gates, Sravsacted Mitieni fo £11 out the mecesasty documentation
To piace the accounts. in Kilimikis name and then Gates Esruarded those
documents td to sot up the accounts. Gates told JHanatort vs
wanted his name removed from the Cyprus accounts because of the Tymoshenko bc
Taos and ho as concerned that. she would locate nis accounts i Cyprus.
Gates stated there was no validity to Tymoshenke’s lavsuic and that
Tre ae wae wey sami Tr Toreen wEvoe HEALY mas 2
mame. zamoved fron the. aceoumtes ne. Still controlled and med the
counts. Gates also bad Kilmik travel to Cyprus once Co open an account
In nia wate se. they Souk Stanaier money Fron CEOs v0 ShEene.

FBI(190v1278)-2976
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Gates eventually realized based on questions byfuJenar 38
he needed to get his name off of Manafort’s accounts because he was ©

oe

Gates and KWC created DMP tax liability projections based on ledgers. At

work on completing MP's ledgers.Lo Jorepared the ledgers with the 38
finalized cate d the tt them to KWC fi KWC 1d ze

ue
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Manafort about the fact that both KH vere asking a 56
lot more questions about the ledgers. There were times when Gates did not b7C

ini he. anmors vo KG" Questions, 30 he wouLd ask Nanafort and Hanafort
provided the. ammvers. Event yeas there nad a review sessions umialiy via
Conterence. cali, with Hanafort, Gates, and KWG about PHE/Hanaforts taves

During the years vhen DHE NManafort vere making a lot of money, DH
PMamatontts. san 1iabiliey wap High Hansfort dia not vant vo pay chi tax
{ianiiity and would speak tol] Subsequently, the income was ve
categorized as loans rather thai Imgome. Gates was not directly involved IC
er Cotati orton]ne vonatores bo vanes cone

[thar the some of the meRETSBTained from the Ukraine were the
TIT Hoover, Navafors and saves knot that the Mloansn were scrually
noone and 1% was’ Liaututentiy being coregorised ae loans vo Hanatortss
arco:

sometine in 2014, Gates had a conversationwit] 5
where it became clear to Gates that they did not know that Manafort be

Controlled the Cypriot bank accounts and entisics. Gates stated that
[—Jhed specifically questioned Manafort about the Cypriot bank
TESTS and entities, and Fanafort. stated that he was rot che beneficial
cimer and Gates nade. the same fepresentation. forever, Gates stated that
they both knew what they told Jwas not truthful.

Regarding bonuses Gates received from Manafort's Cypriot accounts,
Gates states that anafore sshed Sates Lf he ves making care of itm a
Setorcncn vo the tanaes amd Gates inearproted that vo mom Faretots vas
Inouring that Gates wes not claiming this as income because 1t Has coming
rom Hanatort's Cypriot. accounts. and coud. seveal Nanaforers control over
the acsouma. Gatos. expiained shat he and anafort did not nesd to have 3
Specitic censereation about this secasse they both Knew what. they wore
Sotng and underetood thar Lt vas thiegel-

Generally, Hanafort would direct Gates to do something on his behalf
and Gates would da it without question. For example, Manafort would task
Gates no provide false. informacion bo. ihe banks and Gates Homid follow nis
crders.

Generally, Hanafort. spent November through Hazch at his home in
Flovider March through vay at 1 condominium in Virginia: and vay through
September at his home in the Hamptons.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Dacor 04/03/2018

Richard GATES, was interviewed at the 395 © Street SW, Washington, D.
C. Also present in the interview were Senior Assistant Special Counsel
(Src) zainds mad, SASC Aneren Hetssmann, ASME
ssA[_] Gates was interview as part of the Terms of Fis plea bs
agreement. GATES provided the following information: 1c

GATES joined the Donald J. TRUMP Presidential Campaign in March 2016.
The financial health of the campaign was not good at the time because
TRUMP was self-funding the expenses. TRUMP made a pledge to his supporters
on this point which he wanted to uphold. GATES did not think there were
any fundraising opportunities at the time. The campaign had apathy towards
not doing anything else and the ANC [Republican National Committee]
support was not yet there. Eventually the TRUMP Campaign started to build
a fundraising mechanism.

(Steven) MIUCHIN joined the campaign and became the finance chair
around May of 2016. Other people on the campaign had a problem with the
decision to bring MWCHIN on because he had never raised a fundraising
penny in his life. TRUMP realized the magnitude of self-funding a campaign
= it could not be done. Paul MANAFORT did not have much of a role in the
campaign in March or April. MANAFORT became more involved after TRUMP won
the primary. MANAFORT and Jared (KUSHNER) spoke often about how much it
work it would be to fundraise. After the primary they were able to lean on
the RNC to assist with fundraising.

There were many fundraising events.
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The canpaion could never buy the advertising tine they vanted because
the financial expense was not in the ballpark of what they could afford to
Spend. The. (James) COME email scenaris helped - the last ten days before
The lection were Good from a fundraising perspective. The money. never
realy Hlowed. Pecpie contributed to bi ACs due to the fact there vere
Competitive House and Sonate races[eteatas tery ss

contributed. Bc

sanzostanaJenew cach other for a tong tine. Tuas
hired on to the EREITIT The canpaion nantes] Jeo move TO Her Tork
hich uas something he did not sant. to do. ”
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Ducoremy 07/11/2018

On Thursday, July 5, 2018, Richard Gates appeared at the Office of the
Special Counsel in preparation for possible testimony at the trial of Paul
Manafort (Manafort) in July 2016. Also present were Senior Assistant
Special Counsel Greg D. Andres. The following information was furnished:

Since his last meeting with the Office of the Special Counsel on June 27,
2018, Gates has been in contactwien] bsbe
Gates was shown a photo that recently appeared in various news article
(copy attached). Gates stated the photo was taken prior to his Ukraine
tenure with Paul Manafort and Davis Manafort Partners. Gates identified
the location of the photo as Davis Manafort's office in Kiev, Ukraine.

Gates was able to identify the following from the photo: ve
Standing = Left to Right:[ owsus ana] »7e

Sitting - Left to Right: Konstantine Kilinnik, UNSUB, possibl
[JuwsuB (new articles identified this individual as bE
Towever, Gates said this wasnot[___] Paul Manafort and Bre

Prior to his plea agreement with the Government, Gates stated Manafort
told him that he was going to get help from SL (Sergei Lyovochkin) and his
people.
Gates brought his laptop and while in the presence of Senior Financial
Investigator] bebcParalegal Specialists ere

: 1am)
Derived F; T wsIc co

Sify on: 50%I
Sore)fame

Ivesigsionon 07/05/2018 Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Person) beSEaRe,PrSo ee RR we
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on 10/25/2018, ss]sa], specta1 counsel
Prosecutor Andrew WeTSSRARR, 3nd attorneys From the US DoJ Public
Tategeity Section, James Mann, Nicole Lockart,|oo —oJung Run
Ellorsick ot the offices of GATES: Pars a
CCJss[— Janasn were presentTeTephonically. GATES was represented by Fis counsel Tom Greene.
After being advised of the identities of the interviewing agents,
GATES provided the following information:

GATES believed] bEsrc

GATES met

Inauguration
GATES had nothing to do with congressional events.
The Presidential Inauguration Committee (PIC) used donors, not
underwriters, to sponsor events. Chevron, Microsoft, and others
donated.
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GHTES did not know anything related tolpassive

said that he had known PRINCE for a long time. PRINCE wanted Di

[NFI) ,[never asked GATES about his cooperation after the media hm
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Duco 11/14/2018

on 10/25/2018, sA[ Jand Special Counsel Prosecutor Andrew
Weissmann interviewed RICHARD GATES III at the offices of GATES' counsel. BS
GATES" counsel, Tom Greene was present for the interview. GATES provided
the following information:
oor oroup
GATES met some people from ICT Group while he was at Grech. [| pe
[Tiere croc to work for DOT Group. DCE Group did §rass FoSTS wre
Tork on The George Bush campaign.

SSoeTated WIth TT Gree: 7a
wie

In 2016 and 2017, there had been discussion of PAUL MANAFORT being hired
at DCT group because the fim did not have anyone working their who could
cover Donald Trump. A lot of the people at OCI Group vere loyal to
MANARORT
2017, [toad cames that the interview ofJuas an

issue for CROCK GRASIIEL. was Grassizx's guy. Tn the final =
conclusion, however, nomination did not move forward because ©
DIANE FEINSTEIN and GRASSLEY had made a deal.
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There had been a discussion of a Joint Legal defense fund, but that never
Rappenea:

"A

ve
be

”te

siasetianeous
GATES had encountered] at_some point in time. was a business »s
related to MANAFORT'S and] The i

Fi A
need of|Jreisted work in 2017.

late 4% bemae +
EE
—— ve

=

At one point in tine, JARED KUSHER had asked GATES to meet ne
we a

mi
GATES" text message about a MH war room was a reference to STEVE
SRNON"s. sden vo handle. several Public Relations crises bY creating a
Eiratesic nesvescenter to address them. This wes afver the Speciay
Counserrs Office nad boon announced.
The recipients of the message were intended to be an advisory committee to
Handle HANAFORT+3 Public Relations hits and Would have been separate from
any efforts in the Ahite House.
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[Jens Senior Assistant Special Coumsel (Asc) Greg Andres. GREET BS,
STTSTREY, Thomas Green of Sidley Austin LLP, was present. After being
advised of the identity of the interviewees and the nature of the
interview, Gates provided the following information:
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Richard William Gates TTI was incervieued by FBI Supervisory Special
I eriLlTr eatil,
Couns TREEGTRaT Oreg Andres. After belTy SIVTSed ST The oficial te
Gates provided the foliouing information:
Michael cohen

Michael Cohen did not have a formal role at the Republican National
Convention (RIC) but nade requests for a lot of tickets.

Cohen wanted Gorey Lewandowski fixed fron the campaign. Cohen told
Paul Hanafort that he supported Lewandowski being Fired.

Gates id not have any information regarding[and onty 3%,heard about her in the neve.
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